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RESEARCH LABORATORIES FOR THE ENGINEERING SCIENCES

Members of the faculty who teach at the undergraduate and graduate levels and a number of
professional engineers and scientists whose primary activity is research generate and conduct the
investigations that make up the school's research program. The School of Engineering and Applied Science
of the Umversity of Virginia believes that research goes hand in hand with teaching. Early in the
development of its graduate training program, the School recognized that men and women engaged in
research should be as free as possible of the administrative duties involved ;n sponsored research. I n'1959,
therefore, the Research Laboratories for the Engineering Sciences (RLES) was established and assigned the
administrative responsibility for such research within the School.

The director of R LES himself a faculty member and researcher -maintains familiarity with the
support requirements of the research under way. He is aided by an Academic Advisory Committee, made up
of a faculty representative from each academic department of the School. ThicCommittee serves to inform
RLES of the needs and perspectives of the research program.

In addition to administrative support, REES is charged with providing certain technical assistance.
Because it is not practical for each oepartment to become self-sufficient in all phases of the supporting,
technology essential to present-day research, REES makes services available through the following support
groups Machine Shop, Instrumentation, Facilities Services, Publications (inchicling photographic facilities),

.and Computer Terminal Maintenance.
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A SOURCEBOOK FOR THE DESIGN

OF A

REGIONAL INVIRbNMENTAL LEARNING SYSTEM

VOLUME 5:

EVALUATING A REGIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL LEARVING SYSTEM

A PROGRAM EVALUATION MANUAL ---

PREFACE

This is onefrof six Volynes of a report which, collectively,

is intended to be a Sourcebook for bie Desi'gn of a Regional

EnVii-onmental Learning System. The report was prepared under
A

Contract 300-700-4028 with the Office of Environmental EducatIon.

This six-volume report presumes some background concerni*

the concept of a Regional Environmental Learning System, and

with environmental education as a whole. Considerable relevant

background was supplied in Volume 9 of the 4th Quarterly Report

-(A Desuiptive Andlysis of Environmental" EdLvtion), and in

the 5th Quarterly Report (Conceptual Basis.for the Design of o

Regional Environmental Learning Syst*ms), both of Mich are"

available from the Office of Environmental Educat on.

' Volume 1 contains an Overview of the Sourcebook,

short summaries of thepther Volumes.

4
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PROGRAM EVAEUATION
J

. ,No matter who you are, you can divide evaluation
situations into those you "hafta" and those you "wanta.,"
Everything, every program, evew activity, gets evaluated
informally. In addition to that there are the formal
evaluation studies. There are some where "the boss' or
"the contract" say you must evaluate. /it is nqt uncommbn
for the sponsoring agency to say, "Further ,funding de-

.pends on what the evaluation shows." Or for your own.
Board to say, "You need to demonstrate the impact of this
program." Then, one way or another, you "hafta" do an
evaltiation.

In bther uations you recognize that you are not
learning enough fr m the informal evaluating that people are
doing. You and he rest of the staff deci,de that you
wanta" have more complete, more accurate, possibly more

credible information.

You .Fret up a formal evaluation study. You probably
have high expectations. And you can anticipate dis-.
appointments. It is something like getting a housecleaner
for the first time. You expect lots .of help, and sometimes
you get it, but it adds to your -own work too (what with
social security papers, sharing personal. problems, getting
"proper" supplies, etc.) and it won' accomplish some of the
things you care mdst about.

#

As to the methods of carrying ou't a "hafta"P 'and a
wanta" evaluation ,study, there is not much difference.

the two approaches feel very different to the people-.
getting evaluated. There is a great deal about program
evaluation that has to do with people's feelings. With
mandated evaluation Au usually feel that you do not have
control of things. But even with the voluntary evaluations,
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the approach you use, the persons you get to help, the
irtstruments you choose, and the expectations of your
audiences combine to persuade you 'that you do not have
much control of things there, eicher.

Liet's face qp to 0/is busineSs of disappointments right
off. - Evaluation studies are often _disappointing. of course
they are disappoining sometimes because they reveal hoin
much the ,cricogram is in trouble. But more 'often they are
disappointing because they do rtot reveal enough about
.anything. The te*clindlogy of evaluation is riot sufficiently
developed, so thlt even a well-run study can be counted on
to give an accurate accounting of program impact or a good
indication ,of sources of trouble. A poorly-run study, arid
most of them are, is likely to provide as much mis-
information as good .information. There is lots of room for
disappointment.

4
But evaluation studies are often worthwhile. In either

the "hafta" or "wanta" situation, evaluation time can be a
time to learn. You can come to see problems in a new way.
You do get new information ,Having done the evaluation,
or even having required it, makes one politically less vul-
nerable. But, at evaluation time especially, chances are
good you will establish closer relations,hips with other
people concerned about the longevity and effectiveness of
the program.

Whdther or not it turns out to be a good experience
depends largely yn how you choose to go about it. Fancy
measurements and analyses are not essential. Wanting to
understand More about the program is essential. And
selecting dr' eyaluation .plan that matches the resources and
the interests of people involved is essential. Tthere are lots"
of alternative designs to choose among (at least according
to the textbooks) but th'ere .may be only one or two ap-
proaches that really fit your particular situation. The
fourth chapter of this gianual is an overview of current
-program evaluation methods and some ideas about them that
shoutd help program people decide which fits the local.
situation.

Comprehensive regional environmental learning systems
with multi-year funding will need the work, of highLy skilled
evaluation specialists. But of course, 119LS staff members
and participarAs do not forfeit all ev.aluation respori-
sibilities. They will 'do some evaluating on* their own and
should help develop and interpret the specialist's work. A
manual like this can assist this collaboration.
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'ME MEANINGS OF EVALUATION . \

Part of the rhason there are a. number of evaluation
approaches is the fact that evaluation Means rtifferent
`things- in different times and places. No evaluation study
suits everybody, and an evaluation plan that tries is likely
to fall short 'in numerous ways. Against such odds eval-

:'.11',1447.tors usually withdraw, to their 1own definitions of eval-
...441a...tion0 perhaps ignoring.' the fact thattit is a term having

tftwentj,pnal meanings.

To .evaluate tis to judge'. To evaluate is to ar-rive
summarily at 'a knowing of merit and shortcoming,/ Ac-
cording ,to this simple meaning, the crkteria and standards
are simple, straight-forward, and agreed on. But Simple
and wide1y-agreed-up6n criteria do dot adequately tell the
successes and failures of an environment41. education pro-
gram.

0 '
.tke,Av.

AWith complex, diffuse, and politically sensitive pro-
grams the standards for evaluating are just not possible to
state. Objectivek can be put orth, even ratified by various
groups, but it takes only few minutes of careful scrutiny
to see that these oitiective do not represent many im-
_portant hopes, fears, 3/41d expectations--the many
concerns that people have about the programs.

A danger then is that it will be left to the evaluator to
say which criteria should be honored. The standards may
by default become those of the evaluator or the evaluator's ,

patrqns.

Those, standardS are not likely to bi standards that
reflect community valuing of the program--more likely to be
those the evaluator is expert at using. Seldom will the two'
be the same. Something should be done. One alternative
is to work harder to tease out the 'many 'criteria the people
have. And to get those written up. That approach has
often been trie4, ,and regularly found wanting. We have so
little talent for capturing in formal language our aims and
our williagness to accept Various outcomes.

Anothdr alternative is .to . recognize that evaluation' can
be done without forrnal stiteithents of objectives, criteria and
standards. It can be ;done y qlyin.g ..ibn` the implicit
feeling...; of merit people haVe . We can evaluate an en4
vironmental edu_cation program by confronting people with a
number of, aspects.- of the Oprogram and recording their
judgments... these recordings then constitute the evaluation'
report.

1

.



But will t§ese people make suitable judgments? Will
theirs be better than the 6valuator's? Who will pick those
people out?--Or is it even Important that an evaio,itilpn *,

strf'dy result in a-- small number of summary jUdgii*iits?

Barry MacDonald 4ncl' Ernie House, in eparate.ifrit-
ings, have indicated ways of making evaluatiom more detpo-
craticv stiore fair, less authoritarian. Those waysi, call for
recognition ,of criteria and standards held not"- just by,
.patrons butiothroughout the society. They call for a pledge
to honor the pluralism of the society , fOregoing oilmination
of the evaluative act--leaving that final judgmental respon-
sibility to readers and users of the evaluation report .

The purpose of a program evaluation study then be7
comes one of helping people see the program better, arrive
at their own decisions as to its faults and accomplish-
ments-.7to be, in fact, the evaluators themselves'.

Instead of .integrating program improvement or sOcial
reform, and instead even of integrating theory-building and
decision making ipto evaluation, this pluralist view calls for
keeping evaluation separate. It calls for recognition- of the
existing and ordinary processes for manageinent and con-
trol, bad as they may be, and for appealing not' only to the
'rational processes of people, but to their institutions and
convictions.

According to our way of thinlang, the mechanism most
suited to this purpose is portrayal. By describing the
program, by showing it as perceived by those close at
handi-or from special vantage point', by interpreting' it
accordifig to various frames of reference, the evaluator
portrays 'so that others may evaluate. The evaluator en-
ables audiences to add this vicarious experience, this
additi6nal experience to. existing experiences and recol-
lections, to enable them to arrive at their own evaluation,
and courses of action.

Portrayal, we belielie,, is an essential step -in making
evaluation studies more .fair, more democrsatic, and more
-useful .c),tethe community.. But we hasten to add that in
emphasizing this point of, view and not others we are speak-
ing of our preference, relating to our experiekice and value
,commitments. Many other evaluatorlincl this 'point of view
'too subjective, too elusive, too difficult to do well. They
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prefer to use a predetermined specification of eriteria, to
invest more heavily in instrument development, and to
commit themselves to the_ most rationally defensible author-
itarian point of view. Many choose to ineorporate evalua:-
tion studies into information systems. We will try to honor
these definitions of ,ev-alTialon, too , in this evaluation(
manual.

THE POLITICAL SIDE OP RELS EVALUATION

All program l evaluation studies have political en-
tanglements, ,internally and externally. EverOne expects
an evaluation of the Vietnam War to be tangled in politics.
David Halberstam's book, The Best and the Brightest,

/confirmed it eloquently. Many do not expect the evaluation
.of a high school workshop on energy problems to be po-
litical. But an evaluator has to work hard to ignore the
strainings of liberal and conservative advocates. -And
probably Should not.

Ernest House summarized the political involvements of a
number "of educational programs in a book entitled,
The Politics of Educational Innovation. David Cohen and
GI eon jo erg, as well, h'ave valuable writings on this
subject.

One might conclude that only those thNgs politically
sensitive will get evaluated formally. Surely, it they are
politically sensitive, that will affect the nature of the eval-
uation study.

The school and community work of a RELS will be
caught up in political iss4es. --The originators of FELS and
their later administrators will face, political obstacles and
use political 6processes tko remain vital. Their evaluations
too' will he at least as political as scientific. Political con-
straints ma'y 1int some of the evaluator work, .but k.hey
also serve to ikrnirid us -of whia is rele ant. Political de-
mands can influence studies in a tfumer of ways: the
publicity given to the planting, the access to 'sites, the
reasons given informAnts for doing th.e study, the wording
of questions, the confidentiality of data storage, the'
value-posi ions considered in interpreting the data, the
mode of di semination of results and so on,
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In Chapter 4 we will arbitrarily divide all evaluation
designs into that emphasize program processes and those
that emphasize program impact. Experience tells us that
usually the 'program sponsors, the bureaucrats, and the
tax-payers want to know about program impact. More
often, program staff and participants want to know about
program management and op rations. Not always, of
course.

r
The curiosities of someone mandating ("Naturally, we

expect you to evaluate what you are doing.") usually go
directly to the question of whether or not the program is
having a gobd impact. The following letter might be con-
sidered a classic. It is a paraphrased version, of one
actually written by a regional program official, urging that
the evaluation plan be written to focus on accomplishments
rather than on inner workings.

Dear Evaluation Specialist:

Thank you for sending a draft of your evaluation proposal, Each of your
issue questions merits the attention of evaluators. Two procedufal changes
would make the evaluation proposal easier for me to accept.

First of all, you should identify what or whOm is to be evaluated. Is it the
contractors, the volunteers, the contract management, the present training
policy, etc.? I am in doubt as to how many separate evaluation instruments
will be developed. I strongly recommend that there be a standardized eval-
uation instrument to measure the contractor's performance in all of the pro-
jects. It Is my understanding that each of .the contractors is to develop his
oWn performance criteria. It would be helpful to know the comparability
among these criteria.

The second suggestion is that the evaluation begin with a complete statement
of goals which we will want to measure. A brief exercise in which wa tried
to restate your issue questions proved to us that they are too ambiguousro
determine the specific benefit to be evaluated.

Since these evaluation data are to guide future decisions about training re-
quirements for our program, I believe we will have to gather data on the
impact of our field personnel. An evaluation of how efficiently the contracts
are being administe'red is not enough. The probability of getting Congress to
accept program outcomes. ,cast into tangible, quantifiable dol.lar values is
better than a defense of the program in terms of"'ocial ideas and anecdotal
evidence of good works. Some statistical connection among implementation,
the program's presence in a community, and measurable events in people's
lives is required.

Sincerely,

Associate Director, Region II
lt
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In Chapter 4 we will examine the reasons why this
distant program official almost surely continued to be dis-
appointed with the further planning and later results of the
evaluation work on that program. The point we make hete
is that the political nature of environmental education pro-
grams will have ,an influence on what the evaluation studiesattend to. It will influence many choices the evaluators will
make.

These political dimensions were reflected in the concept
of a Regional .r.karning System around whith our,.own work
in environmental education .centered in 1978-79. We heard
proponents describinW 13;g1S as a "new. social form" charac-
terized by the following -conditions:

(1) Participants in the RELS see environmental issues
as having major impact on their .region.

(2) They believe that new approaches to learning and
management are essential.

(3) Creative forms of organization--e.g. , net-
working , tempor ry systems, cooperatives,
charettes, etc.-4tre needed.

Two illustrations found in this Manual(are RELS-like
organizations: an environmental educatioroject in
Terrnessee and the Citizens League of Minneapolis-St. Paul.
The central importance of learning and social interaction is
featured in case studies in the next chapter..

There is d nger that the 'sheer demands of organizing
and maintainin a RELS in an atmosphere of tension 'and
potential confl' t are underestimated in the current litera-
ture, and rhaps here. For example, there are numeroussigns th t citizens rarely think or act in response to "re-
gions:" and the role of politics as an arena for brokering
conflicts between opposing sets of values, .so amply ill-
ustrated in the energy/enviornment dilemma, should be
acknowledged. A description of a European scene is ap-
plicable here too:

Regional policy has been described as being largely
an exercise in co-ordinaton; it is a complex effort
requiring' . co-ordination of many. .policies and at
various levels of government. . . . It should be
stressed that ip spite of all the efforts make. . . , in
some cases stretching back for two or more decades, .

. .regional problems are as acute as they have ever
been and current measures appear to be insufficient to
prevent a continuance of ,such problems.



The weight of intellectual tasks ifherent in attpmpts
understand the complexity and scale of environmental pro-
blems also should be appreciated. Relationships between
demographic shifts and erstwhile changes in policies con-
cerning treatment of the environment at all levels of gover-
nance are both profound and subtle. Their presence may
be masked by other economic, potitical and general cultural
trends. The contemporary population shift to the Sun Belt,
leaving decline in its wake,4 nd creat,ing problems of
growth for receiving states and communities, is linked to
our aging population, to a search for dikter climates, to
retirement policies, and to a hc6I of other less oBvious
factors.

t.

It is important to realize (and probably to tolerate) the
fact that political people call 'for ekraluations partly because
it is politically expedient to do so. Directors appear more
responsible if they require formal evaluation studies.
Commissioners ward off criticism and buy time by pointing
out 'that an evaluation study is underway. We would not
deny that most calls for evaluations are rooted in a real
concern for the welfare of the people involvedbut a,
self-preservation Motive is usually present too.

Largeiy for.' this reason millions of dollars are being
.! spent on federally-mandated evaluation studies, many calling

for answers to questions that we have not yet learned how
to answer. The wisest step might be to call a moratorium
on mandated evaluation studies until we found out how to

'do them better, but that will not happen.

'In the meantime, some evaluation demands' should be
resisted or ignored. But usually the best respon,se will be
to do the evaluationfinding a compromise design that tries

- to satisfy the' mandate while providing an inquiry exc
perience and some information useful to people most directTy..
involved and perhaps to the loar&Tmmunity.

THE ROUTING OF THE READER THROUGH THIS MANUAL

In a couple of pages this RELS Evaluation Manual will
plunge into the two case studies: one of an Environmental
Education Project in southeastern Tennessee, and a ter that
a second case study (of the Citizens L gue in
Minneapolis-St. 'Paul). The authors will raise questions and
make suggestions as to modest evaluation studies that might
be done to deal with typical concerns 'in projects like these,
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Steps needed to carry put evaluation work will be the
focus of Chapter 3. In Chapter 4 will be a plan for a
formal evaluation unit in a RELS. From there on attention
will be given to major concepts and terms cornmonly used in
evaluation work and which should help persons undertaking
th-eir first formal evaluation study--to delimit their work
and to search out, technicat help of one kind or another.

This manual is not a cookbook for novice evaluators. It
is a book for novice evaluators (and for experienced eval-
uators) and others facing NIew responsibilities i'n studying
an environrhental education 15rogram. It is not a cookbook
because it Ctoes not lay out the recipes for a study of
student gains in achievement or for doing a case study.
What it does is to set up parallels between the co text of
the reaaer's program anck othey ,cantexts (particua y one
in Tennessee and one in innt*bris-2St. Paul) and to ollow
the routing of thought that 'more experienced evaluation
specialists go through: making this/decision, getting that
authorization; getting into these discussions; and so on.

For more technical..k matters , the reader is directed
toward other writings . 'Identification of help awareness is a
major goal for this brief mailual. For/ example, many-in-
troductory steps for evaluation studies can be found ih the
manuals (listed below) prepared at UCLA's Center for' the
Study of Evaluation.

(1) Evaluators Handbook
k 2) How to Deal with Goals and Objectives
(3) How to Design a Program Evaluation
(4) How to Measure Program Implementation
(5) How to Measure Attitudes
(6) How to Meastire Achievement
(7) How to Calculate Statistics
(8) How to Presetit'.ari Evaluation Report

These manals are availaye from Sage Publications Inc . ,

275 South Beverly Drive, Beverly Hill, California 90212.

It .is apparent that most readers will not read all of
our manual segentially, nor even enter through chapter
one. We think it mist useful to read from front to back ,

for reasons to be explained in a moment , but we have tried
to write it so that readers can route themselves to in-
formation most directly useful. For this reason we have
labored over the section headings and have prepared- the
graphic table inside the front and back, covers.

PA,

Li
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THIS MANUAL'S PEDAGOGICAL RATIONALE
k.,

---)We have chtsen to organize ou'r Manual.the,Way we did
partly to emphasize theiimportance of the local context, the,
importance of organizing the evaluation study iriTe-Fms o.
w h-at s happening in the local situations. Most evaluation
studies reduce the complex phenomena found here and there
to relationships among a few input and output. variables.
.Their purpose is largely to combine. findings with those of
other Sites so the eesults might be generalized and con-. .

sidered a general basis for planning;
4

s

We find that kind of gbneralization not sufficiently
important to justify the loss of ,attentidn it requires to
particular conditions and complex interations in the reader's
own program. We are using our two case studies to keep

) those particularistic Matters as foreground for thinking
about how to evaluate any real-life RELS.

I 1

The reader facing a large evaluation responsibility may
be sinking to the bottom of dismay (a very bottom-line, so
to speak) with the chances of rescue seeming remote. Those
of us wri.ting this Manual have no prescription for miracles,
and no optimism that new skills of .evaluation can be learned
quickly.

But old skills may do quite a respectable job. The
best an evaluator usually can do is what he or she ,has
been doing already. In this case, it may be taking a
careful look, lots of careful looks -aided by a number of
people,\at the problems and concerns of the program. A

careful account of these can add something 'valuable to the
understanding of the program, particularly if it helps
readers take a long, deliberate look at the way the project
is dealing with environmental issues in this community.

It seems worth repeating. Whether or not it turns out
to be a good experience clepends largely on how you choose
to go about it. Farccy measurements and analyses are not
essential. Wanting to, understand more about the program
is essential. And selecting an evaluation 'plan that matches
the resources and the intereSts of people involved is essen-
tial. There are lots of alternative designs to choose among,
but there may be only one or two approaches that really
fit. The routing of this Manual is to help the reader tease
out what questions and listenings may best make it fit.
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Eva1uation takes form and meaning only as it interfaces
with human activity. Two case studies of etwironmental
education programs are provided in the following . pages.
These studies are here to serve as a vital conteXt for later
discussions of evaluation theory and practice.

ONCE UPON A RIVER: A ASE STUDY Or
THE LITTLE i'ENNESSEE V ALLEY COOPERATIVE

Wish that I was on ,Ole Rocky Top
Down in the Tennessee Hills

Ain't no smoggy smoke on Rocky Top
Ain't no telephone bills

Rocky Top, you'll be
Home sweet.home o me

Good Ole Rocky Top
Rocky Top, Tennessee

Excerpt from Rocky Top.
\ "State song" of Tennessee.
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Dee's Cafe, Loudon Cify

Nanny, you ready to pay or you
lust gettin' a paper?

A dollar.

Nanny opens her handbag.
Ain't nothing in here.
How much is it?

Nanny pays lh change.

Nanny, you ,een Ito a doctor?

No, doctors can't do
nothin' for me.

Sometimes Could give you something
for th cold.

)That's what's got me
messed up nqw. Takin'
too much,sapdicine. Give
me one of thernAlastic
bags.. Ain't nollrise
wastin' this good piece
of meat.

You need somethin'- that will knock
it out of you. I'll take you, if
you'll go: Which Floctor do you go
to?

I'll go to most any of
them. Have I paid you?

Yeah, you done paid us, Nanny. If
you decide you want to 40 to the
doctor'. . .

4,
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4
Comhg to know the- Little Tennessee Valley Co-

operative is more than an intellectual probe of, an eclu-,
cational .program. It's a knowing of context that seeps
through youre pozes , beginning from the npoment the Delta
727 settles down It the airport., halfway between Knoxville
and Maryyille (pronounced Murvul) , and a southern drawl
beside you says, " Yeah, feels like we'r-P back on good old
Tennessee -dirt ."

I'm not sure what hearing Rocky Top_ blasting from ,

jukeboxes and pick-'em-up trucks, hoping Nanny gets to, a
doctor,, watching the deer graze in Cade's Cove or redbirds
play about in the brush beside the Little Tennessee have to
do v.fith LTVEC; but somehow , for this observer, they all
became one. These experiences were much 'a part of a
growing attunement to the woven consistency of, people,
land, and rrvers ; where change is so slow as to be almost
imperceptable; vthere the passing of sningtime is charted.
in morning hoar ( frosts on the mountains :1 and the coming of
dogwood winter; and where environmental education is
sometimes teaching kids how to clean fish.

u

4

\'
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_J THE SEVEN SCHOOL pI5TRIC:TS

/.

. The Little Tennessee Valley Educational , Cooperative
has, from the start, been made. up of seven participating
school districts--the three county districts of the Little
Tennessee Valley--Loudon, l3lount, and Monroe--as well as
four city systems within those counties--Lenoir City, Sweet-
water, Maryville, and Alcoa. Altogether, there are ap-
proximately 29,000 public school children in the
seven-county area and within the LTVEC region. By
regions, the size of the districts, according to student
population, varies as follows:

Blount County
Monroe County
Loudon County
Maryville City
Lenoir City
Alcoa City
Sweetwater City

11,000
'4,000
3,000
2,500
2,500

1,300

There are several distinctions between the county and
the city systems. The three county systems are larger,
more rural and administrated by elected superintendents,
whereas the smaller city systpms .are administered by super-
intendents appointed by their school boards.

In addition, each district has a distinct personality
with significant, geographic, economic, and cultural dis-
tinctions. The scope of this study did'not include-in-depth
inquiry into each school district. As observations were
being conducted through the districts, however, a few
quotations and vignettes which tell something of the charac-
ter of the districts were saved, and are simply shared
below in the form in which they came to the observer:

Blount County
Blount is one of the oldest counties in Trinessee,
having been developed and given official status
by the Tennessee 'Territorial Legislatui-e on July
11, 1795. The territory forming the new ,county
had originally been part of Knox County. A
county court for the new county was organized in

° September, 1795. .

Blount County was named for William" Blount,
Governor of the Southwest Territory. 'Maryville,
the county seat, was named in honor of Governor
Blount's wife, Mary Grainw Blount.
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A

The settlement of the Blount County -area got unt-
way in a substantial way around 1785, when there was

.a heavy immigration from. North Carolina and Virginia.
There were soine scattered settlers prior .to 1785.
Apparently, the earliest white sellers had much
trouble with Indian raiders.

"Blount County is wealthy, but has a low tax rate. Its
financial base is Alcoa AlArninum and Knoxville. .It has
a very low property tax. People who commute to
Knoxville don't care about the political scene in Blount
County. Landed farmers have ,the . political power.
But .hey are extremely conservative and don't want to
pay I taxes. Ileople in Blount County who are
well-educated are demanding better serv,ices, but the
county can't afford them. Blount County is eighth or
ninth in wealth in the state and eighteenth tri ,taxes
collected."_ _

(

"Local governments aren',t going to raise taxes for
facilities."

"Cónsolidation is, one of our big issues."
,

Loudon County,..,-r.t,:.),,
Loudon County 'became a legal entity on ,May 21, 1870,
and Christiana County. The name was changed a few
days later to Loudon County. The county, formed
from parts of Blount, Monroe, and Roane Counties,
was named in commenoration of Fort. Loudon, Colonial
British fort near where the Tellico River flows into the
Little Tennessee River near Niles Ferry Bridge on
Highway 411. The fort itself was named for the Earl
of Loudon,* Commander-in-Chief of the British Forces
in America and also Governor of Virginia. The fort
was erected in 1756; it is, supposeq.l'artave been the
first structure of its kind create1 in Tennessee by
Anglo-Americans. The fort was destroyed by the
Cherokee Indians in 1760.

The first church in the county was built by the Rev.
Isaac Andersoa, a teacher of Sam Houston and ,founder
of Maryville College. The date was 1823.

"In our district there were tiroblems around the mid
'70s--the handicapped law and trying ,to comply. . . .

Now its not our 'major problem. In fact, I can't think
of any major problem now.
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Monroe Count.
Monroe unty became a legal entity in 1819, having
been d veloped from lands obtained by the Hiwassee
Purchase made by the Federal Government, 'from thl
Cherokee Indians. The county was named for the
fifth President of the United States, James Monroe
(1817-1825), a native of Virginia. The present county
seat was named for President James Madison, the
fourth President (1809-1817), also a native of Virginia.
The site for Madisonville wa's probably selected in
1822, but the town ,,was not plotted until 1827. Ap--

parently the first an4 second county courts were held
at Morganton (now in Loudon County) and at
Henderson, east -of Madisonville.. The territory, now
in Monxoe County, contains the territory, occupied by

'the Cherokee Indian towns of Chotia, Te1lic6, Citico,
and Toqua. The earliest permanent settlers came
largely from Virginia, South Carolina and North
Carolina.

"We're basically\ sloiv to change. The longer I live,
the more I see mer' to this."

t
"Of the seven Co-op districts, Monroe County h4kis 'ttte
lowest per capita income. The, tax, base is strickly
property. It's an agricultural-based county. Our
biggest challenge is getting people .to accept respon-
sibility\:of where they are edUcationwise. Many of our
children have not had "the cultural' adyantages of.things in the home, etc."

"Our people are a mixture of Appalachian mountain
people, and small town people. The mountain people
are slow to accept, defensive, .and hold back. They
are, sltw for .change and very cautious.".

Lenbir City
ffMost people work in, Lenoir City in Oakridge,
Knoxville, or for TVA. This is the place where they
sleep at -night. Twenty-five perc,ent of the kid&

,parents are federally connected. I fe4 we are in the
process of change--industrial development in the city
and county, a change process, so that the biggest
concern now is providing for
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living in this. area, There 18 an increase of kids
in the schools. If gxpo '80 comes to Knoxville,
and if ,the Tellico Project ever gets out of the
county and gets development g,51ing . . . But we
had better do some planning . We could not
accomodate it." ' 4

"We feel we never did lease the -basies to go back
to.. We never did go to the new math. ,,We're
still somewhat traditionn, and if that is, not good,
I guess we feel it is tried and proved."

ALCOA
"We have a sivificant number of black
kids--twenty-eight to thirty percent. We have
the, best tax base in the 3tatefrom all the plants
.of the Aluminum Company of_ Arnerjca ('ALCOA)
that are here."

w
8.-

. ".Weevdt got all we need: we're the richest school
,

1system in the state."4

*.
ck,

"Population is a problem-7-declining enrollment .

AlcsA retirees are buying up the houses. It's
difficult to maintain quality."

gweetwater.
"There was a settler who clime out and built a
house on the hill above the spring. In this
house, the man had a large molasses barrel.
This was originally the home 6f the Cherokee
Indians. One day some Cherokees came down
through the Cherokee forest, got prunk, and
they went up and set the man'g house on fire.
The molasses barre tumbeled into the creek, and
the Cherokees named the spot 'Spring of Sweet
Water.' "

" T he people here are of. Scotch-Irish de-
scent--hardworking , energetic,- outioing, have
done a lot of thingS for themselves."

"Basics are our main coficern, meeting standards.
We are a traditional school, textbook-oriented.
We're trying to eliminate things from the outside
that might distract from the basics."

9
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BEGINNINGS

(

a

The histbry of the Little Tennessee Valley Cooperative
is not a single story, but several, each a view from a
different window. Joe Sherlan, .superintendent of Sweet-
water City Schools, was there ana remembers the begin-

*,nings this way:

TVA; in planning for Tellico, decided they
needed grasaroot support. And if Tellicb came to
fruition they would need educational support. .

. They would have to cross county lines be-,
cause the project was across three.counties. So
out of this came the Charrette, . . .and then the
Cooperative (tTVEC),.

A report by a study group from the University of
Tennessee describing the activities of the Little Tennessee
Valley Charette also described the Cooperative's beginnings:

For about four years the 'Tellico Area Planning
Council has been develorAng plan* for the pro-
posed "Timberlake!' community to encompass parts
of three counties, Blount, Loudon, and Monroe.
As otie aspect of this process, the seven super-
intendents in the area formed a committee to
consider the educational dimensions of the pro-
jected community. During their discussions it
_became apparent that it was inadequate to con-
sider educational planning just for the Timberlake
community. It Was decided that educational
planning should include the entire three county
area.

9--
A group representing the seven public school
syster . and the local governments in the Blount,
Loudonand Monroe tri-county area, therefore,
instigated the development of a series of meetings
designed to gain widespread community involve-
ment in education. The "charxette" technique was
selected in order to facilitate multi-group involve-
ment in the geographical area and to.. provide a
means for studying and resolving educational
problems within the context of 'total community
'needs.

It is proposed-that the school systems involved ini
the Little Tennessee Valley Cliarrette form a
confederation of local school districts to be called
the "Little Tennessee Valley Educational Cooperative."
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It is further proposed that this educational cooperative be
formed under the General Act of the General Assembly of
the State of Tennessee known as the "Educational
Cooperation Act," Public Chapter No. 511. This act permits
"Boards of Education the most efficient use of their powers
by enabling theme to cooperate With other localities on a
basis of mutual advantage and to thereby provide
educational services and facilities in a manner that will
accord best with geographic, economic, population, and
other factors influencing the needs and the development of
local educational facilities and services."

As part of its planning toward the Tellico Dam Project,
to be implemented in the LiAtle Tennessee River Valley,
TVA stimulated the concurrent planang of the model city,
Timberlake. To parallel these activities, TVA was further
instrumental in the organization of the ,Teltico Area Planning
Council and the eventual organization of the Little
Tennessee Valley Educational Cooperative. The organization
of the Co-op was unboubtedly sen as an advantage by
TVA . Support of the project and cooperative planning
among local school people for the future of Timberlake could
be a foothold in gaining more general support of localpeople for the Tellico Project. Thus LTVEC was created,
in one senu, a forced marriage among geographically linked
but historiZally independent schoolk districts. Why would
TVA work through the edutational systems in gaining
political support? Because in the Little Tennessee Valley,
schools were not only central to community life and com-
munity interest; but also significant in community political
activity. Or, as one person interviewed put it :

,1

Education in the South isL.,1,ike -motherhood and
apple pie. It's looked upon as being sacred . .
They can wave the flag more for education than
for anything.

For the local districts, the Cooperative was certainly
not a pro-active, spontaneous coalition of seven school
districts committed to cooperative educational ---ittivities.
LTVEC was instead a local shared reaction, probably more
political and economic than educational, in response to the
external press of a special' environmental circumstance;

.Timberlake. These earliest participants in the
Charrette recognized the wisdom of tinit4 kn the face of the
coming of Timberlake, an tntruder at once dazzling and
ominous.

Stakes were hikh. T h e location of control Of the
educational system of Timberlake would be a critical problem
ot the community itseff and to surroundiTrg counties.
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(It is imperative that the three counties cooperat
regarding the Timberlake project. Should the
project be developed as proposed, Loudon County
Schools would be swamped with studeltirs., but
would have an insufficient tax base to cope with
the problem. Blount CouVy would have the same

1 problem, although with less severity. Monroe
County would contain the majority of the industry
and the resulting high tax base. An atfempt to
operate the school systems under their present
conditions would create educational chaos. How
ever, Monroe County should not be expected to
share revenue unless the system receives .ade-
quate services. The need ,for an equitable
sharing of services and remenup'-is obvious. The
following alternatives are offerfed: . . . (From a
University of Tennessee report of , the Little
Teriessee Valley Charrette)

Addit16nally, the finaecial bunden and/or benefits to
\be felt from the development of the model city were of great
concern arid importance to the seven' school districts.

Stated purposes and intended activities for the Co-
operative at its start-up rdlect an extension of conflicting
interests, Interests of local school districts ,and those of
outside interests were widely divergent. I Those with Ivested
interests in the Tellico Project conceived the Co-op as
functioning 'privately within the purposes of planning ands
developm4 of the Timberlake educational, system.

This Utopian idea goes back 0 the late 1960s
when the Tennessee Valley Authority heeded
residents' pleaS to build a dam on the Little
Tennessee River at Lenoir City and otherwise
help the sagging economy of the three counties.

TVA didn't just want to build, a dam for the sake
of building a dam. It also conceived Timberlake,
named for the British explorer who came to these
parts in the 1700s. The water-oriented com-
munity projected for 50,000 residents would be
built to spare citizens from pollution and eyesores
from the beginning.

New industry brought in would be located else-
where. This' calls for -new vehicle arteries, in-
cluding new bridges over the Little T (one al-,
ready has been built), and a school system to
take care of today's and tomorrow's children.
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So the Little Tennessee Valley Educational Co-op (LTVEC)
was born , supported by joint grants from TVA and the
A ppalactixiaft Regional Commission . . (From News Sentinel,
date unknown. )

Certainly, those within the local districts had the
needs of their own existing schools , school populations , and
programs in mind. T he Charrette collected data across the
three counties to determine within-coiunty and across-county
needs to which LTVEC might direct, its efforts.

Such a diversity of programs, to be initiated
within \aeven school districts, undoubtedly will,.require ome careful planning and organizing to
provide aximum use of the existing facilities,
funding , and involvement of resources outside of
formal education. T hroughout the Charrette a
strong desire for cooperation in attempting to
solve the educational problems of the Little
Tennessee Valley was evident among the citizens,
students, and educators alike. An organizational
refinement is recommended whicl-t might be desir-
able to iniprove , the cooperative involvement of the
seven school systems. ( From University of
Tennessee Charrette Report.)

It is interesting to note, also , that in t)fe Charrette
study the individual counties each reported gomewhat 'dif-
ferent , specialized , and considerably focused needs, which
they hoped the co-qp might help meet: Blount County,,
reorganization of high schools, vocational training and
sources of funding; Monroe County,, new facilities and
vocational training ; Loudon County,, better facility utili-
zation, new educational programs, new sources of funding .

Still, . tht formal report of the Charrette study was
concluded with a broad and inclusive statement of purpose
for LTVEC which would parallel that of a typical educational
cooperative:

The primary purpose of the Cooperative should be
to provide spedalized educational services on a
regional basis so that a high degree of equality in
educational opportunity can be achieved and
advanced educational practices can be introduced
and sustained . The Cooperative should perform
those specialized services which school systems
are not able to perform efficiently themselves or.

ift
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those which could be performed through a pooling of human
and material resources. (From University of Tennessee
Charrette Report.)

Some of the functions that should be included in the Co-
operative would be planning', research, development, eval-
uation, and serviceS through commonly operated programs
of inservice education, vocational education, special educa-
tion, supplementary media and materials, early childhood
education, drilver education, educational television, shared
teachers and cOnsultants,, the use . of technological in-
novations for deliirery of programs, and so on. The
Thnnessee State Department of Education and colleges and
universities should participate with the local, school systems
in responsible roleS in the planning and execution of these
functions. (From University of Tennessee Charrette Re-
port.)

BUCK ROGERS LAND

Dr. Oakes called it Buck Rogers Land. It was
such an ideal situation: It was real exciting, you
know. First of all, there would be a .completed
educational center for all-aged people . . li-
brary, swimming pool, golf course . . . idealistic
. . . classrooms for all nature of the handicapped

. . a complete educational park for the three
counties. (Quote from Glyden Calhoun,, Co-op
Bookkeeper, 1971 to present.)

At the recommendation of the Charrette, a ten-member
Cooperative Board was formed for LTVEC, with one member
elected from each of the seven local school boards (Monroe
County, Loudon County, Blount County, Sweetwater City,
Lenoir City, Alcoa, and Maryville) and one member from
each of the three county courts within the Cooperative. In
Augtist of 1971, this Board appointed Dr. William Oakes as
the LTVEC Executive Director, and the Cooperative began
its operations within one }Tar grants from TVA and ARC
(Appalachian Regional Commission). Much of the story of
the first year or so of operations of LTVEC is related to
the character and activities of its new director:

"Bill, was a highly verbal person who had wide
contacts and went all directions at once. He was
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an idea man . . . He was a pretty good Onancial person,
fairly well able to hold the Co-:op together through personal
influence."

mor

"He was local, from Knoxville . . .friendly, a
wheeler-dealer. He .traveled to Washington a lot, and made.
speeches."

v
"He was brilliant, committed, but controversial; he wanted
to expedite thingdidn't always -explain . . 'had dif-
ficulty explaining, lae t'he budget."

"Bill did not see hiMself as facilitating local interactions,
but interacting with the Department of Iabor, the press,
TVA, and so on.

This first year of the Co-op's operation was intended
and funded as a planning and development period. Spirits
were high, ideas inspired if at times grandiose, and news
releases flowed. Most of the Isilannin)i at this time was
related not to planning of cooperative programs for ,the
seven existing LT)/EC school districts, but to the planning
and development of the proposed Human' Resources Center
to be located at Timberlake, still a dream city.

MADISONVILLE, TN.--There's a sitting-on-
the-edge-of-the-chair excitement among educators.,
public officials, civic leaders tnd school patrons
of this region as they speak of a significant new
concept which i8 being put into operation to meet
the educational needs of a t ree-county area.

A Humarl Resource Park, opening in 1975, with
structures to house a high school, a middle
school, and vocational-technical facilities, will
involve an Initial investment of some $5.2 million
for construction on a 300-acre, Aite northwest of
here.

The facilities, to serve the residents of Monroe,
Blount and Loudon counties, would provide educa-
tional training opportunities for all ages.

The program envisions a steady expansion, with'
additional facilities being constructeth...over a
period of some 25 years, with the total investment
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in buildings, equipment and grounds reaching $32.8 million
by some time in the 1990s.

The Human Resource. Park could-Abut would not
necessarilytake the place of present highscllools operated
by the seven iooI system (some of them municipal) in the
three counties. (By Mouzon Peters, Times Tristate Editor.)

Basic educational needs of tri-counties are already
apParent, and some possible solutions can be seen. Among
these is a perimeter comprehensive high school which could
be part of a Human Resource Center (HRC) which would, be
somewhere near the junction of the thoee counties, and it is
possible that industry and government could become in-
terested ahd that HRC would develop as a tri-county cul-
tural center. It could include an Area Technical-Vocational
School, an Environmental Educational and Research Qenter
as well as many other facilities and services to serve the
young and not-so-young. (Charrette Forum Release ,, 2/71.)

The Little Tennessee Valley Educational Cooperative
(Charrette) is continually searching for alternative means to
solve some of the educational and 'human needs in the area.
Of much more, modest scope were program efforts, with a
few meagre starts especially in vocational training, adult
education, and driver eduscation.

Later, in retrosp'ect, Bill Oakes summed up the Co-
operative's first year:.

"A few programs were started with federal funds,
but most of- the year was . spent pursuing the
golden _fleece Of the future..., In September, 1972,
the fleece began to tarnish and flee further into
the future."

LOST DREAMS, BROKEN PROMISES

At this point, the identify of LTVEC still rested
heavily upon continuing successful development of Timber-
lake which, in turn, depended on the successful completion
of the Tellico Dam (though a few were saying that Timber-
lake was a ',good idea with or without the new reservoir).
Boeing Coeporation had been contracted to spearhead the
planning of the residenOal and industrial components of the
model city, and paralleang the Co-op's first year of opera-
tion, Boeing had correspondingly inveeted $250,000 in their

4
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part of the overall Timberlalse effort . Mea while , public
sentiment and other antagonistic forces were gaining siAP-, poit in their fight against the constructions of the Tellico
Dam. TVA , therefore, had become extremely reluctant to
follow through with its early promisjes of vipport, especially
economic support to the 'Timberlake project or to the Co-
operative.

Boeing finally withdrew entirely, leaving the Timber-
lake Project essentially without direction and support, and
leaving LTVEC in a seemingly helpless situation, as well;
essentially without support, identity, and--most im-.portantwithout a dream or a -cause. The . situation is
summari20 in the following LTVEC Board Meeting Notes:

Evaluations of LTVEC and TV A--rt was i pointed
out to the board that there seems a distinct
possibility that Timberlake will nOt develop at the
previously envisioned 41.tel and it may be 1980

, before significant numbers of Timberlake residents
are ,on hand. Since the needs of the tri-county
area have existed for some time, it is obvious a
'delay of another eight years or so would not be
appropriate . The Board then discussed the
possibility ;of returning to the original recom->
mendations of the Charrette and exploring the
possibilities of a perimeter high school, a Special
Education facility, and- a state area voc-tech
school.

As these minutes reflect , LTVEC realized its only
option for survival was -to recoup forces, focus inwardly,.
and find within its own ranks of seven school districts the
individuaV.and cooperative needs which would provide their
rautual commitment with a real purpose and an action
agenda.

Paradoxically, perhaps, the withdrawal of external
support from TVA and Boeing provided Co-op membership
with the start of a new identity. , of a sort, or perhaps the
return to an old identity that was there all along , before
Timberlake and all the rest, not formalized as the Little
Tennessee Valley Cooperative, but there as a loose-
ly-coupled network of local people with local concerns, who
stood sometimes apart and sometimes together for things
which they cared about--like their children, their families,
their property, their independence, their simpler life style,
their right to being sldw to commit but 'long in committment
When the odds were against them , the rugged individualism
for which their southern and mountain ancestors have so
long been %known stood the Co-op well in turning the corner
iri.,their affair with TVA. Or as one Board member hassaiu :

3 ",
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"Then the thlust went inWard, It was Oake's.
Plus the fact that there's a stubbornness in the
Tennessee personality that says, 'By Goerge,
we're gonna make it work whether it's with TVA
or not.' "

This transition was not to be an easy one, however,
and' foynd the cooperative entering into a long and painful
struggle ,toward redirection, autonomy and self-sufficiency.
As the last of the TVA and ARC grapt monies were coming
available, a new ARC grant in the amount of $65,000 was
negotiated. The 'new grant was months'l in gaining the
go-ahead froin ARC central offices, leaving LTVEC in in-
creasingly extenuating financial circumstances. Board notes

,of November .15,` 1972, reflect the ,worsening situation:

Ntere apparently comes a timia) in the life of each
ift. coop rative when the lag, between expenditures

ançV receipt of a federal check forces the co-
o eritive movement in most states, unless they
re directly supported by the State Department of

Education. Our present cash balance is zero.
The first payment on our TVA contract will come
after the first of ythe month, and we still have
$3,900.00 coming from last year's ARC contract.
In ihe meantime we neeel,a bank loan.

- Rapidly depleting funds and high overhead costs led
the co-op 'in the spring of 4973 to move from its location in
Greenback to empty sl3ace in ALCOA School District.
When the ARC grant monies finally came available, the total
amount was, reduced substantially from the original budget,
due to an agency policy which disallowed retroactive reimL
bursements. Salary checks were delayed for weeks, the
Co-op found itself burdened with a debt it had no re-
sources to repay and morale hit a new low. Glynden
Calhoun described the final page of this rather dismal
chapter in the life of the Co-op as follows:.

In '73, when we moved up to ALCOA, there was
not much morg activity. We couldn't keeperioing
on prom4es. We had to have money. . . . So
long as Timberlake was being planned, there'was
enthusiasm. There was TVA Fith all their money.
And Boeing. And ARC . [But there were]
growing pains. You can't sit still. I've heard
Dr. Oaks say, "You have to grow or give up."

For more than a year, the do-op was engaged in an
active struggle for survival, an almost day-to-day battle to
create a new identify, to get new and realistic goals, and to
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become financially solvent . As a eltrong resentment de-
. veloped . against the fickleness of outside forces and
agencies; a, considerable moral investment was made by Bill
Oakes and Board members in "somehow finding ways to
become self-sufficient .

During this period, Board membership, previously
including only school board and county court members, was
enlarged to include superintendents from the seven school
districts. This change modified the governanace and un-

, doubtedly the vision of the Board from one of more general
political interests (and perhaps somewhat limited corn-
mittment) to greater investment in school-related issues.

The Co-op had maintained a poor reiord, to this date,
in development of effective new programs. It had placed
minimal investment of resources into a' smorgasbord of
programs for the 'district , none of which seemed particularly
vital or of high priority to an4yone . -)

Bill Oakes realized that the Co-op needed a new cen-. tral and motivating theme which could somehow generate
both enthusiasm and funds for Co-op operations. A first

-opportunity of this sort occurred with the Co-op's attempts
to develop a viable icocational educational program . Voc Ed
seemed a likely lifeboat; two years beforp,N. the Charrette
had listed it as a top priority need across all three
counties. Even more important now,, the state was cur-
rently making plans for support of planning and develop-
ment of new vocational education centers across the state.
The hope was that LTVEC might assume administrative
responsibility for a cooperative Voc Ed program effo'rt
among the seven school, districts. The olitcome of state Voc
Tech plans , however, was that the state finally provided
the physical structures but not monetary support for pro-

,. gram development , so, in the end , the irarious districts de-
veloped their own Voc Tech programs without LTVEC.

.4444. 'Concurrently,, the eirl ence of "an all-imtanti pro-
gram, psychological services, had later begun, to emerge as
a program to hOld a central., place over several years in the
purpose, vitality, and services of LTVEC. Paradoxically, it
seems , the full potential of the program was not at first
clearlY perceived, as can be seen in the. following rather
perfunctory summary appearing in "Cooperatively
Speaking ," an LT,VEC newsletter;

LTVEC's last bucket of money from the federal
well has been approved , and , with, this, programs
for the school year 1973-74 have been planned

t
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and submitted to the respective ,Boards of Edu-
cation. A serious problem for years has been the
lack of being able to test students to determine
-the programs tIy need. Such a program is
called psychologiEal services, and LTVEC has
proposed to provide the service.

A school psychologist has been fourid, and, with
interns from UT and help 'from the State De-

Ament of Education, screening of students is
oposed to begin ii September, 1873.

BETTER YEARS

With 1973 dawned the beginning of a new era for the
Co-op. That year, Tennessee Public Law 839 came into
effect along with additional state funding to hasten com-
pliance. The law established as state policy to require
school districts to provide special education services suf-
ficient to meet the needs and maximize the capabilities of
handicapped children.

This new 'mandate loomed large and threatening for
most school districts. First, the state did not interpret the
law, nor did it prescribe.4 the logistics of, how compliance
might occur. Secondly, the educational implications of the
law ran contrary to the existing fabric of schooling being
practiced by many districts. As one observer put it, "The
law was antithetical to the educational system in the
state--a bureaucracy in which educators run the show."

The seven LTVEC districts were sufficiently alarmed
about the prospects of, the new legislation for educating the
hanskapped to agree to the coopethive pooling of re-
sources in order that the Co-op might develop' a full-scale
psychological service programs, complete with an added
staff person to see to its sUccess. Subsequently, this
person, Dr. Jerry Morton, was hired. He immediately
embarked upon a mission to successfully utilize andifi"
capped Education Law,, with its enôumcriid benefits,
as a vehicle for pulling the Cooperative together, streng,
thening programs, enlarging staff, balancing the budget,
and shaping a new dream for the Co-op, a dream which was
to include words like "individualfzed insttuction," "advocacy
for children," "developmenL of human resources, " and
',educational revolution."

3 C,
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The new Psychological Services program included two
major thrusts. First, a cadre of University of Tennessee
graduate studentS in psychology were hired on a part-time
basis to go about doing outreach wqrk in tes ing and place-
ment for the school districts. This gr up ot only achieved
delivery ,of services to schools but they so quadrupled the
Co-op staff and generally infiltrated the ranks with youth-
ful idealism and prioeities which placed concern for handi-
capped children above concerns for agency, distrids,
pger, politics, and economics.

In the second thrust of the new psychological services
program, Jerry Morton began to work personally with' the
Co-op districts in arriving at viable interpretation of Law
839, in providing badly-needed legal assistance and coli-
sultation to the districts themselves.

The perceived utility to districts df the Psychological
Services Program over the past six years is readily doc-
frnented across the several districts:

Monroe County:
About six years ago we began our program of
individualized instruction.' We'r about halfway
there; the Handicapped Program has helped a lot.
Our whole intent is not for the accelerated but
for the lagging child. We have been guilty- of
teaching to the mass. .Public Law 839 really puts
focus on the lagging child.

Blount County.:
It [assistance .from the Co-op] was very maces:-
sary at the beginning. We wouldn't have been
able to do the ,things we have done without Psych
Services. It 18391 hit us, and we didn't have
the people. It was necessary that we have super-

, vision . . . interpretation of the law was a big
thing with us on that.

Loudon County:
Loudon County hadn't done too ,much for com-
pliance. We weren't geared up to do it. Then.
through the Co-op, we could better meet re-
quirements.

' Lenoir City:
We not only meet the state requirements, but I
feel comfortable with it. The fact that Jerry is

3 ,)
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in the background . . . in hearings . . . his expertise in
general . . . Everybody has a high point with the Co-op.
That's mine . . These people will be at my side if I go to
court.

With the implementation of the Psychological Services
Program also came a significant shift in financial structure
oi the Cooperative. ,The member districts who had pre-
-viously subscribed on a service-by-service basis were now

:obligated to an-across-the-bOard committment to share Co-op
administrative and clerical costs.

As Psychological Services moved to a predominent role
in the program and funding of the Co-op, a shift in leader-.
ship occurred, as well. Jerry Morton increasingly became
the central leadership figure of the Co-op, with Bill Oakes
moving to a figurehead role until his death in 1976, when
Jerry Morton was officially appointed as LTVEC Director.
The dominance of Psychological Services over other aspects
of the Co-op was reflected ii the Board's decision to main1.-''r
tain Jerry Morton as full-time Director of Psychological
Services, and to simply tack on an additional $3,000 to that
salary to cover additional responsibilities as Co-op director.

The districts began to experience benefits from member-'
ship in LTVEC, as the Co-op increasingly enjoyed a ,surge
of renetved credibilityrand fiscal feasibility. In an interest-.
ing new twist, an ohtside intrusion (Public Law 839)., in
which promises by the outside agent were kept, a reciproCal

,relationship was shaped which benefitted the districts and_
thereby revitalized the Co-op. Or as Mac McDowell of
Monroe County puts it, "Public Law 839, became the life-

, saver for financing the Co-op, but the Co-op was the life
saver for the school systems."
N

rat

LTVEC: CIRCA '79

Enlering the LTVEC Milieu for an eighteen-day on-site
visit in early March of '79, the observer was suddenly im-
mersed into a flowing collage of people, events, places,
attitudes,' dialogs, joys, disappointments, and even a few
dull, empty moments--a slice in the life of an educational
cooperative.
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, Through these days, the Little "Tenne:ssee Valley
-.Cooperative was busily about its routine a ivities in the
slightly updated locker room area of the o14 Everett High
School gymnasium on Everett High Drive., Psychologists
moved in and out of the building, took phone calls, aticl

6. huddled in twos and threes to discuss special caseA.Phyllis,, Itector of the Envirianthental Education Projett,
hurried about planning an upcoming three-day retreat for
project teachers and adminidtrators. Representatives from
the Co-op member- school districts, and other neighbor
districts--Knox County, Oakridge--convened to plan for the
summer Gifted 'Program. The Board met, talked, decided
that special snow day curriculum packages would be a super
idea, determined that .ALOCA must maintain its kadmin:-
istrative cost responsibilities to the Co-op, and heardJerry's latest ideas for restructuring the budget and for
developing a Handicapped Education Center. The staff met,
reported problems and progress, and exchanged war 'stories
from their schools and projects. Gynden created budgets
and alternative budgets for '79-'80. And Jerv provided
direct readership and support for all of these internal
activitieS', while also communicating with TVA and other
external agendes, and engaging in -the yearly springtime
negotiations with districts in deciding upon levels of pro-
gr.im and budget commitments.

Th*--arkurpose of the site visit had been to document a
regional environment learning system, a network engaged in

...environmental education of some descriptioneither formal
or informal, in community- or in schools. Early into the
case study. it became evicrent that LTVEC would fit noorderly dr -tidy definition of an environmental educational
learning system. The Co-op was a network, and had to do

.with environmental eAucation, but it had little in common
with designed 'models and was, instead, a prime example of
an organic, naturally-occurring system.

Observations of current operations of the .Co-op in
light of its history,,, as reported in earlier pages, have
therfore led ehe obServer to make a case for LTVEC as an
alternative environmental education network, one which has
utility in conceptualizing the nature and evolution of net-
works, and which seems to enrich current definitions
of environmental esducation.

;
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LTVEC is a. network -involved directoly andindirectly in
environmental education of three types:

(1) The changing consciousness of the, psy-
chosocial environment.

(4 The restructuring of the political en-
vironment.

(3) The increase in individual and collective
understanding of a responsibility for issues
related to the physical' environments

/The Psycho-Social Environment. Under Jerry Morton's
leadbrship, promoting change in the psych.o-social en-
vironment--particularly in schools, abut also in the hlarger
region--has been the primary target of the Cooperative's
effort. Jerry came to the Co-op with an academic history
in school psychology and a cletp personal commitment to
humanism and social ethics. For him, the, greatest needs
facing school districts and the peopte of the entire Little
Tennessee Valley were needs for more nurturing and sup-
portive environments, where individual needs could be met,
and especially where the growing subculture of handicapped
children endemic,. to the three-county area could begin, to be
remediated.

The outreach psychological services program had been
the first major thrust in this direction. Psychologists first,-t ed students for handicapping conditions, assisted in the
ident1fcation of the child's needs, and participated in the

7 plAnnin of an individualized educational program .(1EP) for
each c a program that would be essentially within the
mairistifeam of the system's overall educational program. At
the tiiie of- the case study observation, psychologists had
becom increasingly involved in the implementation of. the
IEPs and were being further utilized as consultants for
special problems of teachers and administrators.. Problems
relate.d to the promotion of affective growth arid develop-
ment of individual ,children, classroom climate, com-
munications with parents, and even, clisciplin problems now
often come under the influence of the psychoflagists.

SchoOl districts are under constant threat of suit since
'the passage of state., and, later, federal laws regarding
handicapped education. Note, for example, the following
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"!'case discussed in a recent educators' newsletter (University
of Tennestee, College of Education, March, 1979):

A recent article in the "Cleveland (Tennessee)
Daily Banner reports a due process hearing
decision involving a 14-year-old autistic child.
The hearing officer reported a fourl)art decision
as follows:

--'That the^ Cleveland City School SyStem is
.attempting to place Jeffrey Wade Rayburn in a
specihl education program which is inappropriate
to his condition and need.'

--'That the Cleveland City School System is ,-
"denying educational services because no suitable
program of education or related service is main-tained."'

--'That Walden House is an appropriate placement
and that Jeffrey Rayburn should be placed at
Walden House as soon ai possible'

--'That Walden House should provide,reports 'and
all other data or procedure considerations to allow
the Cleveland City School Systert to conduct,
monitoring activities as mandated by law and rules
and regulations of the State Department of Edu-
cation. Program must be reviewed annually.'

Walden House is a private agency in Nashville
which specializes -in care for autistic children.
Evidently it is the only such facility within 'thestate. Them'ecost to the Cleveland City School
System will n $18,000 per year.

This is an example of the tremendous impact of
PL 94-142 and Section 504. Some would argue
that local schools cannot stand this type of ex-
penditure. Such an argument has some validity.
The argument could also be set forth that if this
child could have been identified at age three and
appropriate placeMent in the least restrictive
environment started eleven years ago, that costly
residential care would not now be necessary. The
latter may be speculation. Nevertheless the
prearnt law is real and individuals working wiihin
thenchools must be able to recognize signals and
'to 'identify handicapped conditions. Autism is a
low incidence handicap; and many of us would
know nothing about the cause, symploms or
required treatment.

4
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It seems essential that we work deligently, to in-.
corporate appropriate material in our courses and
progranys so that the graduates of this College
may be' able to cope with even the most unusual
of handicapping conditions.

--Wi Main H. Coffield, Dean.

According to Public Law 839, districts were liable if
the special needs of students could not be met. Here
again, the cooperative provided solutions or partial solu-
tions to the problem. First, Jerry Morton gave the dis-,tricts a language for understanding and articulating legal
and programmatic responses to the needs of handicapped
children. As orie person interviewed described this in-
fluence, "Jerry has brought about remarkable change in the
values and attitudes of superintendents, principals, and
others in the schools."

Still the districts had few avenues for becoming more
responsive to special needs. The Co-op assisted by begin-
ning to develop speciality programs. At the time of the
site visit, in addition to regular psychological service, the
Co-op had become instrumental in several additional pro-
grams which were also impacting the psycho-social en-
viroftment of the region:

Handicapped Child Development Program'
Class for hearing impaired
Physical therapy and speech therapy services
Program for enotionally/Iiehaviorally disturbed

gifteEl students
A preschool child- find program for locating young

handicapped children
Program for gifted youth.

Through the efforts of LTVEC, the consciousness of
the districts is obserVably sensitive and atypically advanced
in the area of affective education, and according to reports
of superintendents, -principals, and teachers, the
psycho-social environment in schools is much irriproved over
earlier years. In short, a language and action of caring is
being spoken through the LTVEC network, as reflected in
one teacher's, response, to the question, "What are you doing
in your school?" --"Trying to care, I guess."

And this plea for meaningful changes beyond schools,.
and into the larger psycho-social community environment is 64
being voiced more broadly, as Jerry Morton appears at
hearings on the future of the Tellico Dam Project, and
writes to David Freeman, the new chairman of the TVA
130ard:
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While we are proud of LTVEC's record and the
cooperative spirit of our communities, there is a
limit to what the school systems and communities
can accomplish when addressing regional issues
with local resources. LTVEC is identifying and
reaching some of those limits. The") list ranges
from generalized problems to detailed specifics.
For frxample, (1) we need a centrally located
Spe al Education Center (Vonore area), (2) we
nee1 a coordinated effort among all human service
agencies to effectively serve the high incidence of
adolescent pregnancies to include assistance to
the surprisingly large -number of young women
(12 to 17 years of age) who decide to keep their
babies, (3) we need to establish alternative
school-type programs for the emo-
tionally/behaviorally difficult student who is
constantly being expelled or absent from school,
(4) 'we need more . effective adolescent gyne-
cological services to cope with the diagnostic and
follow-up work for the high incidence of sexual
child abuse being found, (5) we need region-wide
planning and strategies to cope with the
over-crowding of schools as a result of people
moving into the area, (6) we need more com-
prehensive mental health services to cope with the
ever increasing- emotional crises our population
seems to be experiencing as a result of the pres-
sures created by new people moving in and con-
tinual demands to change life styles at an ever
increasing rate, (7) we need region wide trans-
portation planning to cope with the tourists, the
cost of gasoline, and busing of children to
school, (8) we need a regional approach to cope
with the lack of or over abundance of medical
services to specific communities, and (9) we need
a regional approach to water usage, waste dis-
Posal, and industrial development.'

The Restructuring of the Political Environment. Net-
works are typically political enterpri8es. T-hey are
formed when smaller, individual units judge coalescence to
be somehow desirable, profitable, or beneficial to their
individual interests (i.e., interests in money, power, ideo-
logy, etc.) . Networks, once operating, are maintaihed
because the% continue to serve the ,political interests of
participating parties, because they are resistent to change,
or because they are externally controlled.



The impetus to the formation of LTVEC was initially
very powerful. As described earlier, two forces en-
couraged this coalescence: (1) the threat of impact of the
model city upon the region and its school districts, and (2)
the promise of money to accompany this impact. At this
phase of the Co-op, however, the, actual cooperative ex-
change was little more than shared planning. As ex-
pectations for Timberlake dwindled, another political con-
cern replaced earlier ones--the districts became in urgent
need of means to implement the Handicapped Education Law.
Now real collateral entered the network exchange--to in-
dividual districts went psychological services,, legal aid, and
consulting; and from the districts into the maintenance of
the cooperative went financial support. In addition, other
services came available for very little additional cost. So
for a long whilst, it was much a story of the fishes and the
loaves The districts gave a ttle, and received much.

To say that there was a cooperative educational net-
work in existence over the past nine years is not to say
that the primary mode of political activity of the various
districts was a cooperative one. In fact, their investment
in cooperative exdhange was relatively slight, impacting less
than twenty percent of their students, and for the most
part, they continueg as solitary, individualistic political
federations concerned with local problems, and meeting them
with parochial views and solutions.

Then and now, the importance to the. districts of
autonomy before cooperation was realized by Jerry Morton,
and clearly established as part of the LTVEC rationale.
Note the following quote from a recent LTVEC proposal:

Several years ago seven school 'systems in
Southern Nppalachia decided to work together on
special projects to erilance their services to
children without' sacrificing their individual auton-
omy.

It is important to note that each of .the school
systems had and has its own unique way of
making decisions, implementing policies, and
concepts about its educational goals. Their
commonality lies in their desire to serve the
children in the best possible way and the com-
mitment to cooperate, when possible, with -each
other.

Still, formal and informal network interaction was
steady over the years, and the Cooperative became a stim-
ulus for ongoing political discussion and collective political
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concept development related to a wide range of educational
and public issues. The legal rights of children and par-
ents; building concern and establishing local action on the
question of tax base, school consolidation, career education,
programs for the gifted, TVA's responsibility to the re-
gion--all entered the arena of network dialog in one form or
another. And so, in addition to an exchange of services
for dollars, LTVEC was also operating too provide an op-
portunity for the development of a shared, sophisticated,
and unified political consciousness.

On the surface the districts' continued participation in
the Co-op is strictly of a utilitarian nature. According to
one superintendent:

"As long as the Co-op is providing services and
is cost-effet 've, it will be supported. When it is
no longer c effective, it won't be supported."

Still, there are indications of a deeper network oper-
ating among the seven districts, a network based on un-
spoken person-to-person commitmentst a comraderie built
upon empathetic understandings, on shared problems, on a
sense of fraternal belongingness which strengthens group
cohesiveness and resists external infiltration, and on a
shared admiration and trust in its leadership figure,
Jerry Morton. Board members make occasional reference:

The Co-op is a common meeting place. I begin to
see the problems of Floyd P. over in Blount
County and so on . . . Also, Bill H. I would
have never known him as well as I know him now

*, if it hadn't been for the Co-op. Now I feel freer
to talk with him.

The Co-op has epçouraged my awareness of other
people's question nd problems.

It's helped me just to get with the group and
share common problems. That's a big thing.

If Jerry remains director of the Co-op, our
district will stay in.
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Thus LTVEC has contributed 4irectly and indirectly to
change in the political environment of educational systems in
the region. It has been instrUmental, in the development of
political network, has been a catalyst to the development of
shared political constructs, and has concurrently con-
tributed to an underlying personal network which brings
strength, resonance and resiliency to that political network.

Current Enwironment Issues. Probably no othefçegion
tri this nation has been more consistently engaged in' what
we are currently naming "environmental issues" than have
the people of the 'Little Tennessee Valley. Their birthright
to roots along the Little Tennessee River brought with it a
birthright to constant impingement upon their land and way
of life by external forces which claim some alien rights upon
the River and its resources of energy andqopeauty.

Even now, & visitor to the area is left with the feeling
that in the early stages of Tellico talk, the upheavil sur-
rounding the prdject was radical and intense across the
region, in communities, and within institutions, including
school districts. People were pulled between dreams of a
Camelot anal- dread of another Oak Ridge. In, many cases
deep cuts were made through the marrow of systems in
which the support and direction for communities and schools
were located. A high school principal in Monroe County
remembers some of the difficulties:

Well, our Lions Club was a. strong organization
until one of the members introduced a resolution
that they were opposed to the dam. But not
everyone was opposed. So that sort of destroyed
our Lions Club for awhile. The same thing
happened in PTA. We didn't start it back until
four or five years ago. It got to a thing 'even
your friends didc't necessarily agree with you.

The struggle, for a time, was one of survival and sof
maintenance of a semblance of equilibrium. It was a time of
reactions, rather than initiations; of buying the TVA line
rather than taking community control , and self-respon-
sibility. Even LTVEC in its inception was essentially re-
a9tive1 nOt proactive, in regards to planning and de-
cision-making regarding critical environmental issues.
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Eventually the smoke screens lifted, leaving the people
a the Little Tennessee Valey scarred and cynkal. Now, in
the sprink of '79, the environmental issues surrounding the
Tellico Project have been resurrected by the congressional
decision not to close the dam. Reactions of the Co-op
member school districts, however, are now more cautious
and reflect the wisdom of experience:

Right now it's an emotional disturbance. From
the beginning it was a split issue, still is a split
issue. There was a loss of confidence . . . Most
of us have adopted a wait-and-see policy--we got
along without it and will get along with it. It took
some of the more valuable farm lands. Has af-
fected the roads. We have to drive buses farther
to pick up children . It's kind of a
no-man's-land thing now.

Now you don't hear too much about it, per se, in
the community. It's sort of an attitude that
people aren't going to be hurt.

4 * * * * *
It hasn't had the effect that everybody thought it
would. When they started buying up farm land
and moving everybody off, they just moved right
out hei-e to the other side of the community, so
enrollment hasn't changed much..

It's something we read about in newspapers and
see on TV. Most of the people in this area are
for it at this point. Here it, sits. Ninety-eight
percent complete . . . People think it's stupid for
$100 million to be sitting over there useless. The
people against it in the beginning feel it makes a
mockery of the court systerp.

T he Tellico Project didn' t affe ct us . E conomi-
cally , we'll lose the tax base. If it goes, we'll
have people,who move into the community.

Since the Tellico fiasco, among local people there has
been a tendency to deny or discount environmental issues,
and an active distaste for "environmentalists." Still, the
people subscribe to environmentally sound values. Jerry
Morton describes this attitude:
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Environment is such a dirty word here. An
Cenvironmentalist is a missionary who is coming in
and has no idea what is going on, and says,°9
"You're not gog to be able to earn a living
because we're going to save this unique earth-
worm here." Environmentalists are outsiders.
They flyoin representatives from the Sierra Club

. who talk about flying in fishermen from Nevada,
yet you know they won't arrive. Still, fun-
damentally these people are extremely ,en-

-.1,.vironmentally orientedl

One modest effort toward directing this environmental
orientation is the LTVEC Environmental Information and
Personnel Integration Project currently funded through a
grant from the Office of Environmental Education. In a
recent project report overview and goals were stated as
follows:

The overall objective of this project is to in-
tdgrate environmental information into the Pro-
fessional .and personal lives and perceptual sets of
selected high school teachers , and administrators
so that their individual understandings will lead
them to apprgpriate curriculum ranges. This
objective will be accomplished through a two-part
effort. First, recognized experts will present
environmental information to the educathrs.
Then, through small-group strategies, the edu-
cators will be assisted in integrating this in-
formation into their own personal realities. OW-

.hyritthesis is that once the above is accomplished,
the educators will initiate curriculum adjustments
to teach their students the newly-acquired in-
sights as part of their normal subject matter.
Through these strategies, we hope to overcome
the traditional difficulty of transforming en-
vironmental information into professional and
personal behaviors and ultimately to the class-
room.
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In the project, teachers an'ci administratqrs come to-
gether for Saturday workshoPs in- which certain "experts"
on current environmental issues share information through
lecture, media, and discussions. In after-school follow-up
sessions, a consultant with expertise in group process
facilitation conducts small group follow-up, integration and
extension sessions.

The sharing of information iS seen as important, and
certainly curriculum development is desired, as well; but
the real hope of the project seems to be that it will create
the beginnings of an environmental action advocacy network
.within the regton. The project is very much an extension
of philosophy and planning of Jerry Morton to increasingly
engage LTVEC in meaningful involvement in the en-
vironmental issues and related regional planning. Bill
Poppen, the project group procesS consultant, summarizeS
that motivation:

He (Jerry) was Concerned about the process of
, change and how it works, in this area; how com-

munities react to change and how change takes
place. He saw the project as- training awareness
raisers rather than curriculum developers.

.0*

Jerry Morton himself has said on one day to the obseri;er:

We hope the people in the prdject will move from
pacifists into people who are involved. And this
will serve as iSractice. for them to extend their
project experience into this new setting'.

And agin on another day, to projeCti participants:

There is a mass of (environmental) information'.
Relating this information to school districts is the
responsibility of these persons in the OEE grant.

You will initiate and create a process of that
Itt kinds of (environmental) planning needs to take

placp, and in your classrooms'', what kinds of ex-
erie es need to take place for kids to do this

of ilanning.

Mr. Sparfcs, principal of Vonore High School describes the
content of those sessions consistently with other par-
ticipants:

A

Wve hit on some things./ that were real in-
formative. It's things you wouldn't think of
finding out for \yourself.

P-
O 4.
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In the sessions observed, dialog was open and active.
Topics of all sorts were introduced, discussed, haggled
over, , laughed about , then set aside for ,other topics.
Snatches from the discussions indicate somgthing of the
nature of the whole:

(About mass transit and new expressways.)
That's just feeding the 'problem. You're talking
about laying down more pavement for these cars.
It's 'just like the world food problem--the more we
feed these people, the more there will be. '

6.iMaryville and ALCOA don't really w0-k t ether.
Maryville needs the water system Alcoa lis, Alcoa
needs, the sewage treatment system Maryvil e has.

I'm gonna fill my truck 'up just as long as I can,
and when it runs out, me and Jimmy Carter are
gonna walk home.

If unused land of Tellico were reforested, it
would probably pro-Vide more energy than the
dam.

Teach them to read, write, and ciPher, and work
the hell out of them.

I need to know how to work with children who
come from homes that have no love.

Ralph Nader has said our schools have more
problems than tIley should tolerAte and more
solutions than they use.

Final Thoughts

The case study of the Little Tennessee Valley Edu-
cational Cooperative falls far short Of providing an arche-
typal Regional Environmental Learning System. It does,
however, seem to offer several insights into the nature of
networks and nqtworking. Observations from LTVEC and
the Land Owner-4 Organization remind us of that whiclf we
alrea4 knew--networks are little more yet nothing less

4
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than human processes, complete with the foi15-les and
equally repete with unlimited and immeasureable potential.
Networks are observably more organic than mechanical.
They are complex, non-linear, resilient, yet fragile. They
have lifetimes, and must germinate and mature before be-
coming fully functional and prOductive. They demand time
and space for growth and their development charts man-
dering pathways to strange cadences.

Plastic networks, like the Charrette, cloned overnight;
pressed, pushed, and artifically rewarded to produce net-
work-like processes generate plastic, mechanical outcomes,
and fail as networks. In sum, networks are part of the
living environment, and our desire to understand, utilize,
manipulate and control them brings the same gaii-is and
risks from which we have sometimes learnedand too often
failed to learn in painful lessons through previous ex-
periences with control of other segments of our living
environment.

.

0
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THE CITIZENS LEAGUE

In every city from time 'to time citizens join together to
study environmental and other social problems. Most
groups last a few months, some a few years. In Minnesota
there is a metropolitan study group that -will soon celebratQ
its thirtieth birthday. It is the Citizens League of
Minneapolis-St. Paul.

When the Citizens Program Committee met in January,
the following were among those being considered as pos-
sibilities foi the 1979-1980 research year.

U8) How to select sites for undesirable en-
- vironmental. uses, such as power plants,

power lines and solid waste disposable
facilities.

(109) State policy toward copper-nickel
mining, including whether to encourage,
method 'of taxation, and type of en-
vironmental regulation.
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(110) 'Regiona water policy, including
assuran e of good supply of .surface
and und rground water in Twin Cities
area in coming years.

(111) Pricing o, electrical use and other
energy soUrces.

(112) Potential of alternative systems, such as
solar energx, wind power; and internal
sewage systems.

(113) Planning, owtiing and operating district
heating facilitkes.

(114) Desirability of mancatory vehicle
emission and safety inspections.

(115) Area-wide policy to encourage and
facilitate recycling of solid waste.

(116) Stimulating the building and main-
tenance of cities which are both human
and beautiful.

4
(117) How to reduce energy usage without

negative impact on' jobs and the econ-
omy.

(114 Planning for energy usage in Minnesota
over the next decades.

(119) Optimal use of land around lakes in the
Twin Citi4 area. *

.

(120) Pollution control standards on com-
mercial and industrial development.

Unfortunately f)or environmeritalists, there were 194other topics bidding for attention. By May the list had
been reworked and reduced to twelve. Two environmental
topics. were still among ,them. These were:

(1) Selecting Sites for Undesirable Environmental nes
(2) Designins a Pricing System to Promote Energy

Conservation without Placing a Burden on Low
Income People.

Arad of course, it is reasonable to expect that several other
Study Committees will get into environmental issues as they
do their work.

t.-00

a
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In identifying possible stuely topics, the League com-
mittee had heeded admonitions in the Fitzgerald Report of
1974:

There mus-t be a fundamental re-thinking of the pra-
cess by which our work projects are selected. Input
must be broadened . Ways must be found to add
projects throughout the year. . Others in the com-
munity should be consulted with more fully . . and
the results of our appraisal of community problems

ieshould be more fully shared with these other organiza-
tions. (p. 4)

In the League of fice in the APAyndicate Building in
downtown Minneapolis they keep a effe of ideas from news-
letters, journals, and the media. Exchanging letters with
public officials and talking with research, and planning
people are also ways of gathering ideas for po ible topics.
Weekly breakfast forums generate other possibilit s.

The Program Committee uses certain criteria in de
ciding on the final list of topics for study.. Some of these
criteria are importance and urgency to the community,
cost benefit , the probability of recruiting volunteers , the
prospect for implementation of the recommendations which
might be made , awareness of the public in the subject and
the prospect of, the issue being setttled by reasoned analysis
rather than by emotional factors.

THE WORKINGS OF A STUDY COMMITTEE

Each Study Comnrike is comprised of citizens who
have paid the twenty dollar membership fee to join the
League. Many join just for the privilege of participating in
one topic's deliberation; some join just to receive minutes of
weekly meetings. On Ihe sign-up form the members tell
some characteristics about themselves, including any
special interest" involvement. If it appears to the Progradi

Committee that there is an "imbalance" in the newly-forming
committee, it recruits additional persons likely to diminish
the imbalance.

The Study Committee convenes (or a long ev.ening's
meeting every week, usually for the better part of a year.
One of the members serves as chair. The greatest share of
the work is done by a staff member employed by the
League . Most of these staff members are former news-, papermen, well acquainted with the history, organizations
and activities .of the community,, and skilled at writing a set
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of minutes that is terse, cogent, complete and about asinteresting as minutes can get. For example, from theCommittee on School Desegregation's April 17 minutes:

,The meeting was called to order at 6:40 p.m. by
chairman Stephenson. Minutes of the meetings of April10 arid March 27 were distributed.

Experience of the Grjhek FamilyThe chairman intro-duced May Lou and Carl Grahek and their daughter
The Graheks have lived in the

Lexington-Hamlirie Community for twenty years. Theyare a. White family and their children have attendedintegrated schools. In fact, they were attending,
predominately minority schools before the desegregation
occurred . . .

The staff member makes the many arrangements neededand, in successive revisions,' prepares drafts of reports the
Study Cotrimittee will submit to the League's Board.

One of the things that a Study Committee does first isto acquaint itself with the facts of the issue under con-sideration. This is done chiefly by inviting resource per-sons (the scholars, the aggrieved, the greatly experienced)
to appear before the committee to present information and todiscuss matters with members.

Some years ago, one Committee was studying "en-vironmental choice," more particularly, the mechanisms forresolving issues and coriflits in the use of Minesota'senvironment. The following would be typical (though it did'not actually happen) of the discussion one evening:

ResoAce person: I want to express my opposition to
creating the Office of Environment Assistant to theGovernor. If the Governor someday is unsympathetic
to environmental 'Concerns, he would appoint someonewho will give us lots of trouble.

Staff rrirriber: Do you . favor an official who is
semi-independent, possibly totally independent of the
Governor?

Resource person: I don't know. It depends on howlie or she would be appointed.

Committee member: The Oovernor's Office is the mostvisible spot in ale state. That's where the power is.And that is where people see what is going on. Of
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course it can be misused. But isn't that where people
can best see what is going on? If we 'happen to get
an "anti-environmentalist" for our environmental assisT
tant, isn't it best to have him out in the open where
we can see him?

Committee orientation may take the form of seeing
things for oneself. A few years ago a Committee studying
the "use of the Mississippi riverfront" undertook two boat
trips to, gain a first-hand view. It travelled on the
Jonathan Pacf ford to see the riverfront from downtown St.
Paul to a point just south of the Lake Street bridge. Later
the Committee viewed the river between Grey Cloud Island
and downtown St. Paul on a towboat furnished by the J. L.
Shiely Company.

THE ISSUEg

A summary of testimony, observations and discussions
becomes the first draft of Committee findings. The Com-
mittee usually spends a month or more preparing findings,
going- thrdugh two or three drafts.

A Committee that studied the "control of Dutch elm
disease" presented findings such as the following: rap

Public interest in Dutch elm disease has increased in
direct, proportion to the incidence of the disease. , In
1976 public interest in Dutch elm disease became
higher than ever before. Large red paint marks were
used to identify diseased trees, and because so many
trees on streets and parkways were discovered, the
public naturally became aware. . .

However; it is not clear if high public interest will be
sustained. If in fact the Twin Cities area is successful
in curbing the rapid spread of the disease, then trees
will remain alive longer. ft is possible the result
would be a drop of public support for,a control pro-
gram. , Syracuse, N.Y., for example, had a first rate
control program from 1957-1964, but then public sup-
port waned, the disease took over, and almost all elms
died. 4

In the light of such findings the membi!rs of that
Study Committee became increasingly concerned about the
issue of public awareness and understanding. After a
number of discussions the chairman of the Committee suni-
med up the consensus of opinion among members in the
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following statement (included as one of the conclusions in
the report):

Unfortunately, although public awareness is high,
public knowledge of what to do about the proWem is
woefully inadequate. Misinformation may be worse than
no information at all. We must find a way to correct
information' conveyed to the public and to public
leaders.

The Committee went on the discuss specific stepsto be taken to remedy this problem. After careful
deliberations the members of the Committee reached a
vanimous decision:

We recommend the legislature set aside a significant
portion of state funds to finance improved public
education, with the provision that a portion of the
education funds be earmarked as matching funds to
qualified private groups.

The final testing ground of a report, of course, is the
community itself. Hence League officers consider it im-
portant that understandings of the problem, and its solu-,
tion, must be concurred in by a broad range of organ-
izations and individuals, both public and private. A Com--
munity ?Information Committee takes on this role of com-
munication with the community.

Environmental education situations change quickly, of
course, and even a new report can be out-of-date. In
such instances, the Community Information Committee may
suggest to the Board that another study be programmed on
the same issues.

Since 1952, the year it was founded, the League has
issued recommendations on nearly 300 matters of public
concern. "Whenever we do a report," says a League board
Member, "somebody at the legislature is ready to sponsor
the results." In fact, many League recornmendations have
been adopted into law. Equalization of School District fi-
nancing, establishment of an urban regional governmental
body, the Metropolitan area, and the sharing of medical
facilities between a public hospital, Hennepin County Gen-
eral, and a private one, the Metropolitan Medical Center,
are among the many League recommendations adopted into
law.

0 %)
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"The Citizens League has come to be recognized as the
single most effective organization in the whole country,"
says Verne Johnson, a former League Executive Director
and President. In the words of John Yngve, a former state
legislator, "I doubt if there's another organization that
comes close to the effectiveness of the Citizens League in
its cause arLd orientation."

The League is not without detractors. Some critics
see. the League as an organization of liberals and elitists.
One local businessnan was quoted complaining that "it's a
downtown lawyers' group."

There are, in fact, a good number of attorneys (from
the suburbs as well as downtown)--but a similar number of
university faculty members and former elected officials
among League members,. According to a 1977 article in
Corporate Report, some critics nofZhe League have pointed

1 alout that of the ,000 individu bers, only 450 are from
St. Paul and of the corporate membership Erom St. Paul, as
few as 100 out of 600 are from St. Paul. Women, minority
groups and low income citizens are, according to these
critics, 'also poorly represented in the League. ,The critics
draw attention to the fact that about a third of the
League's 364tmember Board of Directors are businessmen and
a quarter are attorneys. The remaining membership is
composed of government officials, university professors and
others. League documents indicate a continued awareness
that the Committee purview may sometimes be limited. (See
more on this in the next chapter.)

..!.

The League has changed, of course, across the years.
It has slowly evolved into an area metropolitan organization
concerned with all social problems. In the beginning it
concentrated on government initiatives to raise taxes,
particularly for financing public buildings. It reviewed
candidates for public office. In subsequent years, it
stopped evaluating, candidates and assumed its present focus
on issues.

The Citizens League is a non-profit organization. Its:Iv are financed by 90 of the area's 100 largest private
a public companies, by 500 smaller businesses and by the
twenty dollar membership fee.

Since 1974 the League has been increasingly involved
in studies of community systems that are heavily
non-governmental, such as health care, housing , trans-
portation, public safety, and education.
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Environmental issues have been given special attention
.in recent years. As indicated eaelier, thirtwn environmental
topics were among the 207 possible topics considered for the'
1979-1980 research year. Two of these topics were included
in the semi-final list of 'twelve topics. This may be an in-
dication of growing awareness of citizens living in urban
areas for the ways, environmental problems affect their
lives. As the Citizens League moves into its fourth decade,
if demonstrates again and again that Citizen study groups
can deal effectively with complex social problems.

6 J.
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR EVALUATION

In this portion of the RELS Evaluation Manual we will
suggest some typical evaluation opportunities to be found in
environmental education projects. In the fifth chapter we
will consider how a Unit might be organized to undertake
evaluation studies on a regular basis. The purpose of this
chapter is to describe some of those needs and to suggest
what might be done.

We will continue to emphasize the problems and context
of program evaluation inquiriest by continuing to discuss
LTVEc and the Citizens League. From here on however the
story is fictitious. We will be imagining whati the people in
those two situations might do to evaluAte. Thbre is a bit of
risk here in misrepresenting those two projects. We (and
people there agreed) that it is worth the risk in order to
present a realistic situation for describing program eval-
uation opportunities.

AIR

1
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Illustrative Application #1 ,

AN EVALUATION STUDY OF DECISION-MAKING

Focus: The LTVEC Board of Directors

Imagine that the Tennessee State Department of Edu-
cation has recently been considering funding the Little
Tennessee Valley Cooperative and might establish two or
three additional cooperatives for educational services, the
State Department decides to evaluate LTVEC formally.
Informal evaluation in past years has led the Commissioner
of Education to believe that LTVEC could serve as a model
for new cooperatives. He feels, however, that they need to
be cautious about how deasions are made in a cooperative
among autonomous institutions.

The Commissioner's staff suggests documenting and
evaluating the decision-making and policy-setting process of
LTVEC. They feel that organizers of new cooperatives
might benefit from seeing how an existing system functions.
If there are hazards to be avoided they want to recognize
them during planning and proposal reviewing sessions. The
Commissioner is specific about wanting recommendations for
improving LTVEC to be included in the final report.

A Blue Ribbon Panel. Representatives of the State
Department of Education met in January with the Executive
Director of LTVEC. Together they decided to commission a
panel to conduct the LTVEC evaluation. The panel would
consist of distingüished citizens, at least some of whom are
known for contri utions in fields related to environmental
education. Four individuals accepted the Commissioner's
invitation:

Daniel Lounsbury, U of T Dept of Sociology (chair)
Creed Gilpin, retired, formally State Court judge
Eleanor O'Day, school superintendent and naturalist
Mary Evelyn Wiggins, Community Services Director,

ALCOA .

8ach was offered an honorarium of $1000 and expenses of
course were to be covered. Total costs were not to exceed
$7500. A graduate student, Jill Hubka, was employed as
staff assiStant to work 3/4 time for one month at a cost of
$600.

6
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A list of 15 questions were developed to serve as a
basis ,of

(1) What is the formal governance structure of
the Co-op?

(2) Ifiat are the patterns of the decision-making
eprocess?

(3) How do isSues get on the Board of Director's
agenda?"'

(4) How are new programs conceived, decided
on, and developed?

(5) How are alternatives generated?

(6) How are policies set?

(7) How does L,TVEC define itself? Does this
affect 4)1e decision process?

(8) How are conflicts at the institution level
resolved? What are some of them?

(9) How does public opinion affect policy and
program decisions?

(10) How are decisions evaluated?

(11) Is there formal review to decide on program
continuation and modification?

(12) How do financial constraints affect the de-
cision making process?

(13) What changes would various people like to
.see and why?

4
(14) How do individual Boards of Education affect

the decision making process?

(15) flow, if at all, has the State Department of
Education, influenced LTVEC?

4
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The panel meets for the firL time in the Office of the
Commissioner with the Co-op Executive Director and several
of its Board of Directors present to discuss thp need for
information and cooperation. Later that morning the four
panelists meet _to devise a plan of action. (They had
agreed to complete the job in four weeks, to make their
report by April 1.) The following chart illustrates the
three main methods of inquiry decided on.

Method of Inquiry Data Source
4

Observation (1) Co-op Executive Board meetings

(2) Co-op planning commission meetings

(3) Co-op staff meetings

Panel
Interviews

(

(1) Cii-op Board members

(2) Co-op Executive Director

(3) Co-op project directors

'(4) Staff members

(5) Principals

(6) Consultants

(7) Co-op Executive SecretAry

Document Analysis
(principally by
aide)

(1) Official records of past Co-op meetings

(2) Past evaluations of the Co-op

('3) Press releases by the Co-op

(4) Booklets developed describing the Co-op

(5) Newspaper clippings

(6') Budget reports.

(7) Funding proposals
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Each panel Member was to be involved with each
method of inquiry. They established an expectaion of
continuous communication among themselves so that they
cotild verify information collected and discuss problems,
concerns, and generally shape the direction of the evalua-
tion study as a group.

Panel members agreed they needed lots of information
to consider the 15 questions. Standardized instruments
were not seen to be useful because there were too few
persons to contact (and too little time and money to devise
good standard forms). The ,panel members would have to be
the data gathering instkiments.

They acknowledged.that Professor Lounsbury was more
experienced in data gathering of the sort needed. He

.agreed to coacb them and said:

A panel such as this is not usually obligated to
provide others with a good record of what is going on.
In this instance we, are asked to document LTVEC
decision making, but we can hope to do th4 only in a
very general way. For us to understand JLTVEC as
best we can we will want to record the m st salient
facts and ideas. Let us each agree to keep notebook
with entries that some one, else can ake sen e of, and
to share those notebookS (or ph ocopies) 'regularly.

He suggested that they read Richard Brandt's book,
Studying Behavior in Natural Settings and made p otocopies
of CEapter 4, "Measurement Through Observe' nal Pro-
cedures" for eadh of them. At theil next meet ng Judge
Gilpin brought Arne Trankell's book, The Reliabill of Evi-
dence, to help thefn think. about that.
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Observation. Observations were used to gain first
hand knowledge of decision-making activities of the Co :lop.
Events were recorded naturalistically in the observers'
notebooks. Using tape recordings and the notebooks, one
meeting was summarized by Jill Hubka in the following
manner:

The Co-op staff gathered around the two large con-
ference tables inl the back office of the Co-op's fa-
citities. In attenAance were a dozen or so graduate
students for the University f Tennessee currently
involved in an internship with tile Co-op. The meet-
ing was run by Environmental E'clucation Project Dir-,)
ector and the Executive Director qf ehe Co-op. The
latter began the meetifig by informing the group that
he had some bad news He proceeded to ekplain that
one of the seven school districts the Co-op serves had
decided to pull out of the Osych Services program.
Responding to many questions, particularly those frorri.
graduate students whose jobs would be eliminated, the
Director said:

Well, think of this in terms of tystems analysis
and change. We can learn from this, whole thing
about how systems change. I knew I could have
spent more time with each principal, smoking and
joking, and maybe this wouldn't have happened.
But now we can learn lessons for other systems
that are similar. One of the overall objectives of
the Co-op is to) do the feasibility research and
develop, but not take over, the individual school
system. I haven't failed as a person nor have
the rest of you as a group.

A student asked if the Director thought the Co-op was
'eroding . He replied:

The seven systems think of themselves as a
support system--as opposed to _the other systems
outside the Co-op. The seven superintendents
consistently confer with each other, and sit with'
each other at meetings out of the counties. They
are like brothers and clearly see themselves
together and they feel obligatibns to each other.

By observing meetings such as these, the panel mem-
bers were able to see, hear and feel some of the workings
of the Co-op. The above sequence, for example, provided
valuable insights on how the Director views the role of the
Co-op and the relationships holding' the Co-op together.

6 .
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Interviews . The interviewing approach and t he
questions themselves differed depending on who was
being interviewed . Though they did not standardize
the interview,, each panelist anticipated in advance a
few questions . to ask , phoned them to Jill Hubka who
merged them, identified overlap and omissions , and
prepared a master list of a few key questions and an
indication of who probably would ask each. The list
for each superintendent .included the following :

Is

(1) How do you see the Co-op? What is its
impact? How does it function? What are the
most important 'events in its history? What
are its strengths and - weaknesses?
Lounsbury)

( 2) How do decisions get made? (O'Day)

(3) What are your purposes for participating in
the Co-op? Are there some grand,
long-range goals that it serves? Are there
political advantages for participation by your
districr (Wiggins)

1%- (4) What a're some of the critical educational
problems for your district at this time?
( Gilpin)

(5) What do you see as the future of 'the Co-op?
Stiould jhere be more Co4ps- across the
state?' GilPin)

(6 )' How has environmental education been chang-
\ing in the region? How,, if at ,,all, ,has the
Co-op`, affected it? O'Day)

Other questiorks arose in, each session , partly to clarify
responses and partly to, capitalize on the uniqueness of
each superintendency..

Others were asked similar questions . As many
panelists as could attend did so. The sessions were
taped. Usually the sessions were quite informal, as
they were particularly in the case of the inservice
training specialist . Her responses led them into
lengthy discussion of teacher interest in service
training and willingness to participate in joint
school/community projects.

Informal interviews by Jill II ubka were held with
teacher participants in an environmental workshop.
S lit also held informal interviews throughout the month
witlir the Executive Director,, tho he was interviewed

Li
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formally by the panel too. One interview consisted
largely of Jill sharing her perceptions. Key ideas from
the notes and tapes were filed in a topical file that Jill
set up . (She had a file folder for each of the 15
questions plus some other topics such as
school/community cooperation; energy saving ;
state/ federal regulations. )

Do.cument Analysis. Document analysis served as
a basis for gathering information on the intents and
actions of the newspaper clippings. T he following
exerpts were among those filed in Jill Hubka's topical
files:

When the Co-op "was in its beginning stages , public relations was a big
concern . T he Board of Directors agreed that "early visibility should 'be
sought ."

Bcwd Notes, Sept 1971

The Board requested from the Director information on public relations, which
was promptly provided, by the next Board meeting . The document submitted
as the "LT VEG. PR Plan" stated that the objectives of the PR Plan were to:

--s

A . Acquaint general public with purpose, objectives,
plans, methods , progress.

B . Generate personal involvement and commitment to LTVEC program
by professional educators within affected school systems.

G . Generate personal involvement and commitment to LTVEC program
by a significant number of community citizens outside the education
profession .

D . Gain support of a majority of the general public for LTVEC 'pro-
gram.

The report stressed that : "The essential characteristic for success of any
public r4elations program is an open and sincere approach U..) the public con-

% cerned ."

Documents, as illustrat,ed above, were used b y t he
panel to add to their understanding of the formal de-
cision-making process. Generation of the PR Plan and the
st\bsequent media cothpaign to promote the Co-op added to
HA knowledge of the panel members in attempting tO de-
termine how Boa.rd policy is generated and turned into
action .

C)



Exerpts from the Panel findings. The Blue Ribbon
Panel compiled the data collected through interviews, ob-
servation and document analysis into a formal report. The
various sections of the terrt addressed the initial 15
questions.

It had become apparent that the State Department of
Education had from time to time made an impact on the
operations of the Board. Though it had not initially been a
key concern, substantial follow-up questioning and tele-

, phoning had- been devoted to this topic. The following is
an exerpt from the report:

Th'e State Department, from time to time, has either made direct requests
or offered suggestions to the LTVEC Board of Directors. The changing of
the composition of the Board is illustrative. The original structure of the

Board was created by the Charette and did not include ,superintendents as
Board members. However, at the end ot the first year of operation, the
State Department of Education evaluated the Co-op and recommended that
superintendents be added to the Board. The co-op responded by inviting the
seven superintendents be added to the Board, but not as voting members.
'One year later the State Department requested that the seven superintendents
be made voting members through amendment of the LTVEC charter.. The
Co-op. responded bf doing just that.,,

Thus, , the State Department has had an impact on the LTVEC de-
/-cixion-making process. The Co-op has been resonsive to the desires of the

" State Department and has been concerned about maintaining a positive image
and good communications with the Department.

an

Another major topic developed in the final report was
cost-effectiveness. It had been stated repeatedly as a
concern of the Co-op over 'the years. A 1973 news release
stated the Co-op's intent to operate cost-effective pro-
grams:

Small school districts lack the resources for all
educhtional programs needed by their people. The
costs of education are well-known, and the money
pinch has most of us squirming in protest .
One way: to expand educational programs and ser-
vicef-Tin a cos4.-eiTectilie way is to cooperate.
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In January of 1974 the Coop's director wrote .the State
Department of Education and assured thin) that :

LTVEC is now in the best condition it has been
since its creation. We are providing superior
cost-ef fective prosrams and services and we
would certainly, like to continue our services .

Special education services brought with it par-
ticular concerns to develop cost-effective pro rams .

In August 1974, one of the problems came u at? a
Board meeting :

'9
Discussion centered on the prohibitive costs

of some specialWeducation programs . The Board
repeated its earlier concern that LTVEC staff
members shall explore every avenue in seeking
alternatives to such high cost programs, including
searching for ways and means to construct a
rehabilitation center in the tri-county area.

Developing cost-effective systems is a concern for
other than the actual program areas.

The Co-op decided to employ a con-
sultant for cooperative purchasing . T hose
systems wishing to participate must do so by
appointing a representative to the Cooperate
Purchasing Committee . This committee would
determine what items, specifications and
quantities be purchased as well as bidding
and otAr procedures to be followed . T he
cooperative purchasing program is to be on a
limited arid trial basis for the coming year..

( Board,144, Feb 11 ,

1977)

The Blue Ribbon Panel decided early on that they
would not conduct a formal study of cost-effectiveness .

The decision stemmed partly from awareness. that the
Co-op would shortly be engaged in developing an
accountability report ., T ?Tat report responds to a Ten-
nessee law requiring the establishment of an accoun-
tability procedure for co-ops. The bill originally came
from the Comptroller's office after an audi t discovered
the misuse of a Co-op's funds .

If the Parwl had decided to measure cost-effec-
tiveness of a human services organization such as
LTVEC numerous factors other than dollar and c;ents

a
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transactions would have to he tallied, factors such as
person-to-person commitments, time spent on shared
problems, and the sense of belonging to advocacy
groups. The fact that these values are Impossible to
measure objectively and accurately does not excuse
them from considetkation. Those people who claim that
an organization asking fie; public support is obligated
to cost out its services are either naive or ob-
structionist--the most effective organizations are no
more effective at specifVing their effectiveness than
the least.

The Painel noted that educational programs are
developed in a variety of ways. The LTVEC En-
vironmntal Education program is an example of one
way. The seeds were sown in 1971 when a lot 'of
discussion at Board meetings centered around plans to
develop a Human Resources Park. At several times
during the year various Board members suggested an
Environmental Center as part of the part:

The potential of an Environmental Center in the
Hutnan Resource 'Center was presented. It was
reported that an employee of TVA with con-
siderable experience in environmental education
helped set up such a center at Bays Mount. It
was suggested that this center could become a

.demonstration and model for the whole East
Tennessee Valley . . .

(November 1971 Board notes)

In February 1972 the notion of an Environmental Re-
source Center (ERC) was reintroduced. This time the
impetus for an environmental program shifted to fit a
"national plan:

A review of the hoped-for ERC was presented to
the Board. The Senate has recently approved
and sent to the House a program which would
establish environmental centers in each state and
six regional environMental centers in the county.
In cooperation with the Oak Ridge National Lab-
oratory, TVA,., the Boeing Company lnd the
University of Tennessee, we hope to' explore
possibilities of gaining both a state and 'regional
center for Timberlake.

By November 1972 it was apparent that Timber-
lake was fading from the picture and that the Co-op
needed to make new plans . In reassessing their posi-
tion, they discussed the position of the federal govern-
ment and where monies might he available.

I.
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It looks as if the prime stress in Washington for
the decade of the '70s will be on career edu-
cation, environmental education, and the use of
educational t.v.

From this discussion followed decisions to write
proposals in each of the three. Subsequently, further
discussions centered on the various kinds of programs
the Co-op could propose. The director was
particularly concerned about how to fit in environ-
mental education with the other programs.

Maryville College is at the forefront of environ-
mental education in this entire area and they
operate the Tremond Environmental Center. This

4 is relatively a new field and none of us really
knows exactly which way we are heading. Most
environmental education programs , at the moment
are aimed at 5th and 6th grades and very little is
being done in the 9th grade 12th grade age
groups as well as adults in the Adult Learning
Center, we believe that we will select this age
group to be served by environmental education
and thus coginect environmental gducation and
adult education.

It was 1978 before a grant for environmIntal
education was actually written. When it was subrna,ted
to HEW on January 16 1978, the focus had shifted from
Adult Education and a Learning Ce,er to Teacher
Education.

This grant will attempt to change attitudes of key
teachers and principals .through pairing factual
information and attitude change processes so that
they will initiate their own curriculum strategies
in a manner consistent with the needs as they see
them. It is important to t421---need to be aware
that change is coming and informed decisions need
to be made to insure that those changes are
beneficial, or, at least, nonharmful to humans.

At the)kugust 9, 1978 Board meeting the Director
informed Board members that the Environmental In-
formation and Personal Integration Project (EIPIP) had
received the HEW award of funds. By January 1979
the program was underway. The project diretor
reported that sitdministratively and content-wise the
project is functioning smoothly. A University of
Tennessee professor involved with EIP,IP repot- ed that
as the project progresses, attention will foc4s -more on
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possible adjustment in curricula the educators may wish to
make as a result of what they have learned.

T he development of environmental education as part of
the Co-op's program started with an idea to include a
center in the proposed Human Resources Park , and finally
came as a Teacher Education program. Program suggestion'S
came- from various Board members as responses to various
forces , such as the possibility of TVA money, , a national
prsposal to establish environmtal centers , a national stress
on environmental education , and HEW guidelines for sub-
mitting a pro posal . From this example , it can be seen that
the LTVEC programs are shaped by a variety of external
factors , and in the end are primarily dependent on funding
trom new sources.

Recommendations . The Blue Ribbon Panel completed
its study of LTVEC decision by making seveeal recom-
mendations . It had previously sounded out reactions to
tentative recommendations from people of several back-
grounds and .L TVEC involvements. Arguments against their
recommendations were considered and some modifications
made .

In presenting the recommendations the Panel
acknowledged that it had not had time nor sufficient wisdom
to examine all issues and contingencies and did not expect
the recommendations to be taken at face value by those
much better acquainted with the history,, the resources ,

and the responsibilities of LTVEC .

Still the panel members felt their reflections were largel y
valid and worthy of study. Thanks to the cooperation and
contientiousness of the people of LTV EC and t he com-
munities it served , the members felt they had reached a
substantial understanding of how decisions were made and
left unmade. They concluded thit by and large the process
was healthy,, neither impersonal nor sel f-protective ,

admirably reliant on a concerned vigilance , and of course ,

s till capable 01 improvement .
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Illustrative Application IU

4

EVALUATING THE IMPACT OF AN INSERVICE TRAINING
ROJECT

Focus : The LTVEC Environmental Information and Personal
Integration Project (EIPIP)

The intention of this project was to provide selected
teachers and administration with information about present
and potential environmental issues in the Little Tennessee
Valley,, to help them integrate this information into , their
own perceptions and values and to encourage them to inco-
porate new insights on the environment within their teach-
ing of the regular curriculum.

T he essence of the project was a series of workshops
in whic the participants learned about environmental issues
from e vironmental experts and disc ussed the meaning and
import nce of these issues for t eir own personal lives and
the futurele of the region . It as hoped that the par-
ticipants would undergo something perhaps not unlike a
religious conversion ' and even to acquire an evangelical
commitment to spread the good news to others . Effects on
professional behavior were seen .as a natural consequence of
this new-found co mitment to en vironmental education
coupled with a sense

r
of professional responsiblity..

These workshops had the following features :

(1) A n eight-hour commitment per month from
September through May.. This involved one
four-hour Saturday morning session per
month plus two-hour after-school sessions
per month .

( 2 ) Attended b y volunteer teachers and ad-
ministrators sought from all the elementary
schools , high schools and vocational/ technical
schools in the group of school districts .

( 3 ) Encouragement given fO,r_ t least two
teachers and one administrator attending
from each school so as to create an en-
vironment al education "cell" within each
school .

( 4 ) Saturday morning sessions focused on pre-
sentations b y environmental experts of
information about key environmental issues
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followed by small group exercises and dis-
fcussions both to clarify the ssues and to

consolidate the information.

(5) After-school sessions involving group dis-
cussion focused on heightened awareness and
understanding of regional environmental
issues and on increased commitment to per-
sonal and professipnal action on behalf of the
environment.

The principal expectation of this p'roject was that
participants would internalize a concern for the environ-
mental future of the region to such an extent that they
would initiate:

(a) changes in their own personal lives to contribute
toward conservation of energy and resources and
to reduce human pressures on the regional en-
vironment;

(b) cliinges in their approach to the teaching of the
regular curriculum directed at highlighting appro-
priate environmental issues arising from Or related
to the subject matter (such as through opportun-
istic references and discussions about the en-
vironment, e.g., air and water pollution in chem-
istry; choice of environmental examples arid
problems for exercises, e.g graphing population
projections in mathematics; assignment of projects
with environmental component, e.g., English
themes on life in the future, and so on); and

(c) discussions in their own school district about in-
cluding more specific components about the en-
vironment within the school curriculum (such as
adopting curriculum units on envirdnmental
issues, designing integrated studies of the GQ-
vironment, arranging environmental experiencas
for students, and so on).

The content of the Saturday sessions was, organized
around four main topic headingS: regional economic
growth; regional population growth; regional land use; and
r'egional sociological change,. The theme behibd (these topic
headings was "anticipating and planning the futute."- Other
moh. particular problems tsuch as energy- use, pollution
contrAD1 and food supplies Are dealt with as consequential
topics \within the general framework,.
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An objective of the after-school sessions was to help
participants explore for themselves the meaning of their
newly acquired knowledge about the environment ( through
small group discussions of the potential impact of environ-
mental changes on their personal lives) in the expectation
that this would lead to greater personal commitment to
environmental control and to public debate about its impor-
tance .

While the rhetoric of this proje.& espoused the gen-
eration of a s 4i nse of community among educators concerned
for the enviro ent , this was expressed more in the sense
of a convocation of believers than of a forum of pro- ',..
fessionals. T he expected changes in professional behavior
were seen as a natural consequence of increased under-
standing and commitment supported perhaps by a new-found
belief in the urgency and righteousness of the cause and
even perhaps by an aspiration to belong to a special " corn-
munity of saints . " ,

By intent , there was no attempt to build an ongoing
capacity far participants to deal with the practical problems
of incorporating environmental education into the curriculum
whether this involves choices at the level of the classroom
or the school system . No consideration was given to when,
how and how much to introduce into the classroom or to
suggest a curriculum should change .

In considering any instruction there are questions of
relevace (such as whether the exercise is appropriate) and
style (such as how to handle sensitive issues) . Some new
teachings will succeed both in complementing and supple-
menting the regular curriculum; some will fail on both
accounts or perhaps fail at times but not at others . T here
will be a need to compare ideas , share experiences, con-
solidate pkills. It is widely recognized that while some of
this comes easily to some people , at least sometimes , other
people need encouragement and help in getting ready for
new, teaching responsibilities .

This EIPIP project was not desig ned as a bold ex-
tension into curriculum development and classroom trails .

Its focus was on teacher acquisition of knowledge and
understanding about the environment and of commitment to
action . Its resources would have been inadequate to such
an extension . According to its rationale such an extension
was considered inappropriate as a Co-op responsibility. .

However , let us suppose that such a(11 ,etension has
been incorporated into the EIP P project . hat does the
project look uk now andrAow might we evaluate its impact?
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tet us suppose. that the basic structure of the.project
remaiiis intact but with some changes. The Saturday ses-
sions feature both large group presentations and small
group discussions. The after-school sessions focus on
sharing of ideas and development of materials foil ino-
ducing environmental education in the school curriculum.

The environmental content of the Saturday morning
sessions depends on the setting and the personnel. It has
included topics such as:

(a) describing and monitoring the ecosystem,
(b) population pressures on the environment,
(c) land use policies,
(d) energy use and energy sources,
(e) domestic and industrial waste disposal,
(f) the earth's natural resources,
(g) water management,
(h) food production and distribution,
(i) pesticides,
(j) endangered species, and
( k) politica/social/economic aspects of en-

vironment.

It also included topics of more local relevance, the
environmental effects of a town plan, a nuclear, power
station, a dilm construction, etc. , or the complex inter--
action of local climate, housing, resources, human needs,
aesthetics, economics, etc.

Emphasis has been placed on contacts between en-
vironmental experts and school personne1 . and among the
school personnel themselves (within and between schools) to
generate an informal network. Information, ideas, ex-
periences are to be shared, mostly informally and verbally.
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Impact in the Classroom. The Director is impressed
with the enthusiasm aml regular attendance "of the EIPIP
partici.pants, but wants to know how much good they are
getting from the sessions. One of his LTVE interns , Ray
Szoke , is taking a course in Evaluation Methods and needs
a project . Ra l>. is invited to do what he can , but advised
that it sometimes is dif ficult to satisfi two masters , a
professor and a boss, at the same time.

Ray has been favorably impressed by a report of an
evaluation of the training of Social Security Office mana-
gers. He takes a list of questions from that report and
adapts them to the LTVEC situation:

(1) Is there a sufficient number of participants from
each school to provide mutual support and en-
couragement?

(2) Do the participants represent a variety of op-
inions about s' the environment and the environ-
mental education? Did they volunteer or are they
obligated to attend? What sort of professional
and personal backgrounds do they have?

u(3) Has the project been adapted to s these dif-
ferent backgrounds and circumstanc

t
, and to

make use of their special knowledge and/or ex-
pertise? . t

(4) Does attention to energy tend to 'drive away
attention to other environment and specific ex-
amples?

(5) What is an appropriate balance between general
knortiledge of the environment and specific
examples?

(6) Are adequate information and/ examples provided
on each issue, making it rOevant at all levels
represented by the participants?

(7) Which are valued more highly--regional or global
issues? Are sufficient connections made between
regional and global issues?

(8) Are the Saturday sessions completely and in-
terestingly presented? What aspects of the
Saturday sessions are most appreciated/least
appreciate0

(9) Do 15articipants become more knowledgable about
both the global and regional environment as a
result of the sessions?

7,1
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(10) Are participants inclined to seek 'further- in-
formation on their own?

(11.) Do environmental issues make participants alarmed
and anxious?

(12) Are there problems in the relationship between
Saturday and after-school sessions?

(13) Do the teachers become persuaded to incorporate
aspects of environmental education into their own
teaching? What successes and failures do they
experience?

(14) Are the sessions providing useful ideas for incor-
porating environmental education into the cur-
riculum?

(15) Do project participants contact each other about
environmental education or other matters?

(16) Have the attitudes and behaviors of participants
been changed by the project?

(17) Is 'the incorporation of environmental education
into the regular curriculum raising. issues con-
sidered too sensitive, political, or offensive for
classroom consideration?

Ray's questions included questions about :

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(0)
(0

the workability of the project,
the suitability of the presentation,
the quality of interactions,
participant enjoyment,
effects on professional attitude,
effects on professional behavior.

Such questions are most pertinent for the project
want both formative evaluation;

(a)

(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

and aftio

V.J(40
(h)
(c)

to change the content and structure
ject,
to adjust the emphases,
to improve the presentations,
to enhance the interactions,
to provide more teacher support;

surnmative evaluation:

staff who

of the pro-

to decide whether it is worth replication,
to (uage the potential long-term effects,
to inform future efforts of this kind.
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Check Sheets. Ray notes that information relevant to
the eTrinration questions could be sought by Means of question-
naires or interviews. Questionnaires "allow more anonymity
and are cheaper for large numbers of respondents but allow
only a limited coverage of topics. Interviews encouragio
more extensive expression of opinion and are more uitable
for small numbers of respondents. When large scale statis-
tical analysis is expected, questionnaires are almost always
preferable . Ray decides to use both, a few questions for
everyone to answer and some informal interviewing for
probing some of the more complex questions. He considers
ea possibilities:

(1) Preparatory Check Shea to be given* pre-
erably prior to the first but otherwise at the

beginning of the first meeting , to check on the charac-
teristics of the participants and their expectations of the
project , the information would be used by the project
directors to check whether the program is on target and to
make any desirable modifications to make it more suited to
the participants.

(2) Saturday Session Check Sheet to be given at
the beginning of each Saturday Session to check on the
perceptions of the previous session by the participants; the
information would be used by the project directors to focus
attention on desirable adjustments in the content and pre-
sentation of the sessions and to monitor some aspects of
their impact on the participants.

(3) A fter-School Session Check Sheet to be given %-
at the beginning of each after-school session to check on
the perceptions of the previous session by the participants;
the informatin would be used by the project directors and
the session organizers in considering how to provide the
most appropriate encouragement and help to teachers for
incorporating environmental issues into the normal cur-
riculum.

(4) Follow-up Interview Schedule to be used
towards the end of he year to discover whether there has
been or is likely to be any effect by the, program on the,
prbfessional behavior of the participants; the information
would be most pertinent to the final report on the project
and to the planning of similar programs in the future .

Ray tells the Director that where any of t 14'r-

formation is° used formatively,, there ought to -Lie Jcussion
of its meaning and significance at least, among f he project
directors and session leaders, and *preferably too among the
participant's, before any decisions on program modification
are made. Such disucssions might suggest the need for
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at

1 u rt h e r information and changes in the evaluation pro-
cedurt.t,es, Discussion itself may produce further insightieand
under'standing of the program.

In order to prepare the questionnaire and interview
data for such discussion Ray expects to summarize the data
and to proVide a brief interpretation. There are many
ways to do this. Ray finds that it is important to the
Director to have a written, t-port but to discuss it °in-
formally at a Board meeting and elsewhere,

Although the inservice training has been going on
several months Ray asks the participants to complete his
PREPARATORY CHECIfi SHEET as they would have at the
first session. It is shown on the next page.
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PREPARATORY CHECK SHEET

Date:

This checkup is intended to help project personnel pl e project
to tak4, account of your expectations and needs. If y think it
asks the wrong questions or you want to add more comments, please
feel free to use the back of the sheet to say sd.

I. Name:

. School:)

3. Grade Levels Currently Taught:

4. Subject Specialization (if any):

5. Special Responsibilities (if any) :

h. Number of Years of Teaching Experience:

7. What topics (if any) relating to the environment have you studied

extensively?

8. -What special areas of expertise (if., any) do you have in such

topics?

VP

tihat, kinds of experience have you had related to environmental

is SNati-g:r

10. What kinds of environmental concepts .(if any) have you recently

taught?

What is you most important reason for participating in this
PA

project?

12. What special concepts and/or skills do you hope to learn from

this, project?
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Ray wants to. get some information from the par-
ticipants while a session is still fresh in their minds.
Realizing that not much time should be taken from dis-
cussion, and 'in order to plot responses from session to
sessionrn that some of the same questions should be used
each se/ssion, he shortens and combines the Saturday and
After-School instruments into the SINGLE SESSION CHECK
SHEET. He decides against anonymity (realizing that
asking respondents to identify -themselves will prompt a few
to respond in a way that reflects well on themselves) but
he wants to relate these check sheet response4 to par-
ticipant characteristics obtained on the PREPARATORY
S HEET T.

Ray administers the sheets himself and reminds the
participants that they are under no obligation to respond,
but that it is an imporrtant favor to him if they do, and the
information may make allure sessions better.

The testing goes well. As usual a few respondents
find the scale terils ambiguous or overly simplistic and
write marginal comments. The comments do not indicate
hostility as much as an inability to say in the scaling
medium what they feel.

But Ray had attended ttiose sies ions and he was
, disappointed 'because the generality of t e items, as wah
most attitude scales, did not devil diPec ly with the topics
and incidents of/ importance. He reread th o ening chapter
of Shaw and right's book, then decide( o prepare an

, end-of-term scälin g sheet that did deal more directly with
what happened in thu. sessions. Ole titled this scale, A

'SUMMARY OF OPINIONS ON EIPIP.
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SINGLE SESSION CHECK SHEET

Name : Date:

4.

The following questions are intended -to obtain a quick
summary of your impressiatis of the' last session.

Pleise place a check mark ( X) to represent your opinion
along each scale.

1. Flow important was the topic for you?

extremely
unimportant neutral

extremely
important

How helpful was the session to a teacher trying to teach more about
the environment?

extremely
unhelpful

somewhat helpful
somewhat unhelpful

3. Flow interesting was the session?

extremely
helpful

extremely neither, or some, extremely
boring oLbQ.tl 4 interesting

4. It the session were repeated , how would you want to see it changed?

.er

5. Have you any other .comments, criticisms, suggestions?

8 cl
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SUNNARY OF OP IN IONS ON EPP

To I

mark
icate yoff
X at the

I. 'Was there enough opportunity For 'discussion

(a) at the Saturday sessions?
(b) at the after-school sessions?

.1. Were discussions better because participants
came from different school districts?

A

3. Are you now more aware of envirl'onmental issues
in Your daily life than you were before ElPFP?

opinions of the FIPIP project please
appropriate place on each scale.

1

much-too
little

1

about

right

.1

much too
much

1. Was the project valuable to you personally?

3. Old the Superintendents dominate discussions?

0. Ha-. your LINP Participation Led You to discuss
envirbnmental issues with aon-participating educators?

. Wa,-; the FIP1P discussion of mass transit and
new expressways valdable to you?

much no

better different

1 4

not at all some

1 (

not at all \'.some

much
worse

very mual

not at all some

I

very -much

1(

very much

never some many times

not at all some

',Thy was t'llere o more discussion (a) too boring
on the rellico Pam issue in your, group? (h) still,too sensitive

r

(Chec4 more than One if your wish) (c) (othbr)

Please indicate ;low relevant each of the tollowing
topics (from the Saturday sessions) were, in your
mind, to the use of local environmental issues in

teaching:

Pescribing and monitoring the ecosystem
Population pressurts on the environment
Fnergy use and energy sources
Oomestic. and indw;trial waste disposal
Food production and distribution

19. What did you like most about FIP1P?

p.

very muCh

0 - almost unrelated
1 a little related
= fairly well related

3 = extremely related

14. land use policies
1. The earth's natural resources
16. Water managemen
17. Pesticides
18. Endangered species

20. What did you dislike most ahout FIPIP?
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Ray administered this scale and showed the results to
the Executive Director. They found several things to
puzzle ahout, particularly the reserve the teachers had
about being identified with environmental advocacy. He
asked Ray "if he could find out more about it. Ray called
Claire Brown at CIRCE (217 333i3770), knowing she is a
specialist in program evaluation who had done a case study
of 1_,TVEC. Claire suggested that he might try an attitude
sclae developed by Graham Maxwell and Bcfb Stake, a scale
called the RELS SELF-ASSESSMENT SCALE. (A. copy is
included.) No technical information was available for this
scale, hut Ray felt that he could get a better picture0 of
how the participants now feel about a commitment to en-
vironmentalism.

Ray wished he had administered the form as a pretest
as well as a post-test. This woUld have given him a gain
score for each participant, and- he could have tested the
statistical significance of the gain on each item. He was
awtrt, that gain scores a,,re much less reliable than the scale
scores.

The median score for most of the knowledge items on
\the RELS ,LF ASSESSMENT SCALE indicated that the
participa felt they knew more than "a small amount" but
less than " large amount" about various information and
issues. Only 2 or 3 participants indicated a strongly
activist stance, and most were optimistic about the benefits
of collective inquiry and curricular attention to en-
vironmental problerns.

Ray did not do any hypothesis testing of the statistics
because he was interested in describing this particular
group rather Wan drawing inferences to some hypothetical
population.

Summary. Ron Szoke made a rough summary of data
from each of- the \ four opinionnaires and spent a couple of
hours discussing them with the Director. They went over
(ach of the priginal 17 queStions, noting no data on many
of them but concluding that there were good answers to
manyc questions about participant interest, conviction, and
like ihood of taking further action. He asked Ron to make a'
brief oral presentation to the Board, which provoked a
lively discussion for almost an hour one evening.



RELS SELF-ASSESSMENT SCHEDULE

Please indicate tjie amount of each characteristic or value true for you.

0 = None or almost none 1 = A small amount 3 = A large amount

(Let let 6 = the amount for a Ralph Nader or Albert einstein
or the most extreme person on any particular scale)

Write the appropriate scale value (0,1,2,3,4,5, on 6)
for you in the space for each item.

1. YA4r knowledge of general environmental issues.

2. Your knowledge of environmental issues of this region.

3. Your knowledge of the ecology of this region.

4. Your knowledge of agencies for environmental control.

5. Your gnderstanding of the interaction of environment, energy, and
economics.

Your understanding of social and technical obstacles to environ----4
mental control.

7. Your interest in working for environmental protection and improvement.

8. Your sense of urgency about environmental problems.

9. Your sense of despair about resolving environmental problems.

10. The importance you attach to collective inquiry for resolving
environmental issues.

11. The possibility of resolving these issuilp by cannunity discussion
and debate.

12. The need for aggressive protest against those causing environmental
problems.

13. Your ability to contribute to public discussion on environmental
issues.

14. Your frustration with people having little interest in environmental
issues.

15. Your knowledge of potential sources of environmental information.

16. The possibility of adding environmental education to the,school
curriculum.

11. The value of adding environmental education to the school curriculum.

18. Your intention to work for adding environmental education to the
curriculum.

19. The need for calmhand rational study of enviroomental problems.

20. Your sense of commitment to.environmental education.
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Illustrative Application. #3.

AN EVALUATION STUDY OF POSSIBLE
BIAS IN COMMITTEE WORK

Focus: Citizens League of Minneapolis-St. Paul

Evaluation studies are often undertaken because some-
one complains about the way' things are working.. One
common complaint about environmental study groups is that
they are biased in one way or another. It is eXpected that
individual members of committees will have their convictions
(biases) but that the committee as a whole will have a
balanced approach and that 'its reports will not overly
emphasize or ignore the viewpoint of any special interest.

From time to time critics of the Citizens League have
charged it wit "elitism" and with "under'-representing
women, minorfies, and low income groups." With every
committee report there are some who feel that recommen-
dations went too far or not far enough, and thus were
biased.

In' Chapter II readers were informed of League manage-
ment efforts to selectively recruit additional committee
members .to balance sides out . During orientation sessions
invited 'speakers acquaint the committed with "the facts of
the issUes under consideration." Many valued resource
persons represent special interests. The staff member
serving the committee attempts to assure, not that bias will
be avoided., but that all sides are heard.

Of course a well informed committee dirwill never be
entirely unbiased.' And Libaanimity does'''. not guarantee
fa.irness. Experience has shown. that toward the end of
League study sessions . committee members are. usually
largely in.' agreeme,nt over the..key ..issiies and some action to
he taken.' This is true no 'doubt partly because many of
those seeing:: little 'hope_ for their point of view drop out.
And those tayi9g gravitate toward a compromise position,
not necessarily ffee qf bias -but minimally controversial
within the committee. There is no hope for a repOrt en-
tirely free of bias, hut there -are many ways of working
toward rninimizatioh of bias Some were just mentioned.
Another way is for someone to evaluate the process to
identify sources of. bias. -That is the sc\rt of evaluation
study described 'in this section.
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Self Study. For purposes of making this evaluation
manual realistic let us suppose that about four months into
its work the Study Committee investigating , the topic
SELECTING SITES FOR UNDESIRABLE ENVIR,ONMENTAL
USES has opted to conduct such an evaluation. Members
were concerned about possible bias in their own delibera-
tions--and had to wait several weeks anyway until further
testimony was available.

The committee considered its resources and its con-
cerns carefully and decided that the committee members
themselves should do the evaluation. That is, they chose
to do a "self-study." The resources would largely be those
already at the committee's disposal and the informatign to be
examined would largely be that already shared by the
committee members. Still, members are aware that the
process of self-study is frequently criticized for ignoring
the values of outsiders7-an allegation even more relevant
,for the study of controversial issues. Therefore, its
self-study is planned to use both internal and external
procedures.

The committee does not intend to study Citizens
League operations in general but feels that study of its own
operations will be useful to other committees and to the
League's Board. Therefore it accepts the responsibility for
making certain matters more explicit, detailed, and read-
able. And to protect the confidentiality of certain matters,
if need be, by presenting some testimony anonymously and
possibly with some obfuscation of personal circumstances.

The principal'question is:
,14What evidence is there that this com-

mittee does not give balanced attention
to all sides of questions and that
materials for the final report are inade-
quately considerate of certain important
value positions?

The members of the committee 'decidSthey will break their
work into four parts:

(1) Identification of both general value
concerns and concerns specific to
an individual issue

(2) Review of committee action by
persons sympathetic to the indivi-
dual value positions

poollg
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(3) Compilation of instances of possible
bias by committee members

(4) Analysis and presentation of evi-
dence of bias

The committ e divides itself into four subgroups for thosee .

tour responsibilities, with the expectation that other people
will help when needed. They decide that they will try to
complete this evaluation within a month, using parts or all
of the four evening meetings regularly scheduled for this
evaluation work.

Value Position Acknowledgment. The first subgroup is
scheduled to being to the first meeting a list of value posi-
tions important in their work. They discuv the situation
and decide to include three elements in their list:

(a) value-laden issues the committee is
considering

(b) specific* advocacy groups indicating
concern about these issues

(c) general groups of people having a
stake in the issues

They each agree to work on the list during the coming
week so as to present a list for discussion and improvement
at the first evaluation meeting. One member agrees to
reccie, by phone, the suggestions of subgroup members
and to present a list to the full committee at the first
evaluation meeting.

At that meeting a list of 12 issues, 21 ffadvocate
groups, and 9 general groups is discussed, and added to.
The committee becomes persuaded that they should try to,
work most with a smaller number of issues and groups,
checking, though, to see that the substantial rarige is
maintained. Their concern was not to identify all possible
value positions, and thus all possible sourceS of ias, but
to identify a, small but diverse working set of value posi-
tions for thorough examination. The resulting list was
turned over to the whole committee:



REPRESENTATIVE VALUE-LADEN ISSUES BEFORE THE COMMITTEE
(this list' and'the entire story are hypothetical)

(1.) Location of Solid Waste Dispopal
Impact on : taxpayers, nearby residents,, land developers, junk'

dealers. citizens
Petitioners Associated Refuse Haulers, municipalities, Save Our

Cities, American Federation of Labor, individuals

(2) The Disposition
Impact on
Petitioners

( 3 ) Industries
Impact

of Nuclear Plant Wastes
citizens, power and energy 'users, residents
Northern Electric Power Co., Minnesota Chamber a
Commerce, Sierra Club, American Civil Liberties
Union, individuals

Depending on .Natural Water Cooling
on citizens, taxpayers, riverside residents

nesses, sports fishermen
Petitioners Isaac Walton League, Northern Electric Power Co.,

Ten Thousand Lakes Tourist Association, Outdoorsmen
Inc., Sierra Club, Inland Smelting, individuals, Uni-
versity of Minnesota

and bupi-

(4) Cattle Feeder Lots
Impact on

Petitioners

( 5) Zoning for Power
Impact on :

Petitioners

citizens, taxpayers, nearby residents,
.opers, cattle feeders, meat packrs
Swift & Co., General Foods, American Farm Bureau,
municipalities, American Hereford Association, indivi-
duals

land devel-

Boats, Snowmobiles and Other Noisy Sports Craft
citizens, taxpayers, sportsmen, land developers,
craft retailers
Outdoorsmen Inc., American Red Cross, Minnesota
Chamber of Commerce, Sierra Club, individuals

This list was accompanied by a statement indicating that
these issues And parties could be considered representative
of committee involvements for the purpose of deciding
whether or not certain rights, investments, and ideals
might be under-repres6nted in actionis taken by the com-
mittee.
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A secoend subgroup took the responsibility to arrange a
review of committee action to date by persons sympathetic
to individual value positionS. A f ter looking at the list
presented by the first, subgroup they decided to ask the
following persons to meet at the r4gu1ar meeting time of the
second evaluation week:

(a) an executive of Northern Electric
Power

(b) ari0 officer of the Sierra Club .

(c) a staff member of the Chamber of
Commerce

(d) a Legal Aid attorney

(e) a resident living near a challenged
industrial site

1
A League staff member (other .than the one regularly
assigned to this committee) agreed to assist this panel.

The primary materials for tl-A.r review were the weekly
minutes, noted in the previous chAlpter as "terse, cogent,

16-complete\ and about as interesting as minutes can get."
Various attachments 'and exhibits came with the minutes.
The charge tot the '"blue rilibon panel" was as follows:

Please examine the materials of the
committee studying SELECTING SITES
FOR UNDESIRABLE ENVIRONMENTAL
USES and( note any evidence you might
find or any suspicion you might have
that the deliberations of the committee
are incomplete or biased toward or
against any point of view. Note any
reasons that might occur to you why the
committee might be so disposed.

The panel received their materials the day after the,,first
evaluation meeting d agreed to look them over before
gathering at the end the w k. The panel meeting would
be used for discussion an further study. The panel's
staff member agreed to have a summary of their findings
available for distribution at the third evaluation meeting.

At the suggestion of one of the
panel efforts wero to follow a
approach as advocated by Michael Scriven. Although they
might be somewhat familiar _with the goals of the League and
this particular committee, and although they would

committee members the
Itgoal-free evaluation"

4

7./
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encounter some goal statements 4ion the minutes , they were
not encouraged to conduct their investigation with part /
cular attention to those goals, but to look only for -evidence
of bias as it was meaning ful to them .

Each member of the panel had comments to make about
how special interests were being handled . There was some
general agreement that the committee was responsive to
advocates and petitioners , but noted that the choice of
testimony and spokespeople was, as recog nized , incomplete
ii.nd somewhat arbitrary.. Further they noted that the com-
mittee seemed to attend more to points of view presented
personally, less to those well documented but not presented
personally. Two panelists separately lamented particular
inattentions , one to the concerns of the taxpayer and the
4t her to the need for a vigorous and expanding economy for
full employment and for solvency of the social security
program . In other words , to the panel , committee biases
seemed determined more* b y their own processes of inquiry
than by prior convictions of the committee .

Sel f-evaluation Port folios . The third subcommittee had
the responsibility to- compile instances of possible bias rec-
ognized by members of the committee . At the first session
the subgroup discussed the use of self-evaluation port-
folios. Following the work of. Scheyer and Stake the plan
would be for each member to keep some reminder (in a
portfolio) of each instance when the question of bias arose
but did not get immediate attention . Periodically the port-
folios would be sorted out for setting agendas aimed at
discussing t he control of bias . Since this evaluation effort
was to cover activities already past and was to result in a
summative rather than an ongoing review,, the subgroup
asked each committee member to pretend that they had kep t
such a wort folio and to think of two or three items ,that
might be in it , and to preiCar-7 a 3x5 card briefly explainin4
t he instance of bias referred to . If it was an instance not
known to most members of the committee the explanation

.juight have to run a little longer. . T hese 3 x5 cards would
,collecte.d after some review ang discussion at the second

mee'ting and prCpared by r. the League staff member for
dis'tribution at the third meeting .

(To give the committee members more of an idea of the
rationle and procedure of a self-evaluation using port folios
tha sthff assistant circulated a brief explanation , incl uding
the following quotations from SCheyer and Stake :

T he port fol io should incl tide the judg-
/ ments and opinions of vrious persons . . .
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On each issue there will dif ferent
value positions. Diverse tesJimonies
reveal the different peeceptions that
people have about what is good and bad
about a program. . .

As dif ferent valuings become clearer, , the
need and -the opportunity for compromise
emerge. Thevre will be times Ole staff
should resist compromise , to hold out for
what is precious to them; but asually
some compromise should ',be found to
respond to concern from all side?4.

1/4

A gain attention was drawn to the importance of recognizing
imptit bias :

41/4.

. the portfolio 4i not merely a
happenstance collectidE . Some entries
are sought and others are created. for a
purPose . Some things need to be repre-
sented more than others. . .

(This) portfolio should be a loose collec-
tion so that parts of it can be
rearranged and differently displayed
fromt-ime to time . T he entries should
reflect th,e program activities , its issues ,

its valuings , and its compromises.

At any one time the portfolio keeper
presents only a selected portrayal. The
selection should be based upon issues ,
key issues, major concerns about
running the program. Only a few issues
should be pursued , but those in
depth. . .

Progressive focussing on the evidence in
the portfolio shapens the portrayal. A

store Of responsive , expressive questions
about the program begins to emerge .
The questions represent the issues. . .

At the third meeting the committee found the following
among the many noteworthy items in the simulated port-
folios :

(a) an instance when the committee
chairman urged that the delibera-
tions put personal concerns ahead
of ocia1 concerns and social con-
cerns ahead of commercial concerns

4

i
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(b) the decision of the committee not to
consider parking garages and
limited access highway location
withirl its jurisdiction

(c) the unwillingness of the committee
to hear the full testimony of a
woman who wanted a clear distinc-
tion between nuisances and hazards

An Adversary Hearing . The fourth group decidec6t
would like to have the evidence of bias brought to the com-mittee as if it were a Congressional hearing , a program
evaluation approach advocated by Owens , Wolf and others.
At first there was opposition that would tend to politicize
their sincere ef forts--but a 1968 quotation from Congress-
man Bolling brought agreement erhaps reluctant :

I would hope that 11 of you who are
disillusioned by t e. political process ,
who think you can escape the political
process, would recognize that the frame--
work of the society within, which you
work and plan is based on the political
process.

Two attorneys servirtg on the committee were persuaded to
summarize and present the evidence of bias and the refuta-
tion of that evidence, but only after it was agreedas Wolf
urges--that both sides would be pledged to the clarification
of the situation rather than to the winning of the confron-
tation. In fact , each advocate agreed to commend his
opponent when he felt that a point had been particularly
well made.

The remaining members of the Skibgroup all decided to
sit as hearing officers and the rest of the committee would
sit as audience. A third attorney volunteered to .serve as
hearing officer or moderator. . The principal testimony to be
heard would be that submitted .by the first three sub-
groups, the value positfons list , the findings of the blue
ribbon panel, and the items from the simulated portfolios.
Each side was allowed any additional witnesses it needed
but each of the two presentations, not including questions
from the hearing officers and cross examination, was not to
exceed 40 minutes. At the* close of the hearing the entire
committee would vote on the following. motion:

Because the actions of this committee are
in need of more effective 4control of
possible bias, a subcommittee will be
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named to devise- and initiate various
remedies, subject to approval of the
committee as a whole.

Interviews on Representation. One member of the
committee continued to arpe that bias could best be under-
stood and controlled, by increasing attention to the selection
process. She 6rged that another evaluation study be
undertaken, perhaps by another study group, with inter-
vivw data from five gromps:'

(a) the League's Program Committee

(b) original and persisting members of
the study group

(c) otheif persisting members added
later

(d) study group members who dr4opped
out

(e), consultants, petitioners and other
resource persons

She proposed that the interviewers organize their ques-
tioning around these questions:

(a) What do yOu see, as the' basic pur-
poses of the Citizens League?

(b) What do you see as the bask pur-
poses of this tudy comMittee?

(c) What are your personal interests in
the work of this study committee?

(d) What are the activities you have
been most _pleased with?

tr

(e) What are the activities' .you have
been most dismayed about?

4
(f) Do you feel that in any instance

the committee has been unfair?

(g) flow could the committee improve its
representation of the various points
of view and arrive at fair and
effective solutions to problems?

4

9 '
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11. She felt tliat the League tihOuld underwrite the costs of 20days of interviewing plus analysis by an experienced and
respected interviewer.

Other committee members commented informally that the
one place to study bias of the committee would be to studythe role of the staff member. The data are "filtered"' by
the keepers of the minutes. Many subjective choices are
made.

An examinAtion of the procedures by which committeemembers are selected, of the quality of services obtainedfrom consultants, and of'the operating procedures of the
committee itself,' is part. of the responsibility of each study
committee and the parent body. To some extent watchful
eyes are ever watching: officers, _ newspaper people,
citizens--friends and 'enemies. But is it enough to monitor
the work informally? Often, yes; sometimes, no.

Quality Control of Network Information. Obviously,the combination of goal-free evaluation, external review,
portfolios and an adversarial method of issue resolution
places "a high premium on the integnitY ano) fairrnindedneis
of study committee members. Even with (he resource's of
the' Citizens League and even with the services of excellentstaff personnel, the resources of the individual member aregreatly needed.

-

Research on the "transfer of knowledge" supports the
quality-control steps emphasized here, including the careful
balancing of committee 'membership, utilizing consultants,
and gathering information about the study process). Menzeland Havelock testitlied to the importance of such steps.
And a summary document on the factors involved in the
successful transfer of innovations said:

-
An outside person or group may perceive
a need for new knowledge and also take
on the responsibility of bringing the
knowledge \to the organiz'ation:

vv.

Menzel extended this premise into the realm of networking,
a concept prominent in literature on environmental educationand central to the case studies presented in this evaluation
manua. Menzel said:

.Many new information networks have
'been established by orga"nizations such
aS the COuncil Of State Governments. . .
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By organizing conf
newsletters they
from all over t
the exchange
thus increas
of thelates

In some import
reaction to tra
eyes of critic
conditions.

re9tes Of, i;ublishing
ring together officials
yrSuntry and facilitate

f ideas and knowledge,
g the officials' awireness

developments n their field.
,

t ways, the emerging etworks are a
iortal organizations which- at least in the

a e not responding eifecevely to changing

In ome places "networking" 'is no more than a buzz
word. trOng wor-ds of caution about widespread dissemina-
tio7" siiperficial and rationalistic are to be found in the
Min apolis-St. Paul material and other "information science"
do ents. Given the political-social-economic trade-offs in

fields of energy and environment today, warnings by an
inent scholar should be heeded. In 1975 Everett Rogers

adyi.seid that:

A

1;*

shedding the pro-innovation bias in
diffusion research should lead to serioUs
questioning of how 'good' 'the innovationg
being investigated -really are, rather
than assuming that th.ey have consider-
able relative advantage over previous
practice.

AwarAness, Knowledge and Behavior. Beginning with
the rSEA Irgislation of- 1965, and accompanied by other
activittes initiated by' the late President Johnson's plans for
a "Great Society," we have received a host of reports on
the processes and procedures by which awareness leads
individuals and groups through a series of stages to an
end-result manifest in practice. Usually, this ,alledged
sequence moves from awareness--to acquisition of knowledge
.--to trials or comparisons of the new infor ation with older
forms--to adoption of the behavior or inn
become increasingly evident that few, if any, ocial chang
actually occur in this linear fashion. Lindbloom's famou
critique of 1959, and his pradse for "muddling through,"
has been followed by countless other criticisms of tech-
pological advocacies. Pages 7 and 8 of the Minnesota, case
'kudy highlight e'vents that fit poorly into linear models of
change,.

First they cite the 'critical influence of
visible problemse.g., evidence
of Dutch Elm Disease.

ation. It has
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Second : events in Syracuse, New York,
are hailed as testimony to the
need for sustaining interest and
support over time.

Third while awareness may be acute,
the necessary knowledge may not
be available--or may be controlled
by thos with \rested interests in
keeping. it 'out Of the public
domain. Also, the high degree of
emotionalism surrounding environ-,
mental issues is already apparent.

Fourth : we live in a knowledge-ric,h
society. Not all of it iis equally
valuable, but it all competes for
our time and attention. The
existence of such conditions
reinforces constraints--latent and
real--encompassed by the pre-
ceding trio.

At least one other matter looms over our efforts to
cope with 'environmental issues in an "educational" format.
In the, form of a question it might be presented this way:
"Will conflicts over the environment reinforce social class
divisiveness?" This concern was expressed in our opening
statements. Intervening passages have attempted to
delineate certain evaluation measures designed to reduce the
controversies surrounding environmental problems. But
contróvel-sy will remain.

Traditional forms\ of evaluative andt alytical,skills may
have to be supplemented by the tools of conflict resolution:
negotiation, bargaining, ,compromise, Conciliation, creative
integration and synthesis, organization of coalitions, and
techniques' of individual and group persuasion. Burdens
and responsibilities assumed by members of the Citizens
League and its cadre of study committees seem almost over-
powering. Yet they appear better equipped than most civic
groups to confront the major challenges of our time. In
fact, environmental struggles may offer the severest test of
the final criterion 'employed by the Program Committee in:its
efforts to help League members decide on projectsnamely,
"Is the problem 'capable of being resolved by reasons based
on fact, vr are the emotional overtones, the tides of. bias,
too strong to permit reasoned analysis?"



Illustrative Application :#4

AN EVALUATION OF STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT

Focus : Little Tennessee Valley Schools

Perhaps the most common type of formal evaluation of
educational programs is the evaluation of student achieve-
ment. It is common to think that the quality of the teach-
ing is manifest in the quality of student performance on
tests . Actually, the major determinants tof -student per-
formance are previous achievement and aptitude rather than
teaching effectiveness, and our tests are foo crude to give4
a good picture ot what youngsters have learned. Still,
achievement tests sometimes give us at least a rough idea of
what the teaching has accomplished .

-,A

\Unless the test is standardized and we are very
familiar With' usages of that test, the total score tells little
about the attainment of the student . ( And standardized
tests are seldom closely related to the teaching .)
Individual items may tell us important things. By
answering correctly, does the student knit)* this particular
fact or relationship alone, or the surrounding complex of
facts and relationships. We know that our items fail to tap
many of a youngster's understandings , so that it is easy
for scores to underestimate attainment . But it is easy for
us to overgenetalize from a correct resppnse. Yet , even
that limited information can be valuable ,

,

tTeaching Envir nmentahsm. Let us assume that four
teachers 'attencling tFIe EINP inservice session decide to try
out some environmental education materials in their own
classes, They decide they will particularly try tb 'under-
stan X the difficulties of changing course objectives under
pre nt school circumstances? t

The teachers and administrators at the Saturday morn-%

ing sessions frequently pondered the issue of how more
environmental questions could be raised in school. They
were sensitive to the fact that the public and the profession
were pressing for less( to be Included in the curriculum , not
more. Most were persuaded that the curriculum reform
efforts of the 1960s had raiseU too high the expectations of
what a teacher would teach . The watchword was "back to
the basics. " New courses ,and new content within the tradi-
tional courses had few ,advocates.

10,
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Yet 'they felt tliat the perplexing problems of energy
and environment should not be left entirely to incidental
-learning . Television portrayed some thingS effectively, but
the personal involverqent needed for a real grasp of the
social, political, economic and personal interrelationships
was missing .

The best scholastic solution seemed to be to provide
supplementary units to teachers who would decide, on an
individpal basis, when there was a need and an opportunity
for teaching basic environmental understandings.

The four teachers who decided, on some immediatetry-outs are:

Frances Winters, social studia-, Collingwood
School

Rose Jackson, hoMe economics, East Monroe High
School

Forrest Hagerstrom, mathematics, East Monroe
High

Shirley Webb, business education,, Cherokee
Unified

Eac'h of the four picked out hone course s/he was teaching
and an environmental topic that seemed to fit:

Sociology
Marriage and Famity- .

Practical Math
Consumer Problems. .

Energy
. Population Growth

Utility Bills
. Conventional vs Microware

Ovens

Shirley Webb indicated that In her Business Education
course she wanted to introduce the topic of "demand for
electric energy" but needed Aomething like "the choice of
ovens to purchase" as a practical point of entry.

These teachers were developing manyNof their ideas
from materials published by the University. 'bf Tennessee
Environment Center. Frances Winters found, for example,
ideas in their "white book" for high pchool social.studies on
tile following:

(1) Socioeconomic ProblernS, and Energy
(2) Population Growth and Resource r Consumption

3) U.S. Dependence on Foreign Oil
(4) Energy Production and Wastc)
(5) Retail Merchants and lnergy Conservation
(6) An-Energy Conservatioin Campaign



Forrest 111 erstrom was in correspondence with
Professor Ro rt Waller of Nothern Iowa University to
obtain mat exercises in an environmental education
context .

Over/ a period of two months each teacher 'was
a e to spend at least three hours of class time on the
nvironmental topics. At first they felt that this was

too little to produce any measureable achievement, but
4hey were curious .about that, and they wanted to get
a feel about handling it as a full teaching module .

They de'cided to go ahead with some testing .

Rose Jacrson had heard that criterion-referenced
tests were superior to the usual norm-referenced tests
liT,Zsassessing performanc on specific objectives. None
of them really unarstood what that meant so they
plp.ced a call to the ERIC Clearinghouse on Tests and
Measterements (609 921-9000) . They were referred to
several books but also were told that for constructing
a few items for their classes it was, not going to ke
any difference Othether they wrote criterion.referen ed
items emphasizing skills that all students were ex-
pected to master or whether they wrote 'norm refer-u
enced items that were intended to discriminate max-
imally between the students who had acquired the
general skills and the students who had not.

Item Selection. They decided it would be in-
teresting to present some of' the same questions to all
four classes, plus additional questions more pertinent
to their special lessons. For the common questions
they selected True-False questions from the University
of Tennessee Environmental center, materials. The
-twelve 'items selected are shown on the next page .
For assistance in constructing other items they re-
ferred to Gronlund's

After each teacher had administered the common
and unique( items to their class they got together to
discuss the results. They concluded that the scores
did, as usual, give them a pretty good rank-ordering
of students from best achieving to poorest, aria that
more students missed several pimple items than they
had prediated. But they also knew of several, stu-
dents wh6 had really gotten involved in e environ-1
mental questions , had read several releArt articl
yet had done poorly on the tests. Generally, thday we
disappOinted with what the test results told them , an
felt it would have been more useful to have had a
discussion with some of the 'students to find out what
was understood and how the instruction could be

cimproved.
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T-F ITEMS CHOSEN BY EIPIP TEACHERS TO, USE IN COM-
MON FOR TESTING ACHIEVEMENT

(1) The population of the United States doubles about
every 46 years and the demand for electr,icity
doubles about every 10 years.

4!

(2) Widespr.e41 conversation of urban refuse into
fuels coi4ld y.ipply approximately 25 percent of
our total 1 energy consump on.

(3) If all coal fro reserves in e U.S. were mined
and made available, there would be enough to last
us for several hundred years if used at the
present' rate .of consumption.

(4) The cost of transporting coal can often equal the
cost of mining.

(5) Oil-is the cleanest burning of the. fossil fuels, and
is, therefore, in great deman

(6) The most significant variable affecting fuel con-
sumption in an automobile is its wpight.

(7) Th4 best location for the thermostat is on the
oldest wall.

(8) Fluorescent lights are less efficient than in--candescent t

(9) . The energy used to drive a car initially came
from the sum via green plants. ,

(10) The heat lost through the house is primarily
through the ceiling.

(11) In the Tennessee Valley .region, the water heater
accounts for about 50 .percent of the electric

(12) The electric range uses less electricity .thati. the
' clothes dryer,, window, air conditioner,. arld
dishwasher combined.

lo;
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Illustrative* Application #5
.

ETHNOGRAAHIC EVAL6ATION 6F A COMMU.I\l'ITY-BASED
PRCAdRAM

Focus: TA? Land Owners Organization

Consider tlie following description from the notebook of.
thp, LTVEC case study ethnographer:

"In' a dar of considerable government talk. about .ad-
vocacy and employment of the people, we ,see that in an
indirect and painful way, TVA has empowered the people of
the Little Ten4ssee. Valley as they 'would not have been
empowered otherwise. From experience with TVA and th*e
Tellico Project the people have learned ab4ut the im-
portance of community and regional advocacy. They've
learded, 7ith TVA's good example, the meaning of the
words from the. popular country and western song, "The-
Gambler," so big in Tennessee this spring;

You gotta knop when to hold 'em
Know when to fold 'em

`-Acriow when to walk away
Know when to run. . . .

"This is not to say that in the postellic4o period
Loudon, Blount, and Monroe counties resonate with com-
munity action. Still, there are a *few igdications of a- tew
way of thinking about issues related to the Little TennesAe
and the river valley, and surprisingly, of -support for that
activity from TVAir

"A gcrod example oi \this more region-oriented,
action-oriented approach', as Afell as TVA's new posture is
seen in the Little Tennessee Land Owners Organization.
Times were particularly bad in the cia,ifs when people along
the Little Tennessee Were having their homes and land
snatched rather ruthlessly from them, with token reim-
bursement mady by TVA. Quite predictably, there evolved
a loosely-knit 'Very informal tietwork of displaced and po-
tentially displaced land owners-603 in allneighbors be-
fore, now linked together even more closely by their com-
mon problem. Through the network flowed mutual support,
and information such as which land TVA was appraising
now, what was being offered, .what Suits were being filed,
and so. on. Of this group, five families refused to move at
TVA's demand (and at this writing still have not) , among
them the Richies, the McCAlls, .and the. Mosiers. The Davis
family sold, but solicited the legal services of a special
lawyer from Kentucky, and filed suit against TVA .
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"In the fall of 1978, the new director of TVA, David
, Freeman, encouraged the structuring of 'this network into.a

more formal orgahizationN kccorcling tb Al Davis, current
president of the Land Ownv-s Organization, the organization
has a public membership, elected officgrs; and meets twice
monthly with two stated purposes:

(1) to 'work toward regaining the land for the
original land owners.

(2) to work to 13rotect the rights of th'e land
owners.

The LOA formulates and states positions on issties such as
the leasing of the land, now owned by TVA, and protection
from poachers .on the .land. Positioh statements are written
and submitted to TVA and TVA staff meet with LOA officers
to discuss the issues and recommendations."

..

. Let 'us imagine that the La d. Owners Organization has
. submitted a proposal and receiv d funding for a small grant-

from the Office of Erivironmental Education to achieve the
followidg: -

9

4

(1) To coordinate -community-wide gathering and
exchange of information related to land acquisition
and usage along the Little Tennessee River.

(/2) To conduct educational activities xhich inform
present and 'past landowners of le:& rights and
responsibilities in the on-going - River vs.
Reservoir dispute.

We have now created a situation similar to that of many
OEE community 'education. projects. - Within a small corn-
munitylaction organization; a speci'al project has been
undertaken, a project primafily ecrificationat in intent, yet
having a strong advocacy flavcrr. The educational activitie,
or the "9.erriculum,4 are not theoretical, not acaderr4, not
abstract; but are ipstead immediate and* tied closely to
people's deep conterns anct caring --in this case , for eir
land.

Now let us consider evaluation possibilities for such a
program. The evaluation situation is one which vems to
encourage evaluators to shy away from measurement and to
search for alternative, b (etter-fitting modes of data col-
lection and representation. They hope that such an eva-
luation would:

(a) allow for the study of open, changing
systems and emergint problems;

1 o 0

A
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(b) encourage the representation of multiple
viewpoints and value pervectives;

(c) focus on program activities and Ksues rather
than outcomes;

(d) provide a means of studying spontaneous
events, situations, 'and crisel;

(e) be sensitive to/the context and setting.

Naturalistic Evaluation. One approach which seems to
serve well in meeting most of these hopes is naturalistic

evVuation, sometimes called ethnographic or qualitative
/ evaluations Etbnography is a reNearch technique adaptable '

a
,

,- to 'program evaluation from anthropological research metho-
.. i.

, 7 dology where it has long been applied in the study of
cultural groups. Three des,iriptors of ethnography are
significant in, understanding its utility in evaluation. It isi

V

4

4

-10

(a) Field-based---Data collection ist conducted in which
processes being evaluated occdr.

(b) Observational-- A primary mckle of data collection
is direct observation of program processes and
events by the. evaluator or indirectly through
interviews, document analYsis, photography, etc.

(c) Passive--In gathering data, the evaluator intrudes
as little as possible upon the program activity.
(For example, instead of administering tests to

a program participants or having them respa to
simulated problems, the researcher observes the
'behavior of participadts as they° go about their
usual' program activities in usual program con-

. rtexts.)

tt

L.-
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Case Stuiy Research. One application of natunalistic
evaluation techniques is in case study research. The .ease
study approach to evaluation, typically applies ehtnographic
research techniques to the study of a single instance orcase--or, for example, to the study of a small-.;,scale pro-
gram such as the Land Ofners Organization.

To understand how case study research is conducted,
let us first imagine shadowing an ethtiographer through the
various stages of a case study of the Land Owners Or-
ganizatipn.

It, is in t'he fiscal year. Officers of the Land
Owners Organization begin to plan toward a final report
which soon must be presented to the funding agency of
their comrhunitir education grant. They- decide to commission
a case stuq evaluation of the Laiid Owners Organization
program and,Noperations, especially, to focus upon its com-
munity education dimension. The evaluator, contractedfrom the nearly university, grumbles a bit at the late date
and the organization's limited evaluation budget, but -agrees
to attempt a fifteen day, on-site case study of ,the or-
ganization and its educational efforts, as requested.

\ , .
Through telephone and mail exchanges prior to the site,visit, formal arrangements hre been made ' between the

evaluator atid the program staff which specify cost,- obliga-
.tion, access, issues Of confidentiality, etc. , for the case. ..

. The evaluator arrives on-site a day early, and utilizes
the first afterrioon and evening becoming oriented to the
cultural and environmental context. She takes a leisurely
dtive alon the Little Tennessee River, allows time to stop
for viewin the valley, recently cleared for reservoir flood-
ing . She locates a local nswspaper to read, while having aneyening meal at a local diner. Each of these experiences
conttibutes to the development of a general feel for and
understanding of the environmental milieu in which she will
be working.

..' ..

The first official contact oi the study is with Al Davis,
President of the Land Owners Organization. Excerpts from
that interview follow:

We have now 140. members . . .There are 683 heads of
households (landowners along Little Tennessee) . Some
didn't have to move. Only about 310 had to move.

t We have five elected officers.

1%1
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Some people have been hot for the land for selfie
reasons. . . Only about ten percent. are for it (tit
reservoir)

,Wag goner (previous Director of TV A) wouldn' t have
even talked to you. , Now with Freeman (current
Director of TVA) it's a different ballgame

The Board of ,Directors meets every two weeks. We'
discuss problems--anything related to landowners . .

recently, leasing, an4 the way leases are written, and
about lowering the price pf rent. We asked TVA to
rent to former 1aNdowner4 first. We asked.-for pro-
tection from poachers on our leased lari,d. Used ortat
you couldn't legally keep peopie off.

We've met With Freeman twice. In most cases they like
us to meet with staff before the TVA Board . .

They changed the lease, but not suitably.
*

Also, we .may be into 'other things, We want TVA to
let the landowners have their land back. At this
point, they can't let us . haye it. As with the
Cross-Batge Canal in Florida, the people have not
been able to get their land back. A judge ruled that
in three years if the project is incomplete, the land
will be sold back at.the original price.

During this rather lengthy and intensive sesion, the .

researcher accomplishes several important tasks:

She experiences a first exposure to the its history, its
purposes, its activities, its problems and concerns.

f
ghe identifies and gains information for contacting

other informants: other Land Owners Organization officers'
families who would -not move from the valley; several mem-
bers who resist the reservoir plan; several members who
ardently support tile reservoir plan; TVA offkials; lawyers
and otherl; "experts" who have been brought in to give
special presentations to the 4-r.oup and to local community
audiences; key community figures.

She discovers the location and access routes to im-.,
portant records and documents: The Land Owners Or-
ganization Charter; the proposal for the Land Owners
Organization community education grant; 'maps; and docu-
ments showing land divisions and ownership in the *Hey;
minutes from the Land Owners Organization meetings;
census information for tile area.

,
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She determine special events and activities which she
will .want to observe: tilt Land Owners Organization
monthly meeting; special education presentations being
offered during the- fifteen-day period. V

Our case study evaluator is still not quite ready to
begin to gather data formally. At this point the evaluator
must detyrmine some- structure -for organizing her data
collection. A ctgally, she usually prtifers to' Use an
issues-based format, b.nd chooses to do so in her study of
Land Owners 0i-ganization as well. Based on many
factors--sensitivity to purpose and goalS, awareness of'
recent critical events and program process, current priorify
concerns of staff (as described by Al Davis), evaluation
audiences, and so onHshe arrives at the following list of
issue-questions at least for starters:,

*What effect have efforts of the Land Owners Organization
had upon TVA, its policies, and its decisions?

..*Has TVA exploite4A.0,14 organization for political purposes,
or diverted the Ot.tinization from its organization from its
original committments arid goals as an, informal network?

*How .is the organization affected by community tendency to
maintain the status quo?

*Is the River vs Reservoir issue too sensitive to serve as
the focus of an effective community education program?

*Have org'anization efforts- been dominated b'y extremists on
either side of the issues?

*Is there ,an ethical conflict between the land-owners' deep
desire to recover their land and OEE policy against political
advocacy -as part of project activity?

She now lays out all of' the possible data sources along
with thy* issues to be ipvestigated, weighs these against
constraints, and derives a feasible study plan. Once data
collection begins, we see otir evaluator coming and ,going at
a feverish pace. She has set herself a rigorous schedule,
perhaps overly full with interviews here and there over the
entire county and as Jar away as Knoxville, filling the
days, evenin`g sessions and meetings, and still needing time,
to make data entries, to allow for spontaneous observations
and experiences, and most importantly to maintain con-
ceptual direction of the study.

The first phases of data collection seem chaotic, with
the ethnographer experiencing/ considerable information
overload and disequilibrium. Slowly, however, the portrayal

C'
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begins to find its story line, to take recognizable shape and
form bpth in the data and in the mind of the evaluator.
Perh ps the educational effort 0/ithin Land Owners Organi-
zatio is merging beautifully with its political action thrusts
with landowners becoming more involved and effective hi,

their voting and action related to land use issues. On he
other hand, perhaps the case study bears a story of this-
directed educational empowerment, with renters along the
River becoming the real, but forgotten,. displaced persons;
with Land Owner Organilation membership con'sisting mostly
of absentee urban landowners who participate in the organi-
zation for political and economic reasons. Ana so on . . .

I
A

So e thnographer winnows the data, saving that
which eems most salient, and weaving it into the fabric of
a case stUdy story. This process begins on-site, and
contifiues on blyond the data-collection period.

The case study is synthesized into a final report which
is then .._dr.c.ulatect._ to appropriate audiences. Ideally, the

1 ethnographer is able to return to the site toreview -the
outcomes of the study with staff and possible membership of
the Land Owners Organization.

Perhaps our hypothetical evaluator had consulted and
adapted for her own situation a set of guidelines such as on
the followrng page:

1



One'et of Guidelines for Doing_ a Field-Op.§ervation Case Study

ANTI'IPATION

eview or discover what is expected at the outset in the way of a case study.
Consider the -questions, hypotheses, or issues already raised.
Read some of the case study ,literature, both methodological and exemplary.
Look for one or more studies possibly to use as a model.
Identify the "case." Was it prescribed, selected to represent, or mere convenienc
Define the boundaries of the case (or cases),.as they appear in advance.
Anticipate key problems, events, attributes, spaces, persons, vital signs.
Consider possible audiences for preliminary and final reportings.
Form initial plan of action, including definition of role of observer on site.

FI ST VISIT (?)

Arrange preliminary access, negotiate plan of action, arrange regular access.
Wriee a formal agreement indicating obligations for observer and.for host.

.Refine access rules With people involved, including union, PTA, officials, etc
Ncuss real or potential costs to hosts-, including opportunity costs.
Discuss arrangements for maintaining confidentiality of data, sources, reports
Discuss need for persons to review drafts to validate observations, descriptio

III. FURTHER PREPARATION FV, OBSERVATION
Make preliminary observations of activities. Use other sitesfor try-outs?

Revise plan of action, observer'sofole, case boundaries, issues, as needed./

"

Discus publicity to be given during an& following the study.
, 'Identqy information and services,: if any, to be offered hosts.

Allocate resources to alternative spaces, persons, methods, issues, phases ett.
Wentify -informants and sources_af particular...data. _

Select or develop instruments or standardized procedures, if any.
Work out record-keeping system, files, tapes; coding system; protected s orage.
Rework priorities for attributes, problems, events, audience , etc. / r

IV: FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF CONCEPTUALIZATION

Reconsider issues or other theoretical structure to guide the data gat tn i

Learn what audience meMbers know, what they want to tome to understand
Sketch plans for final report and dissemination of findings. /

Identify the possible"multiple realities," how pople see things diff rently.
Allocate attention to different viewpoints, conteptualizations.

V. GATHER DATA, VALIDATE DATA

Make observations, interview, debrief inf rmants, ga4her logs, use s s,etc.
Keep records of inquiry arrafigements and a tivities.
Select vignettes, special testimonies, ill strations.'
Classify raw data; begin interpretations.

Redefine:issues, case boundaries; renegotia e arrangements with ho ts; as neked.
Gather additional data, replicating or triangulating, to validate key/observations.

VI. ANALYSIS OF DATA

Review raw data under various possible interpretations.

Search,for patterns of data, whether or not indicated by the iss
Seek linkages between program arrangements, activities, and outc
Drale tentative conclusilins, organize according to issues, organi/e nal report.
Review data, gather new data, deliberately seek disconfirmation indings.

VII. PROVIDING AUDIENCE OPPORTUNITY FOR UNDERSTANDING
Describe extensfvely the setting within which the activity occu
Consider the report as a story; look for ways in which the sto i ncomplete.
Draft reports and produce materials for audience use.
Try them out on representative members of audience groups.
Help reader discern typicallity and relevance of s'Ituation as as for genralization.
Describe methods of investigation and theoreticalQconstructs
Revise and disseminate reports and materials. Talk to people

54-olts CD-23
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there are always too many ways to spend case study

research time. It should help delimit the study and allocate
time to decide whether it is really the case or some pro-

43lems or issues occurring there and elsewhere that is the
target of the study. If that particular case is the target of
interest, one should consider how to deal with issues vital
to the case but of little interest to the inveStigator.

Those classrooms and other schools spaces are the
living spaces of people. Most, by definition, are public, but
private by common law. Observation tudies can be anSunwarrante intrusion into the privacy of people. Seldom
should the r archer presume to.be the guardian of ration-
ality, efficiency, and morality.

The, reader seeking understanding of the case or the
issues is usually not very interested in the methods of the
study, perhaps not sufficientlY so. The researcher has an
ob1igatio64 to indicate the methods used and the choices
made, bqt these statements should not be so placed as to
obstructOhe reader's effort to understand the substantive
findings

4.

Th reader who wants, to challenge the findings is
likely t .say that the case stutly was subjective, aibitrary,

esentative, and inconclusive. Which is probably
t the study is not thus invalidated. , The counter
charges, if strong efforts to produce a valid .study

have oocur ed, is a good description of the methodological
and concep ual reasoning that took place, including efforts
at verificat on and ,disconfirmation.

non-re
true,
to the

terra/41-1er should reflect pon his/her own com-
mitfcients land biases, No obsservation r case study is free
of bias, nor is that a critical aspiration- t the validity of
the stildy is usually increased if the reader n appreciate
the bials. Two ways to do that are to describ nationwide
problems as they valued personally by the res archer and

...2t15 describe in the reports some local situatio s 'that are
relatively commonso the reader cap see how t e record is
fnfluericed by the researcher's commitments nd biases.



The Project Historian. The project historian is a
variation of case study evaluator. Such a person can play

k,a special evaluation role. She may (utilize ethnographic
research procedures, incorporating theM into the on-,going
process evaluation of a program.

The project historian observes, interviews, or searches
the documents, and generally immetses herself into the
stream of events of a program. Bowever, the evaluation
process extends the full duration of the program profess,
and interacts with it intermittently. In addition to eval-
uating the program through ethnographLic inquiry methods,
the project historian has the added respolisibility of 'pro-
viding on-going feedback so that the dvalu4tion results can
have immediate utility in prograkn planning,
decision-making, and direction.

k )

Th.e Land Owners Organization might choose to engage
a project historian in the evaluation of their program.
Usually the evaluator would be a volunteer from the com-
munity, a retired member perhaps or a co114e faculty
,member. Such a evaluation would entail intermittent visits

, to the site for observation, interviews, and review of
program documentation. The evaluator might require time
at Board .Meetings for the exchange of information on he
progress,, problems, etc., of the project. .

Cautions about Naturalistic Evaluation. At 'least three
special problems are associated with naturalistic evaluation:

(1) These studies are expensive. They often volve
evaluators for seemingly inordinate durations nd at
great time and financial expense to programs.

(2) Such studies require evaluators with special*
oitientation toward and preference for naturalistic (as
opposed to experitnental) ,studies, as well as some
experience in field-based research. Such evaluators
are .in a minority across the field of evaluation, and
can he difficult for a program to locate.

(3) Results of naturalistic studies are inappropriate
for many audiences and evaluation purposes. They
often appear overrly subjective, arbitrary, and non-
representative. ,They are unresponsive to audiences
with a penchant for experimentally-derived data.
Results, of naturalistic studies are often slow in com-`
ing, and once in hand, of great. length, detail, and
complexity. For this reason, they fail to meet eval-
uation needs which demand immediate, concise, and
conclusive results.
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'ORGANIZING AN EALUATION STUDY
4

We have used half the space of this. Program (Evaluation
Manual telling you about LTVEC and the 2itizens League
because we feel that evaluation studies should be rooted in
their programs, sensitive to the local context, .and
structured upon . the issues . tha_t concern people near at
hand. It is' nftdral for persons charged with difficult
evaluation responsibilities to look for research designs and
evaluation models tested, validated, and made ^ready for
general use. Such designs and models exist. ThPy have
been proposed by manl. specialists. But actual usage has
shown them lacking, needing adaptation to local conditions
and extension to otherwise overlooked fundamentals of the
program. It can be shown that the proposerS of these
designs, when carr ng but evaluation studies themselves,
do not stick closely fo their prototypic designs but draw
eclectically. from a nu ber of different ideals.

What the successful evaluation specialist appears to do
is to think simultaneously of the uniqueness' of this program

- and potential modification of designs that work best for him
or her. Working)back/ and. forth in some kind of dialectic,
attending to both the /real and the ideal, drawing Other
people into the planning, the experienced evaluation arrivies
at a creatively taildrediplan, Tijat probably is what in-
experienced people should do too.

Before we get more into the detail of orgariizing an
evaluatiron study it should be useful to consider some of the
major concepts , and prototypes to be found in program
evaluation work.

-

-
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BASIC IDEAS OF EVA,LUATIfaN C)F, EDUCATI NAL PRO-
-)

GRAMS

A program , like a human being, is a complex creature.
There are so many things about it that could be studied.
Often the expectation is that evaluation attention will be
divided* up among lots of 'features, but that seldom works.
To get a successful evaluaiion study you usually have to
foe attention on just a few things. You have to delimit
the stu_dy. One common ay to delimit the study is to

. - de whether to focus on the Workings, the process of
e progcam , . or its output, its impact. Those stuaies that

aim ,to examine the relationship between process and product
do so hy only considering a very limited view. of .each, and
then usually giving attention to what seems to explain a
single dimension of output.

Process versus Impact. It seems so obvious that any
good evaluation study would want to examine both the
process and impact of a program. Well designed studies do
attend to both, b,ut almost always one dominates the other.
It may be that the evaluation activities for studying process
and impact are so dissimilar--and each so demanding, of
resources--t hat evaluation designs almost always emphasize
one more than the other.

In the first chapter we presented a letter from a
regional program official expressing a need for impact data.
As the distant administrator thinks about the program a
simple decision model often is apparentif impact is high
enough and costs are low enough, decisions should be made
to stistaik or expand the program. Those decisions do not
require much knowledge of program operation, so the re-
gional official may stress the need for impact over process
knowledge.

Of course it is not only distant ,administrators who say
that evaluation should focUs .on, *program impact. Tax-
payers, developers of new programs, supporters and critics
alike are quick to, ask for evidence of accomplishment. It is
common in Western technological countries to think that a
collective effort , a public enterprise, should produce some-
thing . So evaluators' are urged to look for impact .

But somehow there is a general -inability of educational
researchers to satisfy this natural and apparently reason-
able demand. Why don't all program evaluation designs
concentrate on impact? There are several reasons:

t.)

,
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(1) For all the technical sophistitation of eduational
testing the results from the existing standardized
tests are usually too crude and not sufficiently on
target. Real attitude 'change, 'understandings,
political conviction, and group effectiveness--all
important program impacts--are different to
measure meaningfully. And to develop more
refined tests is a very expensive task.

(2) Standards of success \ differ from one place to
another so that what will/be considered successful
impact here will not contidered successful
elsewhere.

(3) Many effects are expected to develop slowly,
providing at the time of evaluation very little in-
dication of what will come ,later. And when that
later measurement comes there may be a number
of causes to which to attribute the results.S.

(4) The cause and effect relationships. beeween
process and impact are ..too complex, too situa-
tioyal. Even when we know what the effects are
we may have little idea about what to do about it.
Data on effects just cro not reveal much about
what caused success or failure, and even less
about what changes would increase the stIccess
and diminish the failure.

So the regional official who wrote the letter may suoceed in
getting that evaluation design more oriented to impact, but
may be disappointed with the degree to (which impact is
actually measured and with, what can be done once impact is
measured.

,g

We should acknowledge that the letter was a response
to a# evaluation design which was heavily oriented to issues
And proCesses. Its author might have been Just as quick to
seek correction for a design exclusively attentive to impact.

In a few pages we will present a summary of the major
approaches to program evaluation. The primary basis we
use for classification is the distinction between
process-oriented "and impact-oriented designs.

freordinate nversus Responsive Designing.. The dis-
tinctibn between process and impact is made as to what the
evaluation study is looking at. The primary distinction as to
how the evaluation is carried out perhaps is that between a
preordinate approach and a responsive approach.

11
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Studies differ as to how much the inquiry is based on
preconceived questions or hypotheses and 'how' much on
issues encountered in the f,ield during the study. These
are sometimes referred to as etic issues and emic issues.,
respectively.

The respbnsive study is developed slowly, using
Malcolm Par lett and David Hamilton's conc t of pro-
gressive focussing, basing further inquiry on observation
of activities and the emergent concerns of .participants in
those activities.

Preordinate studies are more oriented to objectives,
hypotheses and prior expectations, usually expressed in -7
formal statements. Preordinate evaluators know what they
are looking for and design the study to find it.

>,

In a preordinate study. a relativelr large portion of
resources :#1is spent getting objectives specified and de-
veloping instruments, and sometimes in ettipg up control
groups and randomly sampling. In a r ponsive study a
relatively large part of theaesource pool.i spent preparing
and placing observers and i'rterviewers in t e

Wh olis tic versus Arialytic'Perceptiong. Studies differ
also as to how much they treat the program as a totality,
recognizing conceptual boundAkries common to non-technical
audiences. The more common social-science research ap-
proach is to concentrate on a small ntimber of components
or propeties. A case study is often used to preserve the
complexity of the program as a whole. Analysis (often
called multivariate- analysis) is undertaken to study the (
relationships amohg properties.

Formative versus Summative Commitments. The most
enduring distinction made by Michael Scriven in his respec-
ted paper "The Methodology of Evaluation" is that between
the formative and the summative. He was particularly
distressed by the over-attention valuative researchers
seemed to be giving to-the concerns of developers of pro-
grams (formative concerns) and the 'lack of attention to the
concerns of consumers such as stuants, parents and other
citizens (summative concerns).

T he teniporal distinction between evaluation during
program development and that after completion is usually
emphasizt!d, but the question of whose concerns will be

u
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addressed is probably more important in considering
whether to organize a fgrmative or summative evaluation
study.

Formal versus Informal Inquiry. This distinction was
made earlier. Informal evaluation a universal and abifling
human act, scarcely separable from thinking, and feeg.
Formal evaluation is blue-printed, operationally .de-
fined--less intuitional, covert, and personal. It is needed
when the results are to be communicated elsewhere.

)0.Consensus versus Pluralistic Value Seth. Gene Glass
.and Fred Ellett based a recent taxonomy of evaluation
designs mainly on the distinction between those which tried
to find the common valuing across Ames , places, and
people., and those which tried to,preserve the differences in
valuing. The important emphasis here is' more on the
criteria (What is the definition of impact and cost?) more
than on standards (At what le41 shall we say that the
program is sulccessful?)

Case Particular, Knowledge versudi Generalizations.
Perhaps the thing that most differenBates between what we

4ot might call evaluative research and Orogram evaluation is the
ultimate purpose of inquiry. The distinction here is similar
to that made by Lee Cronbach and Pat Suppes in dis-
tinguishing between decision-oriented inquiry (for the
practitioner mostly) and concluSion-oriented inquiry (for the

,,theorist mostly).

Some studies are set up to examine the program as a
fixed and ultimate target, ,others tqe,examine the program as
a representative of other progrffins. Most research is
expected to generalize in some ways: over time, over set-.
tings, or over subject matters, for example.. The inquirt
may aim at the worth of the parti,cular program or at the
worth of the general approach. Studies are conceived very
differently in this regard, both by investigators and by
audiences--a large misunderstanding is possible.

The more the study is expected to be a basis for
generalization the more the need for controls, controlled
variation, and careful description .of uncthitrolled variation.
Description is needed of the changes in time and place and
persons, and in many of the ways in which generalization is
to be directed. Case studies may be undertaken either for
particularized knowledge or for generalization.
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Descriptive versus Juidgmental Interprelations. As
indicated in the first chariter,, .all evaluation is judgmental.
Studies differ however on the degree to which the research
includes and even emphasizes his/her own judgment and the
sdegree to which readers are left to (and assisted in)
niaking their own judgments.

Many evaluation specialists coming from a social science
background define the evaluation task largely as one of
providing information, with an, emphasis on objective data
and de-emphasis on subjective data. Those with humanities
background tend to reverse the emphasis.

Phere'are really two separate questions raised here ,

whether or not subjective data (tesfimonies, preferences,
etc . ) will be used, and whether or not the judgments
formed by the evaluation team will be reported.

1

With this dichotomy,, and each of the others above, we
have a continuum. Mixtures are not only possible , they are
the rule. Studies at either extreme are seldom found. The
extremes are cited here to identify dimensions or
characteristics by which a new study can be conceptualiied.

i

t
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CLASSIFICATION ' OF ROGRAM EVALUATION AP-;
PkOACHES

Certain ways of carrying out evaluation' studies have
become commonplace. The table on the next .page presents
four major categories of evaluation studies and some special
cases within eacl. These prototypes should, aid 'in the
discussion of the alternatives available to 'program staff
considering possible ways ta, carry out" an evaluation study.

In the previous chapter \we examined five evaluation
situations. Two of them were directed toward program
impact, one of those to the attitudes of teachers in a con-
tinuing education situation, the other to knowledge attatn-
ment of students. What is common to these and to mOst
impact study situations is4 that people, identify orle or a
small number of "outcome variables" and organize data
gathering around them. Other examples of program outcome
variables are: attendance at meetings, referendum yotes,
newspaper/ 'toverage, familiarity with the environmental
problem, and donations.

We take note of tvgo kinds of impact designs:

a. Gains in performance over time

b. Regression of background and process
variables on outcomes

The approach usually suggested by measurement specialists
and educational psychologists fs "testing to measure gtudent
gain." It relies on instruments developed or selected to
match specifications of objectives. In the special case of
the Goal-Free apiSroach the specification of objectives may
be informal and made by' the evaluators rather than the
program staff. This study is likely to 'give the most ac-
curate indication of student (or other beneficiary) impact,
but least likely to indicate what caused it or how to improve
upon it.

Those studies designed primarily to explain the impact
of the program are Regression Analysis studies. The term
is a generic term, not limited to those where- a formal
statistical test pf regression effects is made. Any effort to
study the cov riation or contingency of process with out-
come can be c assified here. The strength of the approach
lies in its accuracy and control, the weakness in its assump-
tion that the things worth attentibn will show 'up having a
variation of scores available for analysis.

et
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PFRFORMANCE GAINS ANACYSIS
Special

,AIM: Assess im- Cases:
pact of program
with regard to
prespecified
criteria

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

Special
AIM: Find signi- Cases:

ficant coVariates
(background or
Rrocess) Of out-
come Nariables

A CLASSIFICATION OE PROGRAM EVALUATION APPROACHES

Disadvan-,

A leading advocate/An exemplary study/Advantages & tages

... Ralph Tylei'

Discrepancy Evaluation . Malcolm Provus

Field ExperiMents liobert Boruch,.....

Goal-Free Evaluation .... Michael iScriven

Lee Cronbach

Survey Sampljng Hubert Blalock ....

Cost-Benefit Study Henry Levin

Torsten Nusen

Dick Anderson

House/Hoghen

Daniel Weiler

Fielden/Pearson

Cooley/Lein-
hardt

,Explanaiory Observation . Bill Cooley

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION

Special
AM To .keep good Cases; Policy Analysis
-records: increase

, rationality in 'Dgcision-Theoretic Marcia' Guttentag .. Edwards, et,al.
decisions

rt:

Keeps attention on the
"bottom line," invests
in performance testing;

Oversimplifies educa-
tional aims, ignores
ways to improveVprocess

.Some control of condi-
Ipons by researcher
using robust sampling
plans, analyses; De-
empha5is on educational
issuA, particularly
local circumstances

... Peter R.AQKsl

James 631eMan Haveman-Watts

.NATURALISTIC STUDY

Adversary Evaltiation .... Tom Owens

GubaEgon
Special

8IM: Provide ex- Cases: Self-Study aul Dressel
periential under-
standings of com- Blue Ribbon Panel Francis Chase
plex workings of
the program 4Ethnographic Case Study Lou Smith

Murray Levine

Knoll/Brown

Plowden Report

Stake/Easley

1

Emphasizes policy,
quality-control options
of administrators, boards;
Over-values efficiency,
undervalues tacitt*now-

'ledge of staff, constiu-
ents Ui

CL

Probes complex concerns, z
responsive to emic issues;°
Subjective, poor meta-
evaluation checks, 'mat-
tentive to.aggregate costs&
and benefits
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Similarly, we take note of two inds of proces8 designs:.

a. the representation of- program information in
testimony and indicators for management
systems

the naturalistic and experiential study of
ordinary program activity

A management information system.is attractive to many largeorganizations. ft is expected that the worth of various
organizational efforts can be better judged if there is aP reg.ular flow or special study of data related to the opera-tional and policy decisions managers are faced with. It is
generally expected that personal experience will fall shortof the knowledge and understanding needed and that formalis-tic and highly conceptual (probably abstract) fepresen-tations of the program are needed. ,

Naturalistic studies are different in that they con-centrate on the more ordinary perceptions of practitioners
and citizens. Skills of `4.*servation and interviewing areusually needed. The discipline of this inquiry comes in the
validation and interpretation of data. Self-studies areamong the least expensive but ethnographic case studies are
among line most expensive.

V.
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GETTING ORGANIZED

,In most invironmental educatio/i projects there is noII evaluation specialist." We have 'r ferred to such and to',evaluators" in this manual, knowi g that what is to bedone in a projeot evaluqtion studylwill often be done en-tirely without anyone with special training. Consultant helpor technical assistance may be available, but even then thetoughest part of the evaluation work will .probably be doneby people already in and around the program.

. ) Let us step back and take a look. As we stated inhe first chapter, someone decides that .an evaluation studyneeded--internal or external pressures call for it. A,.Ittle inquiry confirms what is already general knowledge,full-blown evaluation studies require highly trained re-searchers and cost a lot of money. Even most extra-largeprojects do not have a large enough budget to carry out acomprehensive eValuation study. A little money, certainly0 not more than 2% of operating costs might be made avail-able. 'And some volunteer labor, some from staff people,from students needing a graduate school project, from oneor two civic minded citizens, might be mobilized. A smallresource, not enough to satisfy critics or to authenticateproponents--but enough to do something worthwhile.

One of the first questi ns is to decide whether to keep..the evaluation responsibility inside or to farm it out tosomebody outside the rejular program group. Tostay inside or to go outside. It is a decision that needs toWe- made t6 fit the local situation.

Net3oVating a Contract. If outsiders are to take aprimary rlbsponsibinty for the evaluation, a written agree-ment is highly desirable. In addition to the usual state-ments of purpose, delivery dates, personnel, and budget,the parties should anticipate that things will go badly, andindicate how adjustments can be made. "What could go,wrong will go wrong" is a useful. slogan.

A contract can be too specific and not specific enoug' h.When the contract is too specific the evaluator will he

120
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unable to respond to unexpected difficulties--and op-
portunities. If the contract is not specific enough the
chances of sponsors getting what they want are reduced.

The written statement should be based on many de-
tailed conversations, providing expectations that go beyond
legal obligation. Buf conversations that get too detailed are
likely 'to de-emphasize the larger policy questions, to disi.
dain the more subtle "unmeasurable" circumstances, and thr
parties are likely to over-protect themselves with con-
straints and risk-lowering, clauses that could limit the
usefulness of the study. If, as usual, the conversations
are not specific enough, there is reduced) chance that the
study, will erigage some of the deeper conerns of people.

Perhaps the most important question to be raised, once
and again and again, is that of the purposes of the eval-
uation. Of course, the purpose of evaluation is to find out
what is good and what is bad. But *le particular questions
'of concern to participants, sponsors, and. 'other con-
stituencies need more than final judgments. Ttey need
information, interpretations, suggested alternatives: Which
of these purposes shall be emphasized?

Another question to be agreed upon is that of who the
audiences of the study will be. To whom will the results
be c4curated? Often it is difficult to identify an audience.
Ofiten it can be eXpected that no-one will read the evalua-
-tion report. Yet several groups may be influenced by the
findings. Both attentive and almost unknowing sudiences
need to be discussed.

Methods of inquiry# access to data sources, ion-
fidentthlity, rights to publish, and ways of amending the
agreement are other topics of importance.

S.

lb
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A 'PLAN. OF ACTION

I.

It is usually important to anticipate the responsibilities
of the, evaluation study by sketChing out the steps to be
taken. In his discUssions of responsive evaluation, Stake
used a clock as a metaphor and identified the twelve events
shown in the following figure. ".

. 4

It was not expkected that an evaluator heeding this
clock Would take the steps in strick order burgoing back
and forth frequently between -earlier and later ,p-ttps.
"Progressive focussing" Malcolm Parlett and David Hamilton
called it. Nor was it expected that equal time would be
spent on each. One Study might devote 80% of its time to
making observing program activities, whereas another
devotes less than 201s.

A number of the same topics appropriate for the nego-
/ hated agreement (as described in the previous section) are
appropriate for the plan of action.

It is wise to have a number of people take -a look at
the plan of action and make suggestions. for improvement.
Sometimes'it is useful to give them guidelines for their
critique, such as the checklist that follows the "responsive
clock."

The evaluator should 'keep a log (or at least a cal-
endar) of important occasions, particularly points at which
decisions were made. At the conclusion of a studt the /
evaluator often has a different recollection (or no recol-
lection at all) of matters that influenced the study greatly.
Lines of inquiry that emerged or were dropped in midstream
should be described in the log or newsletter or some such.
These records are valuable often to the evaluation audiences
as well as to the evaluation staff.
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Figure 2. Prominent,events in a responsive evaluation.
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,C0i1MUNICATION.

,EMIDE FOR RATING AN EVALUATION PLAN

Strong
Satis-

factory Weak

Clarity: Does the plan read well? explicit? 'free of jargon?

Integrity: Do its pieces fit together? sense of uhity?

Seductivity: Does it persuade.the reader to take part? intriguing?
g.

PURPOSE

Rationale: Does it answer "Why evaluate?" are goals expliCit?

Plan: Are activities' outlined? are plan and rationale consistent?

Complementarity: Is it coMpatible with program? with other studies?

TECHNIQUE

Variableselection: Are seleCtions relevant, imaginative, flexible?

Data gathering: Are efforts design-oriented, valid, redundant?

Reporting out: Are cli,ents, audiences specified? responsibility?

PRACTICALITY

Scope: Is the plan feasible? are staff, facilities available?

Cost: Are estimates reasonable? are'benefits worth cost?

Balance: Are resources nicely allocated? spread too thin?

COMMENTS:

142J
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SUBSTANTIVE QUESTiONS

*r

ertainly for a preordinate evaluation study and
usually with a responsive study the evaluator , wants to
identify in advance certain topics, issues, or substantive
questions. It usually is necessary to have routine re-
minders of key substantive concerns because the problems
of arranging the\ study tend to distract attentiori toward
methods and away from those concerns.

These Qrganizing questions may or may not change
during the course of the study, dependiAg on the design.
The questions will vary in specificity depending on how
intrinsic the evaluator's interest is in the particular pro-
gram and in terms of how well the program is known in
advance.

The following is a simple classification of organizing
questions, with illustrative questions: a

1. Simple description
Describe the program
How would one classify this project?
How much public support (or any other
property) does this program have?

2. Comparison description
How does this program compare to others?
Is there much v'ariety among the projects?
Has this program changed over time?

3. Description of objectives
What is this program supposed to acomplish?
How do people differ in what they want it to
do? Is it feared that, jobs will be lost?

4. Descriptions of judgment
Did this program do its job well? Was the.
publicity given its work adequate?
Who supports and who opposes further
environmental educationeof this type?

41

5. Inquiry into issues
Should these teaching materials be em-

phasized as a sPf-contained course or
as adjunct lessons to science and social
studies courses?



A CHECK LIST FOR RATING AN EVALUATION REPORT

Area I--THE EVALUATION ITSELF .

A. Audiences to be-served 6y the
evaluation

B. Decisions about the prograni,
anticipated

C. Rationale, constraints, bias of
4eva1uators

Area II--SPECIFICATIONS OF THE PROGRAM
BEING EVALUATED

A. Educational philosophy behind
the program

B. Subject matter to be taught
C. Learning objectives, staff aims
D. Instructional procedures,

tactics, media
E. Students: biography., readiness,

goals, etc
F. Instructional and community*

setting
G. Standards, bases for judging

quality

Area III--PROGRAM OUTCOMES
A. Opportunities, experiences

provided
B. Student gains and losses
C. Side effects and unexpected

bonuses
D. Costs: cash, resources, work,

morale

Area IV--RELATIONSHIPS AND INDICATORS
A. Congruence between intent and

actuality
B. Contingencies, causes and

effects
C. Trend lines, indicators,

coMparisons
alb

Area V--JUDGMENTS OF WORTH OF THE
PROGRAM

A. Value of outcomes, different
points of view

B. Relevance of objectives to
needs

Needs Nof
Well Better Not Appli-

Stated. Statement Stated cable

e

,
,

t

..

..

,

4

0 ....

,b A .1

N 40° *,4°....' t
,

1
I

I

i

( .

Readabi of report
Usefulness of evfluation Information gathered
Comments:
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'Are gooi steps being taken to keep study
group discussions free from domination
by special interest groups?

Is it time for the group to rethink the unde-
siraliiity of burning high sulphur coal
as an alternative to nuclear power?

These latter substantive issues. may ,be particularly
useful for organizing the evaluation ,study, if they do in.
fact draw \attention to what concerns people. Sometimes it
is also desaable tht they draw attention to what feature or
component of the program might be adjusted to improve the
results.

The development of a list of substantive questions
helps the evaluator inform people what the- evaluation is to
attend to. But more important, it helps the evaluator get
back on the tract when distracted. It is expected that the
list will need updating from time to time in many studies,
whereas others will, be designed to stick with the questions
chosen in advance.

RECORDS AND REPORTS

The° evaluator is in a perpetual dilemma between an
overload of data and an inability to substantiate con7
elusions. Fancy coding and retrieval systems are sometimes
devised, but, their expense (mostly in time) is seldom just -
ified. File folders and oshoe boxes arOoften as sophisti-
cated as the data bank should get, storing things chrono-
logically and by site.. By frequently trying to identify
emerging conclusions, and asking what additional data are
needed to round out and validate those conclusions, the
problems of substantiation (validation) can be reduced.
,Norman Denzin .has described the use of triangulation for
substantiating one's conclusions.

In some studies "Which story to tell?" becomes a very
difficult question. There 'may be "multiple realities" that
need to be realized. There are bound to be some issues
that have to be omitted because they are too distracting or
for which the observations are inadequate. The evaluator,
decides on what to report partly by trying o e alterna-.
tives (in various ways) on individ o represent au-
dience groups. This is not to suggest that we tell them
what thy want 'to hear, but we tr\j- to honor their prior-
ities of concern.

130
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ORGANIZING A RELS EVALUATION UNIT'

G iven the complexit'y and interdependence of con-
temporary environmental issues, it is apparent that we face
a need for new forms of social orgoinization . A noted
scholar in the realm of social organization the late James
Thompson , anticipated such demAids in an essay entitled
ORGANIZING SOCIETY'S FRONTIERS. Thompson Stressed
the importance of "slack" in the system , that is, main-

jaining an organizafion flAible enough to react in creative
fashion to .new problems. He warned that demands for
acgountability,, " getting rid of slack , " would increase, with
reliance on new abstractions of the problems (Social in-
dicators) increasing too.

Changes in policy at' the tJ.S.
Office of Environmental Education
indicate that projects funded in
the 1980s will probably be larger,
more comprehensive , Ind sup-
ported for more than a single
year. . T he agenda outlined below
assumes that RELS-like projects of
the future are likely to spend
several thousand dollars per year
for evaluative- services . What .can
project directors challenged to
produce evidence of man.y kinds
expect to receive from evahfators?
How can both parties honcir
Thomi5son's recommendations?

Getting program evaluaticm is
not unlike getting informattion on
regional environmental problems .

Much of the in rmation needed is
known by sorneo in the region.
.Most of the val e positions are
represented thate in the com-
munity. The problems of program
management can be addressecKly
collective inquiry,, and can be
served by the technology of in-
quiry..
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Thus , in a stnale , an evaluation unit is -a mini R ELS .
It should be a flexible system of inquiry by which one can
come to better understand the workings of the organization
in its community. The inquiry technology of the RELS
shotul?l be a major asset for program evaluation.
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EVALUATION RESPONSIBILITIES A

1

Whether or not a formal evaluation unit is set up,
people in and around the RELS will see a need for formal
evaluation of some activities. It .may be useful to consider
what some evaluation resperuibilities are likely to ), be.

Needs AssessMent. In any organization and in any
community there is a reaching for "Clarification as to what is
really needed. and what are the priorities on those needs.
It has become routine for spokespersons to announce that a
formal study of needs. is essential. It seldom is essential,
and it may do more confusing than clarifying, but a needs
assessment study sometimes is desirable.

In our experience, large amounts of money ha been
wasted on poorly conceived needs assessment studies.
Assumptions are made that what is neede.41 under present
conditiOns would also be needed under other conditions.
Most needs are really wants, still -terribly important , but
not as. critical for subsequent workings as the name "needs"
sruggests. Need assessments are too often derived from goal
statements, which though stated thoughtfully and sincerely,
draw attention to arbitrary and unrealistic ideal's and away
from the responsibility for alleviating problems. (See Stake,
asley and others; their page 19:18.)

Resource Inventory. °The most attractive treatment for
a problem- is often beyond, the resource capacity of a local
community. Before we tackle a problem it is important to
be realistic about what resources ca6 be mobilized. Part of
.the evaluation responsibility is some form of feasibility,
study, possibly quite informal, noting ii part whether or
not resources are- available to undertake various efforts at
alleviation.

This is not meant to be an advocacy for`Ahose remedies
for which we are best 'equipped (as the specialist who
always finds his speciality most appropriate, ,or as the
drunk who searches tinder the streetlamp where the light is
better). What, remedy to try depends of course on what
tools and talent 4are available, but not necessarily, most
available.

.**

Goal Review.. In common with social endeavors, RELS
a're . likely to be endogyred with a 'vast multiplicity of goals.
Choices must be made. trade-offs must occur. Formal,
evaluation can assist with the delineation of the goals of the
RELS, just as the RELS assists in the delineation of

41,
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community goals. One evaluation approach taking a .de-
liberate orientatlion to the suitability rd relative merit of
goals is the apt) approach put forth by VI Stufflebeam
and his colleagues .

A go a. review that attends only to the ultimate aims of
people is 111.ely to be of little value. A thorough study of
goals examines the nature of major problems and the nature

011of proposed treatments. The victims of each problem have 4IP

goals needing examination and the advocates of each
solution have their goals too .

Program Transactions. The RELS needs to be studied
continuously by its staff, participants and patrons, and in
special ways 'on special occasions. Processes can be need-
lessly inefficient and ineffective, but efficient and effective
processes can be largely irrelevant .

The aims of environmental education pi-ograms often
embrace individual and institutional goals. Both may re-
quire baseline information for assessment of success.

A document released in 1976, by the U . S. Department
of Transportation declared, that "aSking appropriate quegap
tions" is the key to assessment- of programs marked Br
broad-aim goals. We second that advice, noting that it is
not the elegance nor the precision of the quMption that
counts, bgt relevance Since early and relatively minor
transactions often have a lasting influence, much perlistent
questioning aout transactions can often be justified.

Predicaments. The RELS will get into trouble ." Part
the responsibility of the evaluation unity will be to studs

that rouble and assist in the extrication.

t is obvious that the staff and directors of the RELS
will e attending to predicaments, as well as to the other
four categories of responsibilitiy detailed above. Evaluation
responsibility is shared by all , and most .of all, by manage-
ment people. The evaluation "unit" should be seen by them
as collaborators in the study of the torganization.

But the evaluation "unit" is a speckal collaborator..
Certainly it ha,s constituents, audiencesi patrons other than
the REM managers. It must review value positions that
are knpopular among managers , as well as favorites. It
must seek to tell managers what they need to know, cer-
tainly not only what they want ,to hear.
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THE STRUCTURE NEEDED

Most RELS will grow out of some other organizations
and activities. Some of those will have a designated evalua-
tion responsibility already. Most will not. And most RELS
will get started without a designated evaluation person or
unit. Which is all right.

There will be nsome RELS that start with a grand
designparticularly those seeking funding from the U.S.
Office of E vironmental Education for comprehensive
multi-year protects. And as part of that grand design
propose a buil -in- evaluation unit.% Which is all right too.

Reasons Against an Evaluation "Unit". It will be easy
to plan big , to promise too much. There will be a temp-
tation to include a design for an Evaluation Unit that will
cost more than it will "be worth. Evaluation information of
high reliability and validity is expensive. And an evalua-
tion unit that is set up before knowing what the infOrmation
needs and pi-oblem situations will be is likely to have the
wrong kinds of assets.

Whether or not to establish a formal EV ALUATIO11
UNIT then depends partly on how much there will be a
routine need for evaluative information, that 'is, for attitude
scores, for monitoring and quality control, for project
history, etc., on which judgments can be based and for
reports to funding agencies. To the extent that needs
cannot be realistically anticipated or to the extent that
one-time-only reviews or .Rrobes are more like4y to be
needed, the organization of evaluation work should be left
unstructur d until it is time to actually get a study under-
way.

The principal message of this chapter will be for
people in charge of RELS to give some thought as to what
evaluation responsibilities can be anticipated, but not to
invest in evaluation resources until time to evaluate is at
hand.

411

But that, does not help a committee planning a Regional
Environmentr Learning System and trying to prepare a
proposal for funding. Womething needs to' be said there
about program evaluation.

Let us suppose, in the spirit of the third chapter',
, that the staff of LTVEG, acting for a -growing qumber of

corEwLiflity
IaiirilliseciPor94reastorwtisnYaWs*ptolg Ugtit

include a statement such asitiv, following:
0(3
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EXCERPT FROM HYPOTHETICAL RELS PROPOSAL

T
1TOGR AM EV AL U A TION . The activities and services of the

RELS Would be revie vy. ed Soth formally and informally according to an
Evaluation Plan., This plan would be developed each year by staff
and approved and su ervised by a subcommittee of the Board of
Directors . T he Plan would sinclude meeting all requirements for
evaluation set by government, participating, and funding agencies.

One staff member, a person having some formal training in
program evaluation, (at the time it is expected to be Associate
Director Pauline Grubb) will have operational responsibility for eval-
uation work. It is not anticipated that additional staffing for eval-
uation will be made except as needed by particular studies. Those
studies may be done by subcontract, by outside personnel working
under the direction of staff, or by temporary or permanent staff
members.

This staff member will maintain a file of issues, program com-
ponents, ventures, or indicator variables which might be evaluated,
plus information as to the resources available in the regon to assist in
their evaluation. Frequent suggestions will be made to the staff or
Board as to the possible utility of particular studies.

One of the matters needing evaluation (perhaps to be done even
before the proposed startup date) has to do with the "mental" identi-
fication of the, RELS with state and federal Environmental Protection
Agencies. Opinions of some isupport group leaders is that EPA stands
in the minds of many citizens as idealistic, unrealistic and indifferent
to the problems of unemployment and economic development. The
depth of these feelings might determine how the RELS should ap-
proach the public in its early efforts. A small number of structured
interviews with a carefully selected sample is being considered.

To audit the exercise of evaluation responsibility within the
RELS it is expected that the Subcommittee mentioned above will retain
an evaluation specialist (with no other involvement in the work of the
RELS) to inquire at least once a year as to the activities and records
for program evaluation, as a fee not to exceed $200.

/-
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What $5,000 Will Buy. The best guess we have at
this writing is that the optimum size of a RELS in a well
populated region will -reuire an annual budget of perhaps
$250,000. Administrative costs should not exceed 20% of
that and formal evaluation costs shoUld seldom exceed 1015 of
that. It multiplies out to $5,000 per year. It seems reason-
able to talk about a hypothetical RELS that sets aside $5000
a year for program evaluation' purposes.

Five thousand dollars is a very large amount of money.
But it does not buy much in this labor intensive world.
Let us list several things that might cost five thousand
dollars.

(a) the annual time .Lbf a competent specialist
(b) a half-time graduate assistant
(c) a modest survey of the community
(d) a modest regression study
(e) a small case study of the program

Perhaps we should repeat that Anly one, of those small
purchases is available for our estimated evaluation budget.

'-Obviously it is important to be selective.

But it is also important to, acknowledge that there are
no fixed fees in this line of work. One can sometimes get a
better study for a thousand dollars than for twenty thou-
sand. One important difference is whether or not one can
draw on volunteer labor, people who have other reasons
than money for helping out. People already on salary,
retired people, spouses, and students are among those who
often can be drawn into the evaluation work at low cost.
They usually will need coaching and coordination, but with
careful arrangement, that can usually be obtained for
reasonable sums.

To hire people speeiallif trained in evaluation work is
likely to yield higher quality work, but if those people are
expected to carry out the bulk of the evaluation activity,
and it they charge appropriately for their time, they will
quickly exhaust the available funding.

Most .evaltation specialists wilr advise the RELS people
to commit themselves early to the evaluation information
they will need so that time and opportunity are available to
mike the measurements. This make,s a lot of sense. But it
also often defies the reality of not knowing, what informatidn
will he needed, what requirements will be most pressing,
and what problems will be most vexing. If the evaluation
studies 'are to serve the needs of the people operating and
benefitting from the RELS, it is unwise to commit evaluationresources far in advance.
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Another problem , here is the turn-around time of
research studies. It is regularly found that people very
'much interested in evaluation information at the time the
study is planned have quite. different interestt by the time
the results come in. This problett cannot be diminished
much 131, rescheduling the study or shortening its duration.
What evaluation people study or shortening' its duration.
What evaluation people have to. do is to organizing the
studies around those questiorfs that appear to be of rela-

,,tively durable interest.

All this is to say that the evaluation planning may bo
f_ione too far in advance and not far enough. It may rely
too much on volunteer and amateur labor, and not enough.
Since only a limited purchase is usually possible anyway, it
seems best for the FELS plan to clearly indicate: where
responsibility.. for formal program evaluation will lie; how
assurance will be made that that responsibility will be
exercised; that there will be a regular review of the needs
for evaluation studies; and that there are known resources
outside the organization that can be drawn on for particular
studies that may become needed.

EVALUATION NETWORKS
'

Part of the effectiveness of the strategy outlined above
depends on a knowledge of the evaluation resources that
exist in.; one's own region and that ca. n be tapped by tele-

'phone or mail.

Paul Meadows,,, a distinguished sociologist, visualized
economic and social development as testing a "delicate web
of human acceptgnce." The development of an evaluation
resource indeed tests such a web. We have found that
most of he recent literature or*, "networks" is relevant to
the development of resources, to help with program eval-
uation.

Cohen and Lorentz, contribitting to that literature,
stressed that the planning and designing of people networks(
was (in 1977) still "in its infancy." They saw such net-i
works as voluntary associations in which a wide range of
participants joined together out of a sense of enlightened
self-interest (again comparable to the creation of the RELS
it sel f) .

Much of the literature on networks and networking is
identified with the concept of "temporary systems" and the
alleged existence of "invisible colleges," Antecedents of

1 4,
4
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these terms are found in organizational theory and studies
made by the research community. We visualize another type ,

of network, one which would be deliberately open to new
people, to the addition of new resources.

An outstanding "futurist," Hazel Henderson, described
this form of network as having no headquarters, no formal
leader, and no chains of command. It is also marked, she
asserted, by free-form, self-organizing principles and is
copcerned with "issues, ideas, and knowledge." Henderson's
analysis honors Thompson's call for retaining slack in the
system. A word of caution should be spoken, though.

Henderson argued that emerging networks have re-
ceived scant attention from organizational theorists becausethey are too ephemeral, seemingly lacking substance or
structure. We too are doubtful that networks tied closely to
the ongoing operations of RELSs could be free-floating and
dependable. We urge the RELS people to prepare themselves
to , draw (from time to time) from existing networks of
evaluation specialists, creating small temporary systems as
needed to carry out the one-time-orily evaluation work.

Members of existing evaluation networks are to be
found on any campus, in anY large school district, in any
state government. Finding dependable resources, of
course, is more difficult. This is a major part of the
responsibility of the preparatory work, identifying those
resource people and:centers that can be counted on for
help. Personal cliscussionS are needed, some traveling
'around is to be expected, some careful study of theiruportfolios" of work cqmpleted should occur.

On the following .page we have listed some people we
have found to be considerate and competent. They are not
necessarily the best, but ones we have-known and-admired.
They have agreed to discuss program evaluation ind to help
inqui' -n-s get in touch with other evaluation people.



PROGRAM EVALUATION'RESOURCE'PERSONS ANgICENTERS

The people named here have agreed to help ingui.eers identify materials
and people for evaluating programs of environTentar education.

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona

California
California
Colorado
Connecticut
D.C.

Georgia
Hawaii

Illinois
Illinois

Indiana

Indiana
Iowa

Kansas

Kentucky

Louisiana
Maine
Maryland

Massachusetts
Massachusetts
Michigan
Missouri
Missourq
Minnesota
Minnesota
Montana
Nebraska

Theodore PinnoCk, Motton Hall, Tuskegee Institute, Tuskegee 36088
Terry Elofson, 148A Juneau Ave, Fort Richardson 99505
Len Cahen, Assoc Dean of Ed, Arizona St U, Tempe 85281

Center for the Study of Eval (Adrianne Bank) , 145 Moore Hall, UCLA 90024
Far West Lab (Paul Hood), 1855 Folsom St, San Francisco 94103
Maey Lee Smith, 1006 6th St, Boulder 80302
B9b Rippey, Res in Health Ed, Rm AMO 33, U of CT Med Ctr, Farmington 06032
Barbara Kres Beach, 6705 Beacon Lane, Faits Church, VA 22043
David Payne, College of Ed, U of Georgia, Athens 30602
Arthur King, CRDG, U of Hawaii, 1776 University Avenue, Honolulu 96822

CIRCE (Claire Brown), 270 Ed Bldg, U of Illinois, Urbana 61801'
Herb Walberg, U of Illinois, College of Ed, Box 4348, Chicago 60680
Ctr on Eval, Dev & Res, (Bill Gephart), PDK, P.O. Box 789, Blo ington 47402
Indiana Center for Eval (Bob Wolf) , School of Ed, Indiana U, 8 00mington 47401

Joe Steele, ACT, P.O. Box 168, Iowa City 52243

Yvonna Lincoln, AFME Dept, 1 Bailey Hall, U of Kansas, Lawrence 66045
Joseph Petrosko, School of Ed, U of Louisville 40208

Bert Wilkins, Adv Studies & Res, 324 Chem Eng, LA St U, Baton Rouge 70803
Betsy Hutchins, P.O. Box 270, York 03909
Gil Austin, UM-Baltimore Co, EM-007, 5401 Wilkens, Baltimore 21228
Huron Institute (Eleanor Farrar), 123 Mt. Auburn SOCambridge 02138
Higher Ed Study Group at EDC (Malcolm Parlett), 55 Chapel St, Newton 02160
Eval Center (Jim Sanders), Western Michigan U, Kalamazoo .Y49008
CEMREL (Don Miller), 3120 59th St, St. Louis 63139
Hulda Grobman, St. Louis U Med Center, 1402 S Grand, St. Louis 63104
Wayne Welch, Psych'l Fndnsiof Ed, 204 Burton Hall, U of MN, Minneapolis 55455
Prog Eval Res Ctr (Tom Kiresuk) , 501 S Park Ave, Minneapolis 55415 .

Gladys Elison, Missoula County Court House, 200 W Beoadway, Missoula 59801
Bob Brown, TC 21, U of Nebraska-Lincoln 68588

New Hampshire Al Elwell, Res Studies, U System of NH, Lee Center East, Durham 03824
New Jersey ETS (Marianne Amarel, Garlie Forehand) , Princeton 08540
New Mexico Everett Edington, Box 3AP, NM St U, Las Cruces 88003
New York Ed Kelly, 210 Ardsley Dr, Dew4tt 13214

,

New York Policy Studies in Ed ,(Mitch Brickell) , 680 Fifth Ave, New York 10019
New York Devel & Eval Associates, Inc (John Eggert), 700 E Water, Syracuse 13210
North Carolina Carol Kehr Tittle, 132 Curry Bldg, School of Ed, U of NC-Greensboro 27412
North Dako.ta

Ohio
Ohio

, Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Dakota
Tennessee

Texas
Texas
Utah

Vermont
Washington
West Virginia
"consin
Wisconsin

ogt

Henry Slotnick, Office of Med Ed, School of Med, U of ND, Grand Forks 58201

Derek Taylor, Div of R & D, Cleveland P.S., 1380 E 6th St, Cleveland 44114
Howard Merriman, 52 Starling Court, Columbus 43215
Bill Zoellick, Sunspace, Inc., P.O. Box 1792, Ada 7482Q
NW Reg Ed Lab (Nick Smith, Tom OWens), 710 SW 2nd Ave, Portland 97204
LRDC (Bill Cooley), U of Pittsburgh, 3939 O'Hara St" 15260

Joan Bebrs, Office of Supt of P.S., )201 N Sixth St, Harrisburg 17105
Junius Eddy,\Consultant in Ed & the Arts, W Main Rd, Little Compton 02837
Arlen Gullickson, School of Ed, U of SD, Vermillion 57069
Robert House, Vanderbilt U, Box 6188, Station B, Nashville 37235
Gary Borich, Instr'l Systems Lab, Coll of Ed, U of TX at Austin 78712
Martyn Hotvedt, Office of Cont'g Ed, U of'TX Med Branch, Galveston 77550
Blaine Worthen, Dept of Psych, UMC 28, Utah St U, Logan 84322
Bob Carlson, Coll of Ed, 406 Waterman Bldg, U of VT, Burlington 05405
Duncan MatQuarrie, Psych Dept, Central Washington U, Ellensburg 98926

Ron Welty, Gilmer County Bd of Ed, 201 N Court St, GLenville 26351

Tom Fox, Dept of Curric & sInstr, UW, 225 N Mills St, Madison 53706

Patricia Templin, Dept of Curric & Instr, UW-Milwaukee, P.O. Box.413 53201
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Evaluation Technical Assistance. Since project funds
sho. uld 13O used primarily for program operatiorts and oWy in
a small way for evaluation, how can RELS people make the
most of the technical assistance that is available? It is
important to realize that some agencies have a history of
providing technical assistance of one kind or another. -The
funding agency should be asked. Inquiries should be made
of state departments of education and universities. Many of
them support evaluation centers' that provide free or low
cost assistance to agencies in their region.

Usually tho technical assistance is available for con-
sultation but not to do evaluation work. Often technical
consultants will recommend personnel .as well as methods,for
accomplishing the work. These recommendations should be
examined carefully. If possible, other specialists and
various interested parties should be consulted. The steps
outlined in the previous chapter for writing \a. contract
should be considered, even if the decision is made to do
the work with "inside" people.

To the extent thai RELSs are the quintessence of
informatio4 systems, they will have a special opportunity to
draw upon the insipt and conscientiousness of people for
program evaluation purposes.

What can RELS project directors challenged to produce
evidence of program effectiveness expect to receive from
the evaluation community? Something helpful, but often not
enough. No evaluation group or plan of action can .prove
that even a very good project is having a substantial im-
pact. Evaluators can provide be-ter information, a new
perception of responsibility, and some political re-
spectability.,

Sometimes these benefits will come mor.e quickly if a
formal evaluation unit, even a smll one, is set up in ad-
vance. Certainly the RELS collective inquiry routines are
more likely to be used effectively this way. However, the
unit will be less able to deal with new evaluation respon-
sibilities. The creation of an "evalualion` responsibility0"
something less formal than an "evaluation unit," may more
slowly allocate the resourcesta greater advantage.

*4

0
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An ongoing system for monitoring program processes
and impacts can draw from, many different technical com-
munities. Their different methods will not minimize tke
expenditure of funds or lead to entirely compatible con-
cep tualizaitiöns and valings, but the diverse school and
community goals are more likely to be respected . Such an
approach also responds. to Thompson's call for maximum
flexibility within he context of a changing world .

4
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BIBLIOGRAP,HY

The previous pages are intended to
provide a few examples, explanations,
'descriptions, and teachings related to
evaluation, and particularly 'to the evalua-
tion of environmental educational pro-

' grams. The field of evaluation is broad,
and coverage in a single document is
necessarily superficial.

For those who seek a more serious
and extensive engagement with the litera-
ture of evaluation, or those who want
only to explore a single topic in greater
depth, the following two pages cçhave been
included. The Bibliography provides
references to further readings; the
Topics and Authors page gives additional
entry points into readings by key persons
in the field of evaluation .

An ultimate hope would be that the
network of experts and practitioners
within the field of environmental education
might come to overlap in meaningful ways
the network of significant persons in the
field of evaluay.on.

C.
11 u
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EVALUATION TOPICS( k

Accreditation

Achievement, Environment Education

400 Adult Education Grotelueschen/
Gooler/Knox

SELECTED AUTHORS

James Carpenter

U,of Tennessee
Environment Center

Affective Domain. David Krathwohl

Argument Ernest House

Adversa;y Evaluation Tom Owens

Attitude Scales Marvin Shaw and
Jack Wright

Bayesian Statistics James Fennessey

Case Study Methods Robert Stake

Causal Modeling Hubert Blalock

Causation Michael Scriven

Change, Measurement of Jum Nunnally

Client Involvement Malcolm Bush and
Andrew Gordon

Community Context Gordon Hoke

Confidentiality David Goslin

ConnoisseurshiP Eliot Eisner

Construct Validity Lee Cronbaoh and
Paul Meehl

Control Groups Ross Conner

Course Improveme0K Lee Cronbach

Creativity Tests Susan Crockenberg

Criterion Referenced Testing Jason Millman

Curriculum EvaltiAion Arieh Lewy

Deasion Theoretic Approach Edwards/Guttentag/
,Snapper

1 f, 1
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Discrepancy Evaluation '

Ecological Factors

Educational Television

Ethics

Ethnography

Experimental Design

Faculty Performance

Field Research .

Malcolm Provus

Stanley Lehmann

Martin Carooy

Gideon Sjoberg

Harry Wolcott

Robert Boruch

Paul Dressel

Leonard Schatzman and
Anselm Strauss

Follow-Through Evaluation ErnestHouse and
others

Formative Evaluation
4

Gain Scores

Generalizability.

Goal Attainment Scaling

Goal-Free Evaluation

Grades

Head Start

Illuminative Evaluation

Michael Scriven

Jum Nunnally

Lee Cronbach

Thomas Kireiuk and
Sande*. Lund

/Michael Scriven

Paul Dressel

Victor Cicarelli

Malcolm 1Parlett and
Garry Dearden

Impact Checklist U. S. General
Accounting Office

Interviewing

Lnstructional Objectives ,

Item Analysis

Justice

Likert Scale

Meta-Analysis

Carol Weiss

Jim Popham

Norman Gronlund

Ernest House

Norman Gronlund

Mary Lee Smith and
Gene Glass



Meta-Evaluation

Modys.Operandi Method,

Multivariate.Analysis

Naturalistic Inquiry

Needs Assessment
I.

Negotiating Contracts,

ObServation

9ocupational-fraining

Outward Bound

Open Education

OperationAl Definitions-

Organization Development

Path Analysis

Policy Analysis

Political Factors

Portfolios, Self-Evaluation

Portrayal ,

Priority Allocation

Public Health

QualitatiA Evaluation

Questionriaires

Randomization

Rating Scales

.4

. 0

.pichael Scri'ven

Michael Scriven

Maurice Ta,tsuoka

Egon Guba.

Robert Stake and
Jacic'Easley

JObert Stalm

NorwoodHanson
T

'Tim Wentling and
Tom Lawson

Mary Lee Smith and
others

.George Hein

Robert Ennis

Richard Schmuck and
others

Otis Duncan

James4Coleman a

Errest House '

Patricia Scheyer and
Robert Stake

David Hamilton and
others

Henry Riecken and
others

Thomas Bice and
obert Eighhorn

George Willis

Stanley Payne

Ross Conner

Marvin Shaw and
Jack:Wright

1 Is
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Responsive Evaluation

Role of the Evaluator

Secondary Analy,sis

'School

Shadow

Social

Social

Integration

Study

Experimentation

Programs

Spurious Correlation

Statistical Power

Summative Evaluation

Survey Research

Symbolic Inter8ctionism

Systems Approach

Teacher Competence

AP

Test Construction

Time on Task

Title I 'Evialuation

Training, bialuator Skills

Transactional Evaluation

Triangulation

Unobtrusive Measures

Validity of Test Means

Validity of TestS

Value-Issues in Classrooms

,t
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Robert Stake

Garlie Forehand

Robert Boruch

James Coleman

Denny/Cotton/Storm

Henry Riecken

Clark Apt

Herbert Simon

John Crane

Peter Airasian

Hubert Blalock

NOrman Denzin

Marvin Alkin

,Steven Kemmis and
Robert*Stake

Norman Gronlund

David Wiley.

Milbrey McLaughlin

National Teaching
Systems

Robert Rippey

Norman Denzin

Lee Sechrest

Robert Stake

Lee Cronbach

Lawrence Stenhouse
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